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SHOTGUNS AVAILABLE IN 
AUSTRALIA TODAY.

GAMO OTHERS CALL IT  FUTURE

TEN SHOTS, ZERO RELOADS.

Gamo’s innovative 10X technology enables you to shoot up to 10 pellets without 
reloading. Simply break the barrel and fire for lightning-quick follow up shots.

�e 10X GEN 2 technology features a revolutionary new horizontal magazine 
integration, making it lighter, more compact and low profile. �e second 
generation10X offers smoother operation and improved accuracy.

One magazine included, also 
sold separately as an accessory.

ROADSTER IGT LOW PROFILE SYSTEM

SPEEDSTER STORM IGT

THE FIRST OF ITS KIND - NEXT GEN

�e outstanding Gamo Roadster IGT 10X GEN2 has arrived featuring our state of the art 
horizontal magazine, making it lighter, compact and low profile. Gamo’s IGT Inert Gas 
Technology power plant, a new ergonomic synthetic thumbhole stock, and the new 
patent-pending 10X Quick Shot GEN2 Technology.

• Ambidextrous Stock
• Scope Rail
• Front Sight Cover
• Macrometric Sight

1260
fps

875
fps

.177 CAL. 22 CAL.

Ten shots, zero reloads and a brand new fast-reload stock compartment. Gamo’s Speedster 
IGT 10X Quick Shot GEN2 offers a smoother operation and improved accuracy together with a 
state of the art stock design. �e new Speedster combines the latest and most popular Gamo 
technologies in one air rifle, delivering an outstanding solution for pest control and hunting.

• Fully integrated manufacturing
• Repeated test firing
• Exhaustive quality control procedures
• Automotive-grade robotic technology
• Patented polymer-jacketed barrel
• Patented Whisper sound-dampening technology
• Green manufacturing facility

Own the air with Gamo today. �e most progressive and innovative 
air rifle manufacturer in the world.

• Ambidextrous Stock
• Scope Rail
• Front Sight Cover
• Macrometric Sight 1260

fps
880
fps

.177 CAL. 22 CAL.

FASTER, LIGHTER AND MORE 
PRECISE THAN EVER

THE DIFFERENCE IS IN OUR DNA.

Find your local Gamo Stockist at:
www.osaaustralia.com.au

LOW PROFILE SYSTEM

REPLAY-10 MAGNUM IGT

FASTSHOT IGT

THE FIRST OF ITS KIND

Gamo’s Replay 10 Magnum GEN1 is a 45 Joules high performance airgun which features 
Gamo’s 10x Quick shot® GEN1 technology. This exclusive system relies on a rotary 
multi-shot magazine which allows the shooter to blast up to 10 shots without touching 
a single pellet, improving the user’s autonomy, reducing reload timings and providing a 
more dynamic, agile and satisfying hunt.

• Ambidextrous Stock
• Scope Rail
• Scope
• Multishot
• 3-9x40 WRH Scope Incl.

1540
fps

1100
fps

.177 CAL. 22 CAL.

Gamo’s Fast Shot 10x IGT GEN1 combines the sobriety and sophistication of a classic 
wooden air rifle with the brand’s latest technological innovations. Gamo’s Fast Shot 10x IGT 
GEN1 includes Gamo’s 10x Quick shot® GEN1 technology. This ‘modern classic’ includes a 
precise 4x32WRH scope and features Gamo’s latest technologies.

• Ambidextrous Stock
• Scope Rail
• Scope
• Multishot
• 4x32 WRH Scope Incl.

1260
fps

880
fps

.177 CAL. 22 CAL.

REDEFINING GAMO’S MODERN CLASSICS

10X HOLLOW POINT
PELLETS
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These days, shooters are spoiled 
for choice when it comes to scopes, 
but what characteristics most benefit 
hunters? Thomas Tabor explores the 
various riflescope components and 
gives some great advice.

Savage rifles have long enjoyed a 
well-earned reputation for producing 
accurate rifles and the 110 High 
Country is no exception. According 
to reviewer Mark van den Boogaart, 
“It’s a classy rifle, at a really affordable 
price point, and more importantly it’s 
a straight and accurate shooter.” 

Years of hunting have taught Derek 
Nugent how to gear up for a successful 
hunt. He’s developed a three-tiered 
hierarchy around not only what to 
carry on a hunt, but also how to 
efficiently do so, saying, “there is little 
benefit in carrying gear which in all 
likelihood is simply along for the walk”. 
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SSAA - Protecting shooters since 1948

National News

Welcome to the first interactive 
digital Australian Shooter.

The October 2023 Aus-
tralian Shooter is a landmark 

moment in the history of a magazine that 
has been a part of the lives of hundreds of 
thousands of shooters and hunters for the 
past 70-odd years.

This is the first edition of the Australian 
Shooter that has been released as both an 
interactive digital and print edition, marking 
a significant change to the way the state and 
territory members of the Sporting Shoot-
ers’ Association of Australia can choose to 
interact with the Association.

Readers can enjoy increased connectivity 
with stories and advertisements, as prod-
ucts, videos and other links can be found 
throughout the publication. You can read a 
product review and go straight to the online 
store to purchase. 

Of course, the printed version of the 
Australian Shooter remains available for all, 
as sometimes you just can’t go past sitting 
down with your favourite magazine and 
flicking through the pages. 

Members will be able to choose the way 
they receive the Australian Shooter when 
their membership comes up for renewal 
from this month and if print is your choice, 
you’ll receive the paper version of the 
magazine in your mailbox at the start of 
every month. All members will receive the 
digital magazine.

We trust you’ll enjoy this new offer-
ing, no matter how you want to read the 
Australian Shooter, and we look forward 
to bringing you Australia’s most popular 
sports shooting and hunting magazine, now 
in print and interactive digital!

In recent months there has been much 
discussion on firearms and hunting-related 
topics in politics and the media, with the 
Western Australian Firearms Act re-write 
and inquiries in South Australia and Vic-
toria into the hunting of native birds being 
hot topics. 

It is our endless task as target shooters 
and hunters to talk about what we love 
about our sport and pastime. In WA, con-
versations with the media have been ongo-
ing since earlier this year and it has been an 
uphill battle to get balanced, let alone posi-
tive, coverage. Recently, ongoing efforts to 
build relationships with some journalists 
have led to some great and insightful cover-
age of our cause and sport. It resulted in a 
positive television news story of SSAA WA 
attending agricultural field days with their 
mobile air rifle trailer, attracting crowds 
to try the fun and inclusive sport of target 
shooting. This is a prime example of how 
‘working behind the scenes’ really works 
and can take months, if not years to pay off.

The key in all our efforts is to remain 
respectful, keep educating our friends and 
family and engage with our local members 
and any community consultation opportuni-
ties when they arise.
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Letters
WRITE TO PO BOX 2520, UNLEY, SA 5061 OR EMAIL EDIT@SSAA.ORG.AU

Insurance Q&A
SSAA GENERAL INSURANCE BROKERS
Send questions to: insurance@ssaains.com.au

Dear Editor,

IT’S SATURDAY MORNING and I’m 
sitting with my 9-year-old son and we’re 
reading through the August 2023 edition of 
Australian Shooter.

I only recently joined SSAA, having 
decided that I wanted to expand my social 
life into the sport, rather than simply 
managing vermin.

While some might relate that receiving 
industry periodicals can sometimes simply 
clog up one’s mail, this publication is excep-
tional. I can’t put it down.

The articles and reviews are highly infor-
mative, interesting and very well drafted. 
The advertising layouts are very good, with 
me spending at least equal time looking 
through all the ads, all with their tempting, 
high-quality pictures. The excellence of this 
magazine makes SSAA membership great 
value, just for the subscription itself.

Just wanted to say thanks very much and 
please keep up the great work. When some-
thing is this good, the people responsible 
need to know.

Peter O’Brien, Newcastle

Anyone on the ball?

LIONEL SWIFT’S EXCELLENT article 
‘Little’ Piece of History (Shooter, April 2023) 
prompted me to look at my own little piece 
of history, a 25-round packet of 7.65 auto 
pistol cartridges bearing a label reading: ‘32 
cal Smokeless CF cartridges for Automatic 

The drastic plastic

I’VE JUST READ Lionel Swift’s excellent 
article about the old gun shops of Latrobe 
Street in Melbourne (Shooter, March 2023) 
where he mentions the Super Cartridge 
Company and their ‘all plastic-bodied 12g 
shotshells’. I lived about 6km from their 
factory and Super was one of my go-to 
places for shotshells. The day came I 
needed some so off I went and bought my 
usual No.4s and was asked if I was inter-
ested in their new product, the all plastic-
bodied shotshells.

I was warned these couldn’t be reloaded so 
was a bit hesitant and bought just one packet. 
The next day I went rabbiting at my favourite 
spot, loaded up my 12g pump-action Bentley 
shotgun, walked about 50m and spotted a 
group of rabbits. I took aim at a rabbit and 
fired. It was a good hit but sadly there was no 
follow-up shot on the rest of them.

On cycling the next round the extractor 
ripped through the plastic rim leaving the 
spent round still in the chamber. And my 
shooting partner who had a self-loading 
Browning had the same issue, bad news all 
round. It took a while to remove the spent 
shotshell though all was not lost as we had a 
great day out and a fine feed of rabbits. I dare 
say these plastic cases would still be good in 
an under-and-over or side-by-side shotgun.

Peter Lytwynenko, via email

Pistols, Made in Herstal near Liège (Belgium) 
for Alcock & Pierce, Gun and Cartridge 
Makers, Melbourne’.

Lionel mentions Alcock & Pierce retailing 
shotgun cartridges under their name, as did 
many retailers in the early days, 
though I wonder if much 
is known about their ball 
cartridge sales and if this 
box can be dated.

Peter Gillott, NSW

Feather in his cap

I ENJOYED PETER Meyer’s letter about 
priming the pan of his flintlock (Shooter, 
March 2023) but was somewhat alarmed 
at the use of ‘a small dry stick from under 
the nearest tree’ to keep the ignition vent 
empty. What if it should break off? I use 
a feather, suitably modified, generously 
supplied by the abundant cockatoos in the 
area. ‘Modern’ shooters find the sight of 
a feather sticking out of the rifle a little 
unusual, often prompting comments and 
giving me the chance to promote the gentle 
pleasures of the flintlock rifle.

Dave South, via email

Q I am a firearms and accessories col-
lector and really enjoy the history of 

certain items and of certain eras. I want to 
make sure I have appropriate insurance for 
these items as some of them hold a lot of 
value. What is the best way to do this?

A The SSAA Mutual Members Firearms 
Protection and the additional top up 

cover can protect your registered firearms 
and fixed accessories against loss, theft and 
damage at home and away. The standard 
SSAA Mutual cover costs $35 annually and 
covers you for up to $25,000. If your items 
need more coverage, for an extra $250, you 

can increase that cover by $50,000. This 
gives you the flexibility to adequately cover 
those expensive collectible items you men-
tion with an appropriate consideration for 
their worth. 

The cover itself allows for the new for old 
replacement value of items up to five years 
of age and secondhand market value replace-
ment for items over five years old. In your 
case, with older collectible historic items, it 
is important you get your older items prop-
erly valued and assessed and hold onto this 
information as proof of value in the unfortu-
nate case where something does happen.

The SSAA Mutual Members Firearms 
Protection and new Top-Up Cover is easy 
to get by calling (02) 8805 3900, visiting 
membership.ssaa.org.au or emailing mem-
bership@ssaa.org.au 
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Open Season
WITH MATTHEW GODSON

Political interference uncovered during game bird inquiry

Send questions to:  
wildlife@ssaa.org.au

My colleagues from SSAA 
Victoria recently uncovered 
acts of political interference 
during the Victorian Govern-

ment’s select committee inquiry into game 
bird hunting. After the release of the so-
called majority report (only four out of the 
nine members signed off on it), they did 
not mince their words in calling the whole 
inquiry a ‘stitch-up’.

Apart from ignoring expert advice that 
hunting had no impact on overall duck 
populations from waterbird expert Professor 
Richard Kingsford and Dr Marcel Klaasen, it 
seems the committee also disregarded many 
thousands of public (hunter) submissions. 
Examples of interference range from fringe 
animal rights factions getting more speaking 
spots than pro-hunting voices to the animal 
rights movement being afforded the last 
speaking slot of the day, so they always had 
the right of reply. But the most blatant and 
disturbing incident of bias was what seems to 
be deliberate hindrance of the select commit-
tee’s work by elements of the public service.

The most exasperating example of hinder-
ance was the obstruction of the Committee’s 
request for access to a report that shows 
gamebirds can be sustainably harvested. The 
Conservation and Sustainable Harvest Models 
for Game Duck Species report puts to bed any 
questions regarding hunting compromising 
the viability of game duck species. It states 
that a proportional harvest quota of 10 to 20 
per cent is sustainable. 

It is evident now that the Department of 
Jobs, Skills, Industry and Regions (DJSIR) 
had held but not released this report for 
some reason to the committee for review. 
Although the report was completed on the  
July 6, 2023, it was still ‘under consideration’ 
by DJSIR until a week after the committee 
deliberated on the final report. This meant 
that this new information could not be con-
sidered. One day after the committee tabled 
their report on August 28, DJSIR released 
the report on their website.

With the core rationale behind the com-
mittee’s recommendation to end native bird 
hunting in Victoria being sustainability, it is 
outrageous that this report was not provided 
to the committee to consider. The report 
simply shatters the thinking and provides a 
way forward for sustainable game bird hunt-
ing. This is one of many reasons why the 
committee report needs to be rejected by 
the Victorian Government and be shredded.

Of course, the anti-hunting groups are 
jumping up and down in celebration, with 
the report calling for the end of a duck and 
quail season in Victoria. In South Australia, 
there are anti-hunting groups calling for 
the SA Government to wrap up its much 
longer review on the recommendations of 
Victoria’s flawed review. One main differ-
ence in South Australia is that the commit-
tee is not stacked with anti-hunting Labor, 
Greens and Animal Justice Party MPs. This 
will hopefully mean the issues are reviewed 
without the same bias and that information 

such as the Conservation and Sustainable 
Harvest Models for Game Duck Species 
report will be considered. 

One important new source of information 
on current duck populations in Australia 
is the 2023-2024 Annual Waterfowl Quota 
Report to NSW DPI Hunting, NSW Depart-
ment of Primary Industries. This recently 
released report highlights a massive surge 
of duck populations on the back of two very 
wet years. With the Victorian committee 
chair saying his proposed ban was based on 
“considerable environmental evidence of 
long-term decline in native bird populations, 
and a worsening outlook as our climate con-
tinues to change”, this increase is against 
the trend. Pacific Black duck populations just 
in the Riverina area surged from 159,800 last 
year to 2.76 million this year. The total game 
bird population has increased a whopping 
345 per cent to 4.3 million. The much-dis-
cussed long-term decline may in fact be over.

The war is not yet lost and with the blue-
collar unions expressing their support of 
game bird hunting by forming an Outdoor 
Recreation Advisory Group, it may be a 
difficult decision for the Victorian Govern-
ment to take on board the bias and flawed 
recommendations of a report that now is 
out-of-date.

Shooter 
Available online

Enjoy Australian Shooter anywhere you want. 
Now yours to read on your computer, tablet 

and phone with direct links to all your favourite 
products and reviews. Available to all SSAA 
members completely free. Check it out now!

AUSTRALIAN
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Bushcraft & Survival
WITH SCOTT HEIMAN

S weating is an important cool-
ing mechanism whether on the 
sports field, in a paddock, on a 
run or just sitting still on a hot 

day. The fact is the most important thing 
you lose when you sweat is heat, so it’s 
a great way to help minimise the risk of 
heat stroke. Yet sweating also results in 
fluid losses, which can mean dehydration, 
another heat illness.

Sweat rates vary between individuals 
from almost nothing to up to five litres 
an hour. The degree to which we sweat 
depends on several factors such as what 
activity we’re involved in, our level of fit-
ness, humidity and temperature, whether 
we’re acclimatised to the geographic region 
and how hard we’re working. Indeed, sweat 
rates can even be related to genetics.

The best way to remain hydrated is to 
keep replacing the water your body loses 
in sweat. After all, how often do you see 
people go on a hunt or have a day at the 

Sugar and spice might just save your life

range and return to the car with a full 
water bottle. The reality is the best place 
to store water is in your digestive system, 
not your water bottle or CamelBak. Simply 
lugging water around in a bottle or blad-
der does nothing but weigh you down. 
And you won’t replace the fluids you’ve 
lost in sweat by reaching for a cold beer at 
the end of the day, as it’s a diuretic which 
dehydrates you further.

Along with the fluid we lose in sweat 
we’re also losing other things. We’ve all 
tasted the saltiness of sweat and felt it sting 
our eyes but what other minerals does the 
body release when we perspire? As it turns 
out the answer is quite a few, as in addition 
to sodium we also lose potassium, calcium, 
phosphorous, chlorine and magnesium.

This is why having some oral rehydration 
salt satchels and dissolvable tablets in your 
medical kit, as well as ready-to-drink fluids 
of the same kind in your fridge and esky, 
should be high on the priority list. There 
are many brands and it pays to shop around 
for something in a flavour you like, that way 
you’ll be more likely to use it when you’re 
hot and sweaty. And remember dehydration 
doesn’t only happen in hot conditions; it can 
also come from diarrhoea due to food poison-
ing and the like, so there may be times when 
sprinkling oral hydration powder into a mug 
of warm water is another good option.

A method I use as an emergency backup 
is commonly seen at hospitals in impover-
ished countries. In truth it was a method 
we learned in the Australian Cadet Corps 
when I was a teenager before modern 
sports drinks were invented. It involves 
placing one teaspoon of sugar and one-third 

teaspoon of salt in a litre of water and, as 
simple as it is easy, this is a great option to 
have up your sleeve because:
• Sugar is almost 100 per cent carbohydrate 
regardless of whether it’s raw or highly 
refined, so it’s a great source of energy. Use 
raw sugar and you have the added benefit of 
a minuscule amount more iron and calcium 
than granulated sugar. 
• By weight, table salt and pink salt have 
the same amount of sodium. Use iodised 
granulated salt, however, and you have 
one-third more sodium than if you use the 
same quantity (not weight) of pink salt. 
That’s because table salt is denser due to 
the grind, though that said, unlike table salt, 
pink salt has trace amounts of potassium, 
calcium and magnesium, all the minerals 
your body needs to stay healthy.

Armed with this knowledge, I bet the 
next time you see salt and sugar satchels 
on the counter of your favourite take-away, 
you’ll look at them in a whole new light. For 
my part they’re a permanent fixture in my 
survival kit.

Small satchels like these 
can be lifesavers.

True Class 5 Hearing Protec�on

Agents throughout Australia 
& New Zealand

Ph: (07) 3820 2533  -   Email: info@earmold.com.au

True custom made shooters hearing 
protec�on. Custom made on the spot & 
ready the same day. Ul�mate in comfort & 
highest rated protec�on with up to 40.5dB 
reduc�on at 4000Hz. Removes background 
noise & the crack from the shot while s�ll 
having situa�onal
awareness. 

         CENS Digital custom  
      electronic hearing  
                    protec�on. Amplifies     
               the sounds around you 
and cuts off when sound is 
detected above 81dB then sound 
returns when it’s clear & safe. Up 
to 5 different modes for all 
disciplines of shoo�ng 
plus wireless 
communica�ons. 

www.earmold.com.au
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Clay Target Q&A
WITH RUSSELL MARK

Questions to:       
Russell@GoShooting.com.au

Q I was looking for some advice before I 
purchase a shotgun for my 14-year-old 

son. I was told recently that after 2024, all 
international trap and skeet shooting will be 
with steel shot only. If this is the case, I am 
very concerned about what firearm I should 
purchase for him. At present he just shoots 
sporting clays and the odd round of trap for 
fun, but like every father, I guess ultimately, 
I would like to see him wearing the green 
and gold and competing in the Olympics. Is 
there any truth in these rumours and if so, 
why? If steel shot becomes mandatory, I 
would assume I may need to buy a shotgun 
that has barrels especially designed for this 
type of shot?
Manny Garfield, QLD

A There are certainly many rumours 
flying around the International Shoot-

ing Sports Federation (ISSF) at the moment 
about the introduction of the compulsory 
use of steel shot after the Paris Olympics 
in 2024. At this stage that is all these are. 
Rumours. I guess where there is smoke you 
could also suggest there may be fire forth-
coming. The ISSF is certainly under strong 
pressure to save itself as a sport at Olympic 
level. The television ratings from the Tokyo 
Games suggest that the shooting sports 
were one of the worst rating events. It is a 
sign of the times when both skateboarding 
and rock-climbing made the top 10. 

Anything that the ISSF can do to save 
their sport at this level is paramount. If 
they lose Olympic representation, then 

the flow-on to everyone involved in the 
firearms fraternity will be huge. In many 
countries around the world, it is only the 
fact that shooting is on the Olympic pro-
gram that even allows their citizens to 
touch a firearm. Using steel won’t make it 
a better television event by a long way. If 
the current rules were applied and only 24 
grams of shot size number 7s were able to 
be legally used, then the scores in the Trap 
event would surely decrease. In Skeet, I 
am not sure anything would change. The 
close distances that Skeet targets are shot 
at won’t have quite the same detrimental 
effect in my opinion.

In the small amount of testing that I have 
conducted with steel shot it was my conclu-
sion that the penetration power of steel 
shot at greater distances clearly diminished, 
therefore anyone that is relying on their 
second shot at 40 metres or more to break 
a clay target that is driving away from you 
and is pretty much facing ‘edge on’ will be 
in some trouble. 

Most serious duck shooters would prob-
ably tell you that the killing power with 
steel shot compared to lead is certainly less 
and it can only be overcome with larger 
pellets. Here lies the problem for Trap 
shooters using steel. For many trap shoot-
ers their barrels are of a fixed choke and are 
usually configured with an improved modi-
fied (three-quarter) choke in the bottom 
barrel and a full choke in the top barrel for 
the second shot. There are some major 
manufacturers that strictly forbid any steel 

shot to be used through barrels with this 
amount of constriction, in fact many only 
recommend the use of no more than half or 
modified choke when using steel shot. This 
will be the ISSF’s biggest issue. Using steel 
shot may make themselves look wonder-
ful in the eyes of the green movement, but 
they may very well be creating a huge ‘bar-
rier to entry’ for their own sport. 

Plenty of existing competitors simply will 
not be able to afford a new firearm or at the 
very least purchase a new set of barrels and 
have them fitted to their existing firearm. 
It would be a brave person to start using 
steel shot through a $15,000 custom-made 
shotgun with barrels that will have its war-
ranty void when they do so. I am not sure 
the ISSF will want to take that risk.

If you are still unsure I would strongly 
suggest you buy a shotgun with ‘screw 
in’ or variable chokes in its barrels. While 
many Olympic Trap shooters might be able 
to get by with a modified choke for the first 
barrel, I doubt anyone of note would use 
this same choke for their second shot. 

Stay tuned. I am sure there will be much 
more on this topic in the coming year. What 
everyone is wondering is, of course, what 
will happen to the domestic disciplines 
worldwide in regard to this issue if the inter-
national governing body gives 
way? This has the potential to 
get really ugly, very quickly.
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TOP SHOTS
Got a question - ask our?John Dunn • Paul Miller • Geoff Smith • Barry Wilmot • Rod Pascoe                       email: edit@ssaa.org.au

Q Back in 2020 I bought a .310 Martini 
Cadet and I had it converted into a 

.44 Magnum. At the moment I am using 
180-grain Hornady XPT projectiles using 
27.5 grains of AR2205 and also I am using 
240-grain Black Widow round nose bevel-
base (RNBB) projectiles with 6.0 grains 
of AS30N. Both without any issues. Now 
I want to use the 240-grain Black Widow 
RNBB projectiles with AR2205 powder. I 
wrote to Black Widow and their response 
was: ‘Our bullets are coated with Hitek 
Specialised Bullet Coating, which is manu-
factured guaranteed up to 3000fps. So you 
shouldn't have any problems.’ My concern 
are the pressures. The ADI data for 240-
grain Nosler JHP using 22.0 grains of 
AR2205 gives me 1674fps with a pressure 
of 28400cup, whereas the data for 240-grain 
Speer soft-point using AR2205 gives me 
1195fps with of 10200psi. Ideally, I would 

Q I've read in past editions of the Aus-
tralian Shooter about various projects 

where rifles have required reblueing. Can 
one of your Top Shots recommend someone 
to do the same for my big game rifle, which 
is a rather rare Ruger Number 1 in .470 
Nitro Express. As it is my favourite rifle, 
I'm after a really fine deep blue.
Andy, Sydney

A That is a very interesting rifle and 
cartridge combination. I have always 

been a fan of Ruger No 1s. Mine was a 
very accurate .22-250 and a delight to 
look at and shoot. Call me a coward or 
you a hero…that .470 NE is an elephant 
gun and shooting it would not be for the 
faint-hearted! I can well understand that 
it is your “favourite gun”. There is quite a 
fascinating history behind that cartridge, 
as it was designed for shooting the biggest 
game in Africa and its energy and recoil 
figures are very impressive.

A unique Big Game rifle like this cer-
tainly deserves the best blueing to finish off 
your project. I would recommend you ring 
John Miall at Miall’s Gunshop located at 

Frankston in Victoria on 03 9783 1576. John 
and his team are always booked up with 
specialised rifle and shotgun work so the 
only downside might be a bit of a wait to get 
your cherished Ruger back in your hands 
from down south.

You can choose between two techniques 
called hot oxide blueing and rust bluing.

The hot blue produces a highly pol-
ished look while the rust blue is a more 
matt finish and is usually a very even and 
deep rich matte black. The hot blue is 
less expensive to do than the rust blue 
because of the generally shorter time it 
takes with less hand finishing. Rust blue-
ing is a different process and more labour 
intensive so therefore more expensive. 
Personally, I like the rust blue on my fire-
arms and it is said to be the more protec-
tive of these two bluing processes. John 
Miall will obviously know what is right for 
your Big Game Ruger.

All the best with this special project.
Paul Miller

Q I have recently begun sambar hunting 
and am concerned about the amount of 

rubbish that accumulates in my rifle barrel 
over the course of a day in the bush, espe-
cially the dogwood leaves. I’ve been told 
by a few different hunters that a few small 
leaves down a barrel won’t do any harm 
if the rifle is fired, but I really don’t like 
the thought of what might happen should 
that not be the case. Is there a simple way 
to stop the rubbish getting in there in the 
first place?

A Yes, there is. It’s called electricians 
tape. A piece of tape over the muzzle 

and a wrap or two around the circumference 
of the muzzle will keep the barrel clear of 
leaves and other rubbish. It will also pre-
vent the muzzle becoming plugged with 
mud should you happen to fall over. The 
tape is thin enough to simply blow away 
when the rifle is fired without creating any 
excess pressures that might damage either 
the rifle or the hunter using it.

Another alternative is to carry an old-
fashioned pull through – a string with a 
weight on one end and a brush on the other 
that can literally be pulled through the bore 
of the rifle to clean it. A Bore Snake will 
do the same job but neither is any good for 
poking out blockages such as mud or any-
thing else that might become jammed in the 

rifling. That requires a cleaning rod, which 
you should have in the car or in camp but 
can’t really be carried around the bush all 
day just in case it’s needed.

Try the tape. It’s quick and it’s simple, 
cheaper than chips and it won’t let you down.
John Dunn
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like to have the 240-grain Black Widow pro-
jectiles travel at 1624fps. My question is: 
Would it be safe to do so? Your assistance 
on this issue would be greatly appreciated.
Peter Lytwynenko

AYou didn’t mention what you wanted 
your .44 Magnum Martini for but you’re 

right to be concerned about excessive 
pressure and the potential for barrel lead-
ing when transitioning from a pistol to a 
rifle load. Your plan to use 240-grain Black 
Widow lead projectiles in front of AR2205 
should be a good one for up to a couple of 
hundred metres. As an aside, Black Widow 
might be able to tell you the hardness of 
the lead they use in their bullets. Gener-
ally, 90 per cent lead mixed with five per 
cent each of tin and antimony will produce 
a Brinell Hardness Number (BHN) of 15, 
which would be a minimum hardness for 
rifle bullets especially if you are working up 
to higher velocities over 1500fps. I would 
start with 18 grains of AR2205 and work 
up slowly from there. A friend of mine 
has settled on 19 grains of 2205 in a .44 
Magnum lever gun with lead projectiles. He 
doesn’t know its muzzle velocity other than 
to say it’s a slow, heavy bullet with plenty 
of energy to knock over full-size (metallic 
silhouette) rams at 200m - that’s all that 
matters. I’m not sure you’ll achieve the 
1624fps velocity you are looking for with 
your intended load but make sure you keep 
observing pressure signs when you work 
up a load.
Rod Pascoe

Q I’m interested to know the make of this 
air rifle we’ve been given from a family 

member. We tried our local gunshops but 
had no luck as to where it was made and how 
old it might be. I located the serial number 
which is 46884 (.177 calibre).
Kel Donney, via email

AYour underlever air rifle is almost 
certainly a Hungarian-made ‘Relum 

Tornado’ and while some regard these rifles 
as a bit ‘agricultural’, they were reliable and 
well made. During the Cold War era from 
the 1950s through to the late 1980s, lots 
of air guns were exported from Hungary 
under the Relum or ‘Jelly’ brand and the disc 
that’s missing from the left side of the stock 
of your rifle probably had Jelly or Relum 
stamped on it.

Because Hungary was at the time behind 
the Iron Curtain they were a bit coy for some 
obscure political reasons about branding, 
perhaps to avoid being embargoed in the 
US. If you do an online search for ‘Relum 
Tornado’ I think you’ll see what I mean. I 
believe later exports were more carefully 
branded and I’d guess your rifle was made in 
the 1960s or ’70s. Following the revolution 
in Hungary in 1956, Moscow came down 
hard on the locals and things were extremely 
grim right up until the Cold War ended, with 
the rest of the world looking on much as 
we’re now looking at Ukraine.
Geoff Smith
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A fter almost a quarter of a 
century, including 10 years as 
the inaugural Sporting Shooters’ 
Association of Australia National 

Chief Executive Officer, Tim Bannister is 
stepping out of the chair.

Tim came to SSAA National as a 
media professional and revitalised the 
Association’s flagship magazine, then called 
the Australian Shooters Journal and now 
known as the Australian Shooter. He then 
went on to launch a series of recreational 
shooting and hunting publications including 
the Australian Hunter, Australian & New 
Zealand Handgun, SSAA’s Comprehensive 
Guide to Shooting & Hunting in Australia, 
SSAA’s Cooks Companion, the international 
award-winning Field to Fork cookbook 
series, the Australian Junior Shooter and 
Australian Women’s Shooter.

Following many years of discussion with 
staff and board members, the concept of 
the Great Australian Outdoors magazine 
was created as a vehicle to reach the non-
shooting community and share messages 
around why we hunt and what role shooting 
has in our culture and environment.

As Tim says, it is a magazine of “destina-
tion, exploration and conservation”. The 
magazine has proven so popular that the first 
two editions are completely sold out and it 
has gone on to receive international acclaim.

“The traditional media is rarely inter-
ested in the good news stories of shooting 
and hunting, so it was up to us to put our 
message out to the general public and tell 
those good news stories,” he said.

“We’ve been able to share the stories 
of hunters helping save the yellow-footed 
rock wallabies in the Ikara-Flinders Ranges, 
removing foxes from farmlands in Western 
Australia, helping landowners across the 
country through the Farmer Assist program 
with culling operations and doing our best 
to save the quolls and Tasmanian devils.

“Conservation and hunting go together 
hand in glove and it is our role to educate 
the greater public about our activities and 
how we are part of the solution for the 
betterment of the Australian landscape.”

Federal lobbying and advocacy
After undertaking further university 
studies, Tim accepted an expanded role 
with SSAA National as a federal lobbyist. 

While in this role he was a member of the 
Commonwealth Firearms Advisory Council 
and similar committees under both the 
Labor and Conservative governments.

“We are tasked with the responsibility 
of explaining the differences between legal 
and illegal firearm use and that one has 
little bearing on the other,” he said.

“It is SSAA National’s role to ensure that 
firearm legislation has public safety at its 
core and does not have inadvertent conse-
quences on the state and territory members 
of the SSAA.”

Some of the key activities driven by Tim 
during his time with SSAA National include:

- Responding to the Senate Standing 
Committee on Legal and Constitutional 
Affairs Inquiry into the Ability of Australian 
law enforcement authorities to eliminate 
gun-related violence in the community. To 
the immense frustration of The Greens, the 
majority report outcome clarified that legal 
firearms are not the main contributor to 
firearms violence in the community.

- In 2014, a terrorist attack that occurred 
at the Lindt Café in Sydney prompted 
an eventual review of the National 
Firearms Agreement, but also involved 
a stereotypical scramble by both politi-
cians and the media for an explanation and 

SSAA National CEO Tim Bannister 
steps down, leaving significant legacy
Rachael Oxborrow

Tim representing the Association 
at the United Nations.
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repercussions. The narrative that followed 
inaccurately suggested the perpetrator 
was a licensed firearm owner using a legal 
firearm. Tim and staff were able to swiftly 
defend Australia’s one million law-abiding 
firearm owners and gain a correction from 
Australia’s national broadcaster.

The NFA review that followed involved 
ongoing efforts by SSAA National to advo-
cate and respond on behalf of SSAA’s state 
and territory members. In particular, SSAA 
National was able to prevent a proposed 
handgun restriction that would exclude the 
SSAA and other groups from participating 
in lawful non-Olympic or Commonwealth 
Games handgun competitions as a part of 
their genuine reason for ownership.

- The SSAA Legislative Action (SSAA-
LA) initiative was created to publicise 
our lobbying efforts and achievements. It 
is also a useful vehicle to support those 
who support us and expose those who are 
against our sport and recreation.

- SSAA National’s involvement in 
the federal government report into the 
‘Economic and social impacts of recre-
ational hunting and shooting’ assisted in 
the creation of a tangible independent 
overview into what our community contrib-
utes to society. It found that the Australian 
economic footprint of our sport and recre-
ation was around $2.4billion through direct 
and indirect flow-on activity.

- Providing international representation of 
SSAA National through the United Nations 
and the World Forum on Shooting Activities 
(WFSA). Tim spoke several times repre-
senting the SSAA at the UN in New York.

- Continuing the existing Secure Your 
Gun, Secure Your Sport publication, Tim 
created a campaign by coordinating with 
the firearms industry to develop a National 
Gun Safe Voucher program. This provided 
firearm owners with access to discounted 
storage facilities for their firearms, with 
SSAA National offering members discounts 
of up to $100 to purchase police-approved 
safes. The program was highly commended 
by the then-Minister for Home Affairs, 
the Hon Brendan O’Connor in 2009, and 
was awarded a Certificate of Merit by the 
Australian Institute of Criminology in its 
2011 annual Australian Crime and Violence 
Prevention Awards.

- Spearheading the Year of the Hunter 
campaign in 2013 and telling the story of 
everyday people with everyday lives, who 
also happen to identify as hunters. The 
campaign gained awareness across the 
country as billboards captured the attention 
of the wider public and media.

- The Be Part of the Solution campaign 
was a multi-pronged approach to highlight 

hunting as one of the tools in the toolbox to 
help reduce the impact of pest animals on 
the natural landscape. The visual presence of 
the campaign, using several emotive images 
including a fox with prey in its mouth, was 
created to start conversations and be a 
reality check for those in urban areas. The 
campaign included several billboards and 
posters around Australia, with the most 
notable billboard located at the Canberra 
airport to demand the attention of Australia’s 
elected leaders.

- Sponsorship of the 2016 International 
Serious and Organised Crime Conference, 
positioning SSAA National as a key player in 
supporting evidence-based firearms legisla-
tion that would have key impacts on reducing 
illicit firearm use and firearm crime. 

“Ultimately, all of SSAA National’s advo-
cacy initiatives and publications exist with 
a goal of providing the state and territory 
members with an environment and culture 
that supports their interests of shooting and 
hunting,” Tim said.

“Whether it has been through having a 
physical presence in Australian Parliament to 
meet with our elected politicians or through 
magazines, websites, SSAA TV, SSAA 
Online Gun Sales or SSAA E-newsletters, 
the end goal has been to support the growth 
and knowledge of our community and their 
environment and culture.”

Global pandemic and the SSAA
An unexpected and unwanted chal-
lenge during Tim’s time at the helm of 
SSAA National was the COVID-19 global 
pandemic. The start of the pandemic was a 
very nervous time for both staff, and state 
and territory members. The staff pulled 
together as a team to continue to produce 
quality media and publications from home 
while also learning more than they ever 
wanted or needed to know about viruses 
and contagions. Likewise, the Sydney-based 
membership team went to extraordinary 
lengths to keep membership and merchan-
dise processing running all while enduring 
arduous government restrictions. 

Tim said this time taught him patience 
and tolerance as a communicator and leader, 
traits that now have application when 
explaining to the wider public the motiva-
tions for target shooters and hunters to 
legally own and use firearms.

During the early days of the pandemic, 
our members and all licenced shooters 
were subject to inappropriate commentary 
and accusations as some state govern-
ments forced the closure of gunshops 
and suspended firearms sales. This was 
a completely fabricated narrative and 
our members continue to be the most 

law-abiding and sensible citizens in the 
country. Despite this negativity, it was during 
this time that membership continued to 
grow and state and territory joint member-
ship figures surged beyond 200,000.

SSAA National‘s growth
In 2013, Tim was asked to take on the role 
of the inaugural CEO of SSAA National and 
by November 2023 he will have finished 
his third contract in this position. As CEO, 
Tim said he believes his main achieve-
ments have been professionalising the staff 
and departments of SSAA National and 
increasing the benefits and services to state 
and territory members.

During the past two and a half decades, 
the Association as a whole has grown to 
be the strongest and most independent 
shooting organisation in Australia, if not 
the world.

“We have been the envy of other 
shooting organisations, and with more than 
200,000 members through the state and 
territory entities, so we should be. We don’t 
rely on government funding, we are incred-
ibly conscious of how we spend money 
attributed to membership fees and always 
consider how a decision will improve our 
position,” he said.

“We are also the most broadly inclusive 
shooting organisation, with more than 
20 shooting disciplines alone. We have 
members who participate in everything 
from cartridge collecting to hunting, target 
shooting with rifles, handguns and shot-
guns, conservation and wildlife programs 
and the SSAA Farmer Assist program.”

But even after some 24 years with SSAA 
National, Tim is not the longest serving 
employee and he is pleased to have had 
these long-serving staff members remain 
and thrive during his time. He has also had 
staff leave his employment for family and 
interstate commitments, only to have them 
return to the team, illustrating the strength 
of the culture and squad he has cultivated to 
steer the SSAA cause.

Tim continues to have a love of the 
outdoors and will be looking to spend 
some time doing the things our community 
enjoys and what he has been reading and 
writing about for many years now.

“I’d like to thank the board members past 
and present who have supported me and 
the goals that I had in place throughout my 
tenure. I also cannot go past thanking the 
staff past and present who have helped us 
achieve so much more as a team than what 
we could have as individuals.”   .
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A TA Arms is a Turkish firearms 
manufacturer that specialises in 
producing shotguns. The company 
was established in 1955 as a part 

of the Akdal Group, a prominent industrial 
conglomerate. From basic over-and-under 
models and self-loaders to elaborately 
engraved side-plated versions, ATA has 
something for every shooter.

The ATA PRO 12 12G 32" sporting 
shotgun has gained considerable attention 
within the shooting community, thanks to 
its impressive performance, elegant design 
and reliable functionality. Moulded to cater 
to the needs of avid sports shooters, this 
shotgun offers a winning combination of 
style and substance. 

As an avid shotgun shooter myself, 
owning a Beretta Silver Pigeon III and 
Beretta 694 Sport, I was keen to have a play 
with this Turkish beauty. 

Design and build quality
One of the things that stands out about the 
ATA PRO 12 12G 32" sporting shotgun (also 
available in a 30") is its sleek and sophisti-
cated design. The shotgun features a beauti-
fully chequered Turkish walnut stock and 
fore-end, exuding elegance and class. 

The rich wood grain, combined with the 
matte black receiver and barrel, creates a 
visually striking contrast. The attention 
to detail and craftsmanship is evident, 
making this shotgun a true work of art. 
Furthermore, the stock’s adjustable comb 
and length of pull allow for a personalised 
fit, accommodating shooters of varying 
sizes and preferences. Handling the 
shotgun was also remarkably pleasant, 
accustomed as I am to the more recog-
nised and expensive peers and remarkably 
similar to a Beretta 686 Silver Pigeon. This 
shotgun oozes quality.

Performance and handling
When it comes to performance, the shotgun 
truly shines. It is equipped with a 32" barrel, 
which contributes to excellent balance and 
manoeuvrability. This enables smooth and 
controlled swings, enhancing the shooter’s 
ability to track targets effectively. 

The extended choke tubes that come 
standard with the shotgun offer versatile 
patterning options, allowing shooters to 
adapt to different scenarios with ease. 
Whether you are engaged in trap, skeet or 
sporting clays, this shotgun delivers consis-
tent performance and reliable ejection, 
providing a competitive edge on the range.

Reliability and durability
Reliability is paramount and the shotgun 
excels in this area. The gas-operated 
system ensures reliable cycling and consis-
tent performance, even with a wide variety 
of ammunition Australian Shooter permitted 
me to test. 

This system helps reduce recoil, enabling 
faster follow-up shots and enhancing overall 
shooting comfort. The chrome-plated barrel 
adds to the shotgun’s aesthetic appeal and 
also augments its durability by protecting 
against corrosion and wear over time. 
Whether you are shooting in challenging 
weather conditions or engaging in prolonged 
shooting sessions, this shotgun is built to 
withstand the rigours of regular use.

Ergonomics and customisation
The shotgun offers a user-friendly experi-
ence with its well-thought-out ergonomics. 
It features an adjustable comb, allowing 
shooters to achieve their preferred cheek 
weld and sight picture, enhancing accuracy 
and comfort. 

Additionally, the rubber recoil pad helps 
mitigate flinch, which reduces felt shudder 
and minimises shooter fatigue during 
extended shooting sessions. The safety 
button and bolt release are conveniently 

Frank Varapodio
A legacy of quality

ATA PRO 12 12G 32" sporting shotgun: 

Fore-end dismounting cap design enables easy 
disassembly, quality finish as ATA is engraved 
into the finish.

Easy to adjust comb with included Allen key 
accessory, ergonomic pistol grip and recoil pad.

A disconnector ensures 
safety by preventing the 

trigger from releasing the 
hammer if the breech bolt is 

improperly closed.

Clean break action. 



19 Babbage Rd
Roseville Chase NSW 2069

MON-FRI: 9am - 5pm
SAT: 8am - 3pm

ADDRESS: 19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE: 02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311 www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS:
MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 
SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery*

BACK PACKS
2200 $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo $240

Hyper Hydro $179

Hyper Vent $310

Monster Fanny $215

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel $430

Ultra Day $240

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $335

Chargemaster Dispenser $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals) $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers $120

Uniflow Powder Measure $160

Hand Priming Tool   $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale   $95

RC Supreme Master Kit $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale  $135

Electronic Calipers $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bi-Pod $125

Pivot Bi-Pod $175

Front Leather Bag $65

Rear Leather Bag $69 

RANGEFINDERS
RX-600 $285

RX-750TBR $405

RX-1000 $485

RX-1000TBR $550

SCOPES
VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40 $325

VX-I 3-9x50 $420

VX-I 4-12x40 $420

VX-II 1-4x20 $420

VX-II 2-7x33 $420

VX-II 3-9x40 $460

VX-II 3-9x50 $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO $620

VX-II 4-12x50 $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20 $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32 $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36 $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40 $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50 $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50 $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT $1335

Call us for the best prices 
on other products

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 

Rangefinders
RX- 600 --------------------------- $275
RX- 750TBR ---------------------- $370
RX- I000 --------------------------- $445
RX- I000TBR --------------------- $500

Scopes
VX-I 2-7x33 ----------------------- $275
VX-I 3-9x40 ---------------------- $295
VX-I 3-9x50 ----------------------- $380
VX-I 4-12x40 --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x40 --------------------- $380
VX-II 3-9x50 --------------------- $475
VX-II 4-12x40 AO --------------- $560
VX-II 4-12x50 -------------------- $595
VX-II 6-18x40 AO---------------- $635
VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT --------- $690
VX-3 1.5-5x20 -------------------  $525
VX-3 1.75-6x32 ------------------ $525
VX-3 2.5-8x36 -------------------- $525
VX-3 3.5-10x40 ------------------ $615
VX-3 3.5-10x50 ------------------ $700
VX-3 4.5-14x40 ------------------ $700
VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO ------------- $750
VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR--------------- $835
VX-3 4.5-14x50 ------------------ $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR -------------- $915
VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO ------------- $860
VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR ------------  $910
VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR--------------- $915
VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT ------  $1055
VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT -------$1135

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $375
Chargemaster Dispenser $415
Chargemaster Combo $670
FL Die Sets (most cals) $70
Pro-melt Furnace $710
Vibratory Case Cleaner $155
Electronic Digital Calipers $120
Uniflow Powder Measure $160
Hand Priming Tool $90
Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $195
Trim Mate Case Prep Centre $255
RC-130 Reloading Scale $110
RC Supreme Master Kit $599
Quick Change Powder Measure $160

BACKPACKS
2200 $345
2800 $415
4500 $720
Diablo $240
Hyper Hydro $179
Hyper Vent $310
Monster Fanny $215
Nanno Fanny $120
Reactor $159
Superday $299
Terra Glide Duffel $430
Ultra Day $240

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220
Rock Jnr Rest $125
Rock Comp Rest $380
Lead Sled Plus $320
Fire Control Rest $455
Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale $135
Electronic Calipers $79
Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bipod $125
Pivot Bipod $175
Front Leather Bag $65
Rear Leather Bag $69

Free Delivery
Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and internet 
orders over $200

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

DEALERS LICENCE NO: 409564311

PH: 02 9882 2689

www.magnumsports.com.au
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

ADDRESS: 19 BABBAGE RD  •  ROSEVILLE CHASE • NSW 2069 • PHONE: 02 9882 2689

* PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

DEALERS LICENSE  NO. 409564311

www.magnumsports.com.au

OPENING HOURS:

MON - FRI: 9AM - 5PM 

SAT: 8AM - 3PM

Free Delivery*

BACK PACKS

2200 $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo $240

Hyper Hydro $179

Hyper Vent $310

Monster Fanny $215

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel $430

Ultra Day $240

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $335

Chargemaster Dispenser $360

Chargemaster Combo $625

FL Die Sets (most cals) $58

Pro-melt Furnace $640

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers $120

Uniflow Powder Measure $160

Hand Priming Tool   $80

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $185

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre  $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale   $95

RC Supreme Master Kit $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL

DS750 Digital Scale  $135

Electronic Calipers $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE

Standard Bi-Pod $125

Pivot Bi-Pod $175

Front Leather Bag $65

Rear Leather Bag $69 

RANGEFINDERS

RX-600 $285

RX-750TBR $405

RX-1000 $485

RX-1000TBR $550

SCOPES
VX-I 2-7x33 $295

VX-I 3-9x40 $325

VX-I 3-9x50 $420

VX-I 4-12x40 $420

VX-II 1-4x20 $420

VX-II 2-7x33 $420

VX-II 3-9x40 $460

VX-II 3-9x50 $555

VX-II 4-12x40 AO $620

VX-II 4-12x50 $665

VX-II 6-18x40 AO $690

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT $760

VX-3 1.5-5x20 $595

VX-3 1.75-6x32 $595

VX-3 2.5-8x36 $595

VX-3 3.5-10x40 $690

VX-3 3.5-10x50 $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 $800

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO $870

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR $940

VX-3 4.5-14x50 $910

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO $965

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR $1035

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR $1050

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT $1225

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT $1335

Call us for the best prices 

on other products

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and intenet 
orders over $200. 

Rangefinders
RX- 600 --------------------------- $275

RX- 750TBR ---------------------- $370

RX- I000 --------------------------- $445

RX- I000TBR --------------------- $500

Scopes
VX-I 2-7x33 ----------------------- $275

VX-I 3-9x40 ---------------------- $295

VX-I 3-9x50 ----------------------- $380

VX-I 4-12x40 --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x40 --------------------- $380

VX-II 3-9x50 --------------------- $475

VX-II 4-12x40 AO --------------- $560

VX-II 4-12x50 -------------------- $595

VX-II 6-18x40 AO---------------- $635

VX-II 6-18x40 AO TGT --------- $690

VX-3 1.5-5x20 -------------------  $525

VX-3 1.75-6x32 ------------------ $525

VX-3 2.5-8x36 -------------------- $525

VX-3 3.5-10x40 ------------------ $615

VX-3 3.5-10x50 ------------------ $700

VX-3 4.5-14x40 ------------------ $700

VX-3 4.5-14x40 AO ------------- $750

VX-3 4.5-14x40 LR--------------- $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50 ------------------ $835

VX-3 4.5-14x50 LR -------------- $915

VX-3 6.5-20x40 AO ------------- $860

VX-3 6.5-20x40 EFR ------------  $910

VX-3 6.5-20x40 LR--------------- $915

VX-3 6.5-20x50 LR TGT ------  $1055

VX-3 8.5-25x50 LR TGT -------$1135

RCBS
Chargemaster 1500 Scales $375

Chargemaster Dispenser $415

Chargemaster Combo $670

FL Die Sets (most cals) $70

Pro-melt Furnace $710

Vibratory Case Cleaner $155

Electronic Digital Calipers $120

Uniflow Powder Measure $160

Hand Priming Tool $90

Trim Pro Case Trimmer Kit $195

Trim Mate Case Prep Centre $255

RC-130 Reloading Scale $110

RC Supreme Master Kit $599

Quick Change Powder Measure $160

BACKPACKS
2200 $345

2800 $415

4500 $720

Diablo $240

Hyper Hydro $179

Hyper Vent $310

Monster Fanny $215

Nanno Fanny $120

Reactor $159

Superday $299

Terra Glide Duffel $430

Ultra Day $240

CALDWELL
Rock Rest $220

Rock Jnr Rest $125

Rock Comp Rest $380

Lead Sled Plus $320

Fire Control Rest $455

Electronic Muffs $99

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
DS750 Digital Scale $135

Electronic Calipers $79

Impact Bullet Puller $45

SHOOTERS RIDGE
Standard Bipod $125

Pivot Bipod $175

Front Leather Bag $65

Rear Leather Bag $69

Free Delivery
Anywhere in Australia 
for phone and internet 
orders over $200

*Excluding firearms and dangerous goods.

$15 flat rate post 
on any order 
anywhere in 

Australia

NSW Compliant CZ Shadow 2s

Canik Clearance Limited Stock

New FX Panthera
Very limited stock

No lay-by available on 
these limited time specials.

Canik Rival SFX 9mm
Black or Grey. Cased with 3 mags, 
holster and optics plates. 
Was $1760, $1295

Sauer 404 Classic XT
Massively reduced from $6120 $3895

Limited stock in 223 (open sights), 
308, 270. 30-06, 7mm rem mag and 

300 win mag.

Nikko Stirling  
Diamond 6-24x50 FFP Illuminated 
HMD reticle 34mm tube and side 
parralax. Was $570, $399

Nikko Stirling 
Hornet ED 10-50x56 Illuminated 
HMD-T reticle. Was $960, $795

Nikko Stirling  
Game Pro 4-12x40 Half Mil dot reticle 
& target turrets. Was $195, $99

Rossi 
Puma Triple Black

357 or 44 magnum, 
16.5" barrel, black Cerakote 

Further reduced $995

Rossi 
Citadel Levtac

18" 357mag or 44mag $919

Rossi Citadel TRAKR
22lr or 22WMR $299

CZ Shadow 2 9mm  
With 1 x NSW compliant mag 

(or 3 x standard mags for other states)
$1995

Spare NSW compliant mags $149

CZ Shadow 2 Bronze  
Limited Edition 9mm  

With 1 x NSW compliant mag 
(or 3 x standard mags for other states)

$2099
Spare NSW compliant mags $149

Ridgeline 4K Trail Cam
24 mp and 4K video, 2" colour LCD 
screen, 8 month stand by time
Was $200, $119 while stocks last

FX Panthera Sniper 
22cal, 25cal and 30cal 700mm barrels

$3390

FX Impact MK3 Black
In stock in 177, 22, 25 and 30 cal
Standard 600mm barrel $3330

Sniper 700mm barrel $3430

FX Impact MK3 Sniper Bronze
In stock in 177, 22, 25 and 30 cal
Standard 600mm barrel $3395

Sniper 700mm barrel $3495
CZ Shadow 2 9mm mags 

(Not for NSW) All other states
$99

Not available for firearm 
or ammunition sales

Zeiss V4 4-16x44
Illuminated reticle 60, Hunting Turrets 
Was $1590, $1220

Zeiss V4 4-16x44
Illuminated reticle 60
ASV/BDC Elevation Turret
Was $1735, $1325

Zeiss V4 4-16x50
Illuminated reticle 93
ASV/BDC Elevation Turret
Was $2020, $1545

Massive Zeiss Clearance

Zeiss V4 Specials

Zeiss V6 Specials

Zeiss V6 2.5-15x56
Illuminated reticle 60, Hunting Turrets
Was $2770, $2325

Zeiss V6 2.5-15x56
Illuminated reticle 60
ASV/BDC Elevation Turret
Was $3330, $2549

Zeiss V6 3-18x50
Reticle 6, ASV/BDC Elevation Turret
Was $2970, $2375

Zeiss V6 5-30x50
Reticle 6, ASV/BDC Elevation Turret
Was $3185, $2435

GPO Scope Clearance

Browning 
Buckmark Standard

22lr 5.5” Barrel, comes cased.
Was $1050, now just $795

GPO Evolve 3-9x40 Illuminated
1" Tube, German 4 illuminated reticle, 
$549

GPO Evolve 6-24x50 GP OPS Reticle
Was $1595, $885

Nikko Stirling 
Octa 3-24x50. 30mm Tube, side 
parallax. 4Dot Illuminated Reticle.
Was $630, $449

Meopta Meosport R 3-15x50 RD $c
Back in stock. $690

Sauer 100 Ceratech Classic XT 
Synthetic stock and cerakote barreled 

action. 7mm rem mag $995

Massive T-Bolt Sale

Browning 
T-Bolt Sporter 22lr $899

Browning 
T-Bolt Varmint 

22lr or 22WMR $899

Browning 
T-Bolt Synthetic Sporter 22lr $899

1" or 30mm Sauer SUM Rings $660 
with any rifle purchase.

Browning BL22 In Stock
Lever Action 22lr

Browning 
BL22 Grade II Maple $1715

Browning 
BL22 Grade 1 

Black or Saturn Nickel $1450

Browning 
BL22 Grade II $1520

Burris XTR II 5-25x56 SCR MIL FFP
Was $2330, $1740

Burris Eliminator III 4-16x50
Laser Rangefinding scope
Was $2435, $1815

Rossi 
Puma Stainless Walnut

44 Magnum $895

Rossi Clearance

Rossi Rio Bravo Lever Action
22lr or 22WMR $599

Rossi 
Gallery Gun Pump Action

22lr or 22WMR $599

22-250 $57/100
243 $57/100
270 $60 /100
30-30 $57 /100
303 $57 /100
30-06 $57 /100
9.3x62 $129 /100

Brass Clearance 50% off
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located for easy access, streamlining opera-
tion and ensuring efficient handling. 

The detachable trigger group offers its 
user to set length of pull from 375mm 
to 390mm and weight of pull from 1.2kg 
to 1.6kg. You can easily disassemble the 
trigger group by pushing the release button. 
Moreover, the shotgun’s design allows for 
customisation, enabling users to mount 
various accessories such as optics or sling 
attachments according to their preferences 
and shooting style.

Field testing
Setting up for a field test was relatively 
straightforward. Given my experience with 
shotguns, I was able to assemble it in a 
matter of minutes. The break action was a 
little stiff, but I assumed as much given I 
took it straight out of the box. 

The fore-end dismounting cap was easy 
to use, clicked in for assembly and it was 
just a matter of a push of the button to 
release for disassembly. Sighting in a box 
target at 50m, I adjusted the comb half 
an inch, which was simple enough with 
the Allen key provided, to ensure I was 
comfortable when in the firing position. 

I played with all three chokes, as I was 
provided with a selection of varied grain 
ammunition to test. Over the course of 
an hour, I fired several shells, the break 
action and ejectors were on point and 
the recoil was remarkably controlled. I 
wasn’t fatigued or sore, which for me is of 
upmost importance. 

The shotgun was balanced, and the recoil 
was well absorbed by the pad. My accuracy 
was consistent (with a full choke) at this 
distance, and my groups were tight and 
controlled. Once I was comfortable with the 
box target, I then moved onto clays. I was 
really happy with how balanced the shotgun 
was as I manoeuvred and fired, the red fore 
sight assisted in pointing the gun and I was 
able to rapid fire with comfort and control. 
Unfortunately, I didn’t have an opportunity 
to test on live game. This shotgun provides 
for versatility for the avid and experienced 
hunter or sporting shooter.

Price and value
When considering the features, perfor-
mance and build quality of the shotgun, it 
offers exceptional value for its price range. 
While it may not carry the same brand 
recognition as some high-end shotguns on 
the market, it delivers comparable perfor-
mance at a fraction of the cost. 

This shotgun provides a viable option for 
both casual and competitive shooters who 
seek reliability, functionality and aesthetics 
without breaking the bank. The shotgun 
offers an excellent balance of performance 
and affordability, making it an attractive 
choice for sports shooting enthusiasts.

Conclusion
This shotgun is sure to impress on multiple 
fronts. Its elegant design, reliable perfor-
mance and user-friendly features make it a 
worthy contender in the realm of sporting 
shotguns. The shotgun's sleek Turkish 
walnut stock and adjustable comb provide 
a personalised and comfortable shooting 

experience, while its gas-operated system 
ensures reliable cycling and reduced recoil. 

The firearm offers excellent value for 
its price range, delivering performance 
and style without compromising on quality. 
Whether you are an avid sports shooter or 
a casual enthusiast, this shotgun deserves 
serious consideration for its consistent 
performance and aesthetic appeal. You can 
confidently step onto the range or into the 
field knowing that you have a reliable and 
aesthetically pleasing shotgun that can 
deliver consistent results. 

This shotgun is definitely punching above 
its weight when comparing price, quality 
and performance.   .

Specifications
Manufacturer: ATA Arms Turkey
Model: ATA Pro 32"
Gauge: 12-gauge, 3" chambers
Action: Box-lock inertia cocking
Trigger: Single selective, tang safety
Barrel length: 32" with 3" chambers
Chokes: Three colour-coded extended in 
quarter, half and three-quarter
Stock and fore-end: Walnut (Grade 2) 
with satin finish, full pistol grip and rounded 
beavertail fore-end
Stock dimensions: 38mm at comb and 
55mm at heel, cast 3.5mm for right-handers, 
14.5" length of pull
Weight: Just under 8lb (3.7kg)
Accessories: Choke wrench, instruction 
manual
RRP: $1840
Distributor: NIOA

ATA PRO 12 12G 32" sporting shotgun: A legacy of quality

A choke for all occasions.

Great just got greater
ISSUE 4 OUT NOW

Great Australian

OUTDOORS
 Issue 4 - $14.95 incl. GST

Environmental volunteers taking 
the fight to feral animals

Roadside mechanics to
KEEP ON ROLLING

A magazine of destination, exploration and conservation

Proudly  
supporting the

THE CONSERVATION MOVEMENT

Sights and sounds from 
mysterious Mt Oxley

Oombi Oombi
Doing the  

OUR MEGA

• tourism • recreation • fishing 
• agriculture • droughts • floods 

 … the future?

MURRAY RIVER
RUNDOWN

Printed in Australia

194 
PAGES!
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ALPHA
CZ 600

DURABLE RIFLE 
FOR EVERYDAY USE
The CZ 600 series features a number of unique, 
patented features and guaranteed accuracy.

 CALIBRES: 
223 Rem. |  30-06 Spring. |  300 Win. Mag. |  
308 Win. |  6,5 Creedmoor |  7,62 × 39

 RRP:  $1695



cleaverfirearms.com
MONTHLY PRIZES! 

EXCLUSIVE WEB DEALS!
See the specials first & subscribe today

ABN
: 94 072 207 935

27 Beaconsfield St Margate Qld 4019
Ph:07 3883 1733 or 0419 644 269    Fx:07 3284 6611  
cleaverfirearms.com

MDT Tactical Pic Rail 20 MOA
Tikka T3X – Tikka T1X
Remington 700 SA & LA
Remington 7615 & 7600
Howa 1500 SA & LA
Howa Mini Action
Browning X-Bolt Short Action
Ruger American Centerfire & Rimfire
CZ 452, 455, 457, 527
Savage MKII Rimfire
Lithgow LA102
Sauer 100/101 & Mauser M18
Marlin 336/1895/1894
NEW $79.95

MDT Field Stock
Remington 700 SA right hand

Available in black or FDE
NEW $369.95

MDT ORYX Bipod
Available in: Sling Stud 
& M-Lok. Adjustable 
with tilt
NEW $129.95

MDT 
ELITE Scope Rings
With built in bubble 
level. Available in: 
30mm, 34mm & 
35mm. Low, medium, 
high & extra high
NEW $329.95

MDT 
PREMIER Scope Rings
Available in: 1", 
30mm & 34mm. 
Low, medium, high 
& extra high
NEW $149.95

WHEELER 
Space Saver 

Screw Driver Set
NEW $34.99

PMC Bronze Line 
223rem 55gr SP ammo 
SPECIAL $169 /per 200

PMC Bronze Line 
308win 150gr SP ammo 
SPECIAL $289 /per 200

PMC X-TAC Match 
308win 168gr OTM  
HPBT ammo 
SPECIAL $399 /per 200

WHEELER 
Digital F.A.T Wrench

With bits included
SPECIAL NEW $179

WHEELER 
43 Piece
Gunsmith Screw 
Driver Set
NEW $79

INFIRAY 
ILR-1200-1
Laser Range Finder Blue Tooth
NEW $799

WHEELER 30 Piece SAE / Metric Hex and 
Torx P-Handle Set
NEW $129

INFIRAY 
Fast FAL-19
34mm Thermal Fusion Holosight
NEW $4499

INFIRAY 
Thermal Imaging 

Attachment, 
MATE Clip On

MAL38 NEW $4499
MAH50 NEW $6599

INFIRAY 
Thermal Imaging 
Monocular Zoom ZH50 V2
NEW $5499

INFIRAY 
Thermal Imaging Monicular Finder

FL35R NEW $2999
FH35R NEW $4199

SMITH & WESSON 
Model 10 

38 special, 6 shot, 4" barrel. 
Classic blued finish, timber grips.

NEW $1699

SMITH & WESSON 
Model 17 Master Piece

22lr, 6 shot, 6" barrel. 
Classic blued finish, timber grips.

NEW $2290

SMITH & WESSON 
29 Classic
44 Magnum, 6 shot, 6" barrel. 
Classic blued finish, timber grips.
NEW $2595

SMITH & WESSON 
M2.0 Metal Series Performance Center Comp

9mm, 10 shot, cased, four mags, slide cut for 
optics. Tungsten grey cerakoted finish.

NEW $1949

SMITH & WESSON 
M&P 2.0 Spec Series Kit

9mm, 10 shot, cased, two mags.120mm 
threaded barrel. Crimson trace red dot & knife.

NEW $1690

TIMNEY The Hit 
Remington 700

8oz trigger, 
curved or straight

NEW $495

TIMNEY Remington 700
Calvin Elite Trigger 8oz
NEW $589

TIMNEY CZ 457
Curved 10oz Trigger

NEW $369

TIMNEY Howa 1500
Weatherby Vanguard 1.5 pounds
NEW $335

TIMNEY Tikka T3X
8oz – 1LB factory setting
NEW $529

STARLINE 9mm Nickel Brass
NEW $38.90 /per 100
$349 /per 1000

STARLINE 38 Super Nickel Brass
NEW $39.90 /per 100
$339 /per 1000

STARLINE 38 Super Comp Nickel Comp 
NEW $39.90 /per 100
$339 /per 1000

STARLINE 38 Special Nickel Brass
NEW $38.90 /per 100
$335 /per 1000

STARLINE 44 Special Nickel Brass
NEW $51.95 /per 100
$445 /per 1000

STARLINE 45 Schofield Nickel Brass NEW 
$54.95 /per 100
$469 /per 1000

STARLINE 32 H&R Mag Nickel Brass NEW 
$40.95 /per 100
$349 /per 1000

STARLINE 7.62x39 Nickel Brass
NEW $41.90 /per 50

STARLINE 7.62x25 Tok Brass
NEW $42.90 /per 100
$365 /per 1000

STARLINE 9x18 Makarov Brass
NEW $39.90 /per 100
$339 /per 1000

STARLINE 9mm Steyr Brass
NEW $39.90 /per 100
$339 /per 1000
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See the specials first & subscribe today

ABN
: 94 072 207 935

27 Beaconsfield St Margate Qld 4019
Ph:07 3883 1733 or 0419 644 269    Fx:07 3284 6611  
cleaverfirearms.com

MDT Tactical Pic Rail 20 MOA
Tikka T3X – Tikka T1X
Remington 700 SA & LA
Remington 7615 & 7600
Howa 1500 SA & LA
Howa Mini Action
Browning X-Bolt Short Action
Ruger American Centerfire & Rimfire
CZ 452, 455, 457, 527
Savage MKII Rimfire
Lithgow LA102
Sauer 100/101 & Mauser M18
Marlin 336/1895/1894
NEW $79.95

MDT Field Stock
Remington 700 SA right hand

Available in black or FDE
NEW $369.95

MDT ORYX Bipod
Available in: Sling Stud 
& M-Lok. Adjustable 
with tilt
NEW $129.95

MDT 
ELITE Scope Rings
With built in bubble 
level. Available in: 
30mm, 34mm & 
35mm. Low, medium, 
high & extra high
NEW $329.95

MDT 
PREMIER Scope Rings
Available in: 1", 
30mm & 34mm. 
Low, medium, high 
& extra high
NEW $149.95

WHEELER 
Space Saver 

Screw Driver Set
NEW $34.99

PMC Bronze Line 
223rem 55gr SP ammo 
SPECIAL $169 /per 200

PMC Bronze Line 
308win 150gr SP ammo 
SPECIAL $289 /per 200

PMC X-TAC Match 
308win 168gr OTM  
HPBT ammo 
SPECIAL $399 /per 200

WHEELER 
Digital F.A.T Wrench

With bits included
SPECIAL NEW $179

WHEELER 
43 Piece
Gunsmith Screw 
Driver Set
NEW $79

INFIRAY 
ILR-1200-1
Laser Range Finder Blue Tooth
NEW $799

WHEELER 30 Piece SAE / Metric Hex and 
Torx P-Handle Set
NEW $129

INFIRAY 
Fast FAL-19
34mm Thermal Fusion Holosight
NEW $4499

INFIRAY 
Thermal Imaging 

Attachment, 
MATE Clip On

MAL38 NEW $4499
MAH50 NEW $6599

INFIRAY 
Thermal Imaging 
Monocular Zoom ZH50 V2
NEW $5499

INFIRAY 
Thermal Imaging Monicular Finder

FL35R NEW $2999
FH35R NEW $4199

SMITH & WESSON 
Model 10 

38 special, 6 shot, 4" barrel. 
Classic blued finish, timber grips.

NEW $1699

SMITH & WESSON 
Model 17 Master Piece

22lr, 6 shot, 6" barrel. 
Classic blued finish, timber grips.

NEW $2290

SMITH & WESSON 
29 Classic
44 Magnum, 6 shot, 6" barrel. 
Classic blued finish, timber grips.
NEW $2595

SMITH & WESSON 
M2.0 Metal Series Performance Center Comp

9mm, 10 shot, cased, four mags, slide cut for 
optics. Tungsten grey cerakoted finish.

NEW $1949

SMITH & WESSON 
M&P 2.0 Spec Series Kit

9mm, 10 shot, cased, two mags.120mm 
threaded barrel. Crimson trace red dot & knife.

NEW $1690

TIMNEY The Hit 
Remington 700

8oz trigger, 
curved or straight

NEW $495

TIMNEY Remington 700
Calvin Elite Trigger 8oz
NEW $589

TIMNEY CZ 457
Curved 10oz Trigger

NEW $369

TIMNEY Howa 1500
Weatherby Vanguard 1.5 pounds
NEW $335

TIMNEY Tikka T3X
8oz – 1LB factory setting
NEW $529

STARLINE 9mm Nickel Brass
NEW $38.90 /per 100
$349 /per 1000

STARLINE 38 Super Nickel Brass
NEW $39.90 /per 100
$339 /per 1000

STARLINE 38 Super Comp Nickel Comp 
NEW $39.90 /per 100
$339 /per 1000

STARLINE 38 Special Nickel Brass
NEW $38.90 /per 100
$335 /per 1000

STARLINE 44 Special Nickel Brass
NEW $51.95 /per 100
$445 /per 1000

STARLINE 45 Schofield Nickel Brass NEW 
$54.95 /per 100
$469 /per 1000

STARLINE 32 H&R Mag Nickel Brass NEW 
$40.95 /per 100
$349 /per 1000

STARLINE 7.62x39 Nickel Brass
NEW $41.90 /per 50

STARLINE 7.62x25 Tok Brass
NEW $42.90 /per 100
$365 /per 1000

STARLINE 9x18 Makarov Brass
NEW $39.90 /per 100
$339 /per 1000

STARLINE 9mm Steyr Brass
NEW $39.90 /per 100
$339 /per 1000
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A lmost a decade ago I watched 
with interest Australian hunter 
Rob Fickling in his series Beyond 
the Divide take a tahr in the NZ 

Southern Alps with the aid of a Burris 
Eliminator rangefinder scope. It intrigued 
me how he was able to take that difficult 
shot so comfortably while understandably 
putting a fair amount of trust in the scope’s 
ability to correct his aiming point.

I prefer plain scopes with basic reticles 
so when accepting an offer to test the 
Eliminator 5, I somehow knew assessing its 
technical features would be a challenge. For 
shooters used to making their own calcula-
tions and corrections at distance, putting 
your faith in a scope which does all that for 
you can be difficult to comprehend.

Make no mistake, the Burris Eliminator 
is one complex piece of electronic optical 
equipment and the Eliminator 5 is the latest 
generation RF (rangefinder) scope with a 
solid past. Upon receipt I read the opening 
words of the user guide stating: “Eliminator 
5 is the most innovative and effective 
hunting riflescope in the world,” though 
I’ve heard many other manufacturers 
make that same boast, so was keen to put 
their claim to the test. The scope comes 
with impressive extras including objective 
sunshade, flip-up lens covers, batteries, 

screwdriver and spanner, remote 
control, large microfibre lens cleaning 
cloth and user manuals.

Weighing a solid 850g and measuring 
almost 400mm it’s by no means compact, 
though considering it has a hefty amount 
of built-in rangefinder and electronic 
features this wasn’t surprising. Offering 
a wide window of 5-20 times magnifica-
tion, the variable adjustment dial is sili-
cone rubber coated for easy gripping and 
located forward-most on the ocular bell as 
per standard. For reticle and image clarity 
the ocular dioptre ring rotates easily but 
remains firm once adjusted.

The solid main tube is 30mm in diameter, 
made from aircraft grade aluminium and all 
external metallic components are finished 
in a durable matte black coating. Occupying 
the 12 and 3 o’clock turrets are the eleva-
tion and windage dials and, combined with 
the 30mm tube, they offer a generous 53 
MOA of adjustment. Differing somewhat 
from the standard ¼ MOA adjustment, the 
Eliminator 5 incremental values are worth 
a precise adjustment of 1/8 MOA per click.

Unlike most modern scopes with side 
focus, the Eliminator 5 has its parallax 
adjustment dial on the objective bell due 
to a battery compartment occupying the 9 
o’clock position of the centre turret. This 

houses two AAA batteries which power 
all electronics and are tightly sealed for 
water resistance.

At the rear of the battery compartment is 
the function control pad within reach of the 
non-master hand. On the tapered section of 
the objective bell are two opposed range-
finder buttons, easily thumb-pressed by 
either hand and giving range calculations out 
to 2000 yards for deer-size gamed and an 
impressive 2500 yards for reflective targets. 
Alternatively, the Eliminator 5 has a wireless 
remote pad for ranging freehand which is 
useful for longer periods of viewing. Finally 
at the northern end is a 50mm objective with 
upgraded lens coatings, providing a clear 
sight picture at long range.

Set-up
Importantly the scope can’t be mounted 
with conventional rings as Burris uses an 
integral dual dovetail, cross-slot mount 
designed to mate precisely to a Picatinny rail 
or Weaver-style bases. Securing the union 
between base and mount are two bolts with 
a 7/16" hex nut and as Burris recommends 

Eliminate doubt

As Chris Redlich found, Burris scope 
does the hard yards (lots of them)

Chris lines up on the 400m 
target during testing.

The X-96 reticle and 
data from the app ready 
for input into the scope.
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a tightening torque of 50-70lb, supplied is 
a mini-spanner if you don’t own a torque 
wrench. Tightening to 50lb torque was more 
than adequate and, in my opinion, recom-
mending a 70lb maximum is excessive.

My review Tikka rifle has an integral 
Picatinny rail and I set up the Eliminator 
5 with comfortable eye relief of 90mm. 
The beauty of this rangefinder scope is 
no electronics are required to sight-in for 
zero though it must be zeroed prior to 
programming. As I’ve discovered with most 
rifles using Picatinny rails, there’s minimal 
lateral adjustment required for sighting-in 
and I was on target and zeroed at 100m in 
minutes, landing a sub-½ MOA using Sako 
162-grain Powerhead Blade ammo.

Technically speaking
Initially I feared this scope would be tough 
to get my head around yet it turned out to 
be a breeze. The hardest part (which wasn’t 
hard at all) was retrieving the relevant data 
from Burris’ ballistic program for the range 
calculating set-up. Once mounted on your 
rifle and, if using handloads, you’ll need a 
few key ingredients before commencing. 
These include bullet type and weight, 
muzzle velocity, bullet ballistic coefficient, 
elevation above sea level, relative humidity 
and temperature.

The same applies to factory ammuni-
tion and ballistic information is printed on 
most modern ammo packets. Alternatively, 
Burris has hundreds of factory ammo 
listings with their relevant data which, 
once selected, automatically upload to 
the calculator. After keying my info into 

Burris’ ballistic data entry, I screenshot 
the reticle codes from my smartphone 
and programmed them to the scope via 
the function control pad, synching the 
Eliminator 5 to my rifle and calibre as per 
the user manual.

The Eliminator 5 has the X-96 reticle 
which might seem a bit busy but has a 
distinct centre cross, connected by dots 
and additional graduated aiming dots in 
both lower quadrants of the reticle image. 
These correspond with relevant values 
depending on range, magnification and 
crosswind speeds.

With your target selected simply press 
either range button, the correct range will 

appear in the display above and the illumi-
nated red dot will place you exactly where 
you need to aim for elevation. At the same 
time a decimal number will appear to the 
right of the range display and this is your 
correct windage, offset for a 10mph cross-
wind for the target’s ranged distance.

This two-digit windage number shows 
how many dots on the horizontal reticle to 
hold into the wind for 10mph (16km/h). It’s 
up to the shooter to calculate this holdover 
using 10mph as a rough guide, eg half the 
number of dots for a 5mph wind and double 
for 20mph. Another key feature of the 
Eliminator is its ability to calculate angle 
compensation, of particular relevance 
when shooting down steep hills with the 
aiming dot placing you right on target for 
the angle of shot.

I must stress the X-96 aiming marks 
and display calculations are of more use 
at extended ranges which, after all, is the 
purpose of Eliminator 5. Quite simply, once 
programmed your scope should enable you 
to hit targets at long range and I was keen 
to test that accuracy.

Eliminate doubt

Eliminator 5 and its inclusions, note the sunshade (left) and remote pad (right).

Parallax adjusted for 400m by 
rotating the objective dial.

Range buttons within easy reach 
of the operator’s thumb.
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Web: www.ozairguns.com.au

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM FOR YOUR 
CHANCE TO WIN A VIPERTEK CT1 BIPOD!

WIN
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Testing
Baby steps first and the Eliminator didn’t 
disappoint. I was happy with my first 
long-range target session at 300m using 
the supplied 162-grain Powerheads, 
impressed with a three-shot group under 
1.5". Although I didn’t factor the windage 
calculation for a stiff 14mph crosswind, 
the shots landed almost bang-on 
horizontal. This proved a good 
combination of correct data input 
with the superb accuracy of the 
Tikka Wild Boar rifle and Sako 
factory ammo.

Assessing the scope’s ability 
at almost 400m came on a 
subsequent deer hunt. I chose 
a valley with a clear line of sight 
offering a perfect real-life hunting 
scenario to further test its accu-
racy. I had access to the ridge on the 
far side via a descent to the floor and 
pushing the ute in low gear made my way 
to a flat spot with safe backdrop.

After a few warm-up shots I fired two 
three-shot groups with the Powerheads. 
Using the windage correction to help 
counter the strong cross breeze, at 393m 
the group MPI (mean point of impact) 
surprisingly printed 5" higher than 
expected. This scope can possibly make 
corrections for non-reflective targets such 
as deer out to 2000 yards (1830m), yet my 
results highlighted the fact that to achieve 
accurate and reliable drop compensation 
with the Eliminator, it’s vital the shooter 
confirms corrections on the range first.

I’d never attempt large game shoulder 
shots at more than 350m with a .308 Win 
anyway, yet my strong advice is to test and 
adjust the data input before risking a missed 
one-shot opportunity at your prize trophy. 
Burris has a technical notes section in the 
manual with a step-by-step process on fine-
tuning the scope for distances beyond 750 
yards and potentially out to 2500, something 
well beyond my level of expertise.

Conclusion
Over more than a decade, Eliminator 
rangefinder scopes have built a reputa-
tion for convenience and reliability among 
long-range shooters and by now offering 
their fifth-generation version in Eliminator 
5, Burris has improved what was already a 
winning hand. Retailing for $3499 (at time 
of writing) seems expensive though not 
surprising, considering it does a lot more 
than just provide a target image.

When fine-tuned the Eliminator 5 takes 
all the hard work out of long-distance 
calculations and backed by their exceptional 
Forever Warranty, No Questions Asked 
policy, rest assured Burris and Australian 
distributor Beretta have you covered. More 
at berettaaustralia.com.au   .

Eliminate doubt

Above: Red dot 
highlights the point of 
aim and note windage 
dots for drift correction. 

Target image with holdover compensated.

Results speak for themselves at 300 yards.
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The Sako 90 Peak is one of the lightest bolt 

action rifles on the market, built on the 

renewed Carbonlight platform. It is designed 

for the ultimate outdoorsman looking for the 

perfect tool for the mountain hunt of a 

lifetime. This ultra-light hunting rifle features 

a carbon fibre stock with a texturized surface, 

right-hand palm swell and cheek support. 

With an approximate weight of 2.6 kg, the 

Sako 90 Peak with S-action is exceptionally 

comfortable to carry, even on long treks. It is 

also available in a left-handed version and 

with different action lengths, including 

M-action. The SAKO 90 Peak is the ultimate 

rifle for mountain hunters.

Sako 90 Peak
Starting from $5,999 RRP

THE RIFLE FOR
MOUNTAIN HUNTERS.

SAKO 90
PEAK

Proudly distributed by
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T he ownership of self-loading 
firearms in Australia was all but 
curtailed after the 1996 National 
Firearms Agreement (NFA) and 

accompanying firearms buyback. As draco-
nian as many might believe this to have 
been, the authorities concerned at least had 
enough understanding to recognise there 
was still a completely legitimate need for 
the use of self-loading firearms, primarily 
for vertebrate pest control by professional 
contract shooters and eligible primary 
producers (farmers).

Contract shooters for large vertebrate 
work such as the aerial control (chopper 
shooting) of pigs, goats, buffaloes etc. mainly 
use rifles of .308 calibre (7.62 NATO) and as 
far as firearms were concerned, this require-
ment had traditionally been fulfilled by self-
loading surplus military rifles. Predominantly 
these included the Lithgow-made L1A1 
(SLR), the US M14 and to a lesser extent 
early model Dutch Armalite AR10s. In 
design and manufacture all these can be 
dated back to the late 1950s. The Lithgow 
L1A1 ceased production in 1986, the M14 in 
1980 and even 20 years ago it was apparent 
both the necessary parts and skill sets to 
service and maintain these firearms were 
becoming scarce.

Likewise, although there were some 
commercial variants of both rifles still being 
made in the US, both designs could be 
considered somewhat antiquated by modern 
standards. At the same time in Australia, 
although the NFA recognised the need for 
such firearms, for many years the Federal 
Customs Act remained somewhat ambiva-
lent, making it near impossible to meet the 
importation requirements for legitimate 
licence holders.

Thankfully this situation has been 
improved but requirements and times for 
importation can still be somewhat arduous. 

Basically there has been opportunity 
presenting for locally-made options to 
service this niche market and among these 
is Victoria-based Wedgetail Industries. 
They make items catering to both Defence 
and law enforcement as well as domestic 
commercial sale with their main products 
being firearms and suppressors. Being 
both correctly licensed for possession and 
testing, I had the chance to review their 
WT25 self-loading variant which specifically 
caters to Category D primary production 
and professional vertebrate pest control 
licence holders.

Wedgetail Industries state: “The WT25 
is a gas-operated, rotary bolt, magazine-
fed, air-cooled, self-loading rifle chambered 
in .308 Winchester.” In essence it’s a 
modernised version of the Armalite AR10. 
The basic design with its modular split 
receiver system, excellent ergonomics 
and proven reliability has stood the test of 
time and would be one of the most copied, 
improved and modified platforms in firearms 
history. With multiple trips to the US SHOT 
Show and similar events, I’m familiar with 
the platform and its various interpretations.

The WT25 arrived professionally boxed 
along with an extensive A4 binder-sized 
owner’s manual, some neat ‘Wedgetail’ 

merch by way of stickers and Velcro patches 
and on the more practical side, a compre-
hensive Otis Defender Series .308 cleaning 
kit which includes a pull through four-piece 
steel rod, brushes and jags, a quality item 
in itself I know retails above $150. For 
testing the rifle was also supplied with a 
Blast deflector, suppressor and B&T case-
catcher, as it’s Wedgetail’s intention to offer 
these items as a complete package to appro-
priately licensed professional shooters.

My first impressions were that of a solid 
if not hefty rifle (4.25kg bare), the one 
supplied being the 16" barrel variant (20" 
also available). As with all AR-type rifles 

Wedgetail an  
all-Aussie option 
for pro shooters, 

says Daniel O’Dea

Contract thriller

Outstanding accuracy with .308 Winchester 
Hornady ‘American Gunner’ 155gr ammo 

producing this ¼ MOA group.

Ready for testing the WT25 on 
Daniel’s Caldwell Lead Sled.



    BUY ANY ZEROTECH RIFLESCOPE
  BETWEEN AUGUST 3RD AND
JANUARY 31ST TO BE ELIGIBLE
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the WT25 comprises a two-part modular 
receiver system, both upper and lower 
receivers 100 per cent Australian made by 
Wedgetail from 7075-T6 aluminum, as is 
the free-floating hand guard. All these items 
are finished in black Cerakote over Type III 
anodising. Noticeable design features of the 
lower receiver are the integrated trigger-
guard and ambidextrous magazine and bolt 
releases, the excellent trigger a two-stage 
unit also made by Wedgetail.

Some AR-type rifle offerings are nothing 
more than component builds. There have 
even been cases where particular models of 
well-known brand names have been effec-
tively licensing deals with the complete 
rifle being made of components outsourced, 
even assembled elsewhere and only 
carrying the brand name.

Wedgetail use Magpul components, a 
company recognised as a premium Mil-spec 
supplier and on the WT25 these are the 
MOE rubber over-moulded pistol grip, 
10-position Mil-spec receiver extension and 
SL-S adjustable buttstock which includes 
battery storage in the cheekrest. The rifle 
is also supplied with a 20-round Magpul 
Gen M3 P-MAG.

With the upper receiver assembly, both 
receiver and modular handguard mate 
seamlessly for about 500mm of continuous 
Picatinny rail across the top for scope and 
accessory mounting. Likewise, handguard 
ventilations are machined as MLok slots 
across seven of eight features (top being 
the Picatinny rail) providing almost endless 
options for further accessory fitment.

The rifle’s barrel chambered in .308 
Winchester is locally made by Lithgow 
Arms in chrome moly steel with six lands 
and grooves and has a one-in-10 twist rate. 
The muzzle is threaded 5/8-24 and fitted with 
Wedgetail’s suppressor taper mount allowing 
for fitment of various muzzle devices. Also 
supplied for testing was a Steiner M8Xi 
1-8x24 scope courtesy of Beretta Australia 
and a Spuhr QDP-4002 mount, so I was keen 
to see how the WT25 would print on paper.

Locked down in my Caldwell Lead Sled 
I was impressed. Factory loaded .308 

Winchester ammunition included offerings 
from Winchester, Federal and Hornady 
of various weights and the group average 
achieved was around 1 MOA, though the 
WT25 particularly liked the American 
Gunner 155gr with groups as tight as ¼ 
MOA. I’ve shot many AR-type rifles, mostly 
in the US, and have seldom seen accuracy 
like this.

Wedgetail credit this to their complete 
redesign of the AR10 barrel to trunnion 
interface. The  barrel nut threads into the 
receiver trunnion as opposed to the normal 
arrangement with a barrel nut screwing 
down over the externally threaded diameter 
of the trunnion. This reversing of the male/
female thread arrangement is said to stiffen 
the complete assembly making it more 
inherently accurate.

Groups were fired both with and without 
the supplied Wedgetail suppressor fitted. 
Point of impact was affected though it 
would seem only on the vertical plane with 
windage remaining the same. Simply put, 
point of impact dropped 2-3", ammo depen-
dent, with the suppressor attached but 
being only a vertical change, this data could 

easily be recorded with optics adjusted as 
required dependent on suppressor fitment.

Accuracy aside, shooting the WT25 with 
suppressor fitted dramatically changes 
the gun’s dynamic, as it not only cuts out 
noise but seems to reduce felt recoil and 
all but eliminates muzzle blast. Contrary to 
popular myth, suppressors don’t ‘silence’ a 
firearm but importantly, on a rifle like this, 
reduce dangerous level noise exposure to 
more bearable levels. You’re still wearing 
hearing protection but the blast is signifi-
cantly reduced and in occupational situa-
tions their use should really be mandatory. 
Thankfully some state regulatory authori-
ties are now recognising this and approving 
permits to qualifying end users.

In operation I found the ambidextrous 
controls particularly useful. For those 
familiar with the basic AR layout, on the left 
side of the WT25 you now enjoy a magazine 
release button just below the traditional 
position of the bolt release paddle. On the 
right the magazine release is in the normal 
position as is the forward assist button, 
though we now have the addition of a bolt 
release/hold open lever between the two. 
This is perfectly positioned for activation 
by an extended trigger finger outside of 
the triggerguard and operates the same 
as a Magpul B.A.D. lever (Battery Assist 
Device), only much better as it’s integrated 
into the lower receiver as opposed to a 
‘bolt-on’ accessory.

In practice these additions improve 
the method of arms for this type of rifle. 
Example: Rifle at point, loaded magazine, 
bolt locked open. To charge, traditionally 
you’d either remove the left hand from 
the handguard to depress or slap the bolt 

Contract thriller

Wedgetail WT25, suppressor 
attached, ready for function testing.

Wedgetail suppressor features a patented reduced back pressure 
design developed in conjunction with the Defence Innovation Hub.
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release paddle, or operate the charging 
handle to full rearward extension to release 
the bolt that way. Now you simply extend 
your trigger finger and press the right-side 
lever down, likewise to lock the action open 
without a magazine inserted.

Again, traditionally this could be quite a 
manipulation involving removing the left 
hand from handguard to grasp magazine 
housing with thumb over top of the bolt 
release paddle, then removing the right hand 
from the pistol grip to operate the charging 
handle rearward while tilting the bolt release 
paddle backwards to lock the bolt open.

Now you just pull the charging handle 
back with the left hand and with the right 
hand in full control still on the pistol grip, 
extend your trigger finger to press the lever 
upwards to lock the bolt. Much simpler! 
Please excuse this extended description but 
it’s really a significant improvement. I note 
the WT25 as tested didn’t have an ambidex-
trous safety lever but did have clear mark-
ings F (in Red) and S (white), Safe and Fire, 
on both sides of the receiver so I’m sure 
this would be an available option.

Gas adjustment is easily done using 
a 5/16 Allen key (supplied) to turn the 
regulator screw on the forward face of the 
gas block. Easily accessible, this is just 
inside the end of the handguard effectively 
shrouded by the same for protection. 
Being able to adjust the gas is a valuable 
feature on a gas-operated rifle, as it lets 
you tailor operation for best efficiency. 
Ideally you want to be using just enough 
gas to reliably cycle the action and eject 
spent cases without stoppage, as too 
much gas can increase recoil and wear 

and tear on the rifle, too little and the gun 
simply won’t cycle. Adjustments are click 
adaptable and the alterable screw can be 
removed for cleaning.

In closing, the Wedgetail WT25 presents 
as an accurate and well-built, functional 
‘D’ Category firearm with a host of great 
features well above that of many standard 
US-made commercial offerings. They 

offer local support for parts and service 
claiming they already have contractors 
(clients) putting more than 30,000 rounds 
a year through their WT25s. Lastly, pricing 
appears competitive against comparable 
imported offerings without all the AG 
import hassle, so for approved licence 
holders let’s support our local outlets. More 
at wedgetailindustries.com   .

Contract thriller

Specifications
Rifle: Wedgetail WT25
Action: Gas operated self-loading 
Trigger: Wedgetail two-stage
Calibre: .308 Winchester
Capacity: 20-round detectable box magazine
Barrel: Chrome moly steel 16" (406mm)
Twist rate: One-in-10, six lands and grooves
Sights: Picatinny rail
Upper and lower: 7075-T6 Alloy
Stock: Magpul SL-S
Pistol grip: MOE rubber over-mould
Weight: 4.25kg (9.37lb)
Price guide: Around $6790 RRP

Suppressed and unsuppressed groups showed similar accuracy with only a vertical change in POI.

The WT25 easily field strips for 
cleaning, storage or transit.
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If you’ve shot in the Benchrest National 
Championships during the past six 
decades there’s no doubt Max Coady 
has scored your target. Max, who 

recently retired after 60 years as SSAA 
Benchrest National Scorer - a remarkable 
diamond anniversary - could always be 
found in the office, diligently working his 
way through a pile of targets as you were 
greeted with a smile and a quip before he 
put his head down and went back to work.

He started scoring benchrest competi-
tions around 1957. Said Max: “I wanted to 
compete but didn’t have a rifle at the time 
so I volunteered to score. It just happened 
from there and I’ve always really enjoyed 
it.” He put his hand up as marker for the 
national competition when it began as a 
postal shoot around 1965, then in 1972 
took on the National Benchrest Scorer 
role officially along with Benchrest Awards 
Secretary and keeper of all records.

Over time as the 
Nationals grew, they 

started being held 
at various loca-
tions around the 
country and since 

then Max has been 
present at almost 
every competi-
tion, though until 
this year had 

never attended as a 
competitor. Having 

retired from 
his role as 

head 

Rachael Oxborrow salutes 
Max Coady’s 60 years of service

scorer, 2023 saw him 
take to the firing line in a 
National Benchrest cham-
pionship for the first time. 
“I came dead last,” he 
said, “but enjoyed every 
minute.”

Max took his role seri-
ously and subsequently 
garnered enormous 
respect from competitors 
for being fair and accurate. 
“I’ve always been the scorer and that’s 
the way I treated it,” he said. “It’s a really 
involved role and it makes sense that one 
person does it to make sure scoring is 
consistent.”

While he may have waited until this 
year to compete in a national event, Max 
is an avid shooter in local competitions 
around Canberra and Coffs Harbour and 
began aged 14 at the Baulkham Hills 
range with brothers Phil and Ken. At 16 
he was able to join the Sporting Shooters’ 
Association of Australia as a junior, when 
the trio learned from more experienced 
shooters to develop their benchrest skills 
at Baulkham Hills and St Ives and shotgun 
at Bankstown and Windsor.

Max was involved in construction of the 
first and second Baulkham Hills benchrest 
ranges as well as facilities at Narrabeen 
and Silverdale. He was also hands-on in the 
establishment of branches throughout New 
South Wales and the forming of state and 
territory bodies across the country.

His expertise has also been appreciated 
worldwide as Max assisted with interna-
tional postal shoots in the US, Canada, 
Italy and Germany, while he also scored 
at the World Benchrest Championships in 
New Zealand and Pacific Regional Shooting 
Championships on several occasions. In 
recognition of his work over the years Max 
has not surprisingly amassed many acco-
lades and was awarded SSAA (NSW) Life 

Membership in the 1960s, SSAA National 
Life Membership in 1999, the Australian 
Sports Medal in 2020 as well as being a 
member of the Benchrest Hall of Fame. His 
father ‘Pop’ also received SSAA National 
Life Membership in 1973.

Max is now looking forward to 
continuing target shooting and says he 
won’t be a stranger at National Benchrest 
Championships if the location fits his 
plans. SSAA National presented him with 
a certificate of recognition for his decades 
of unwavering service when he retired 
from his scoring role earlier this year. His 
hard work and commitment to supporting 
the Association, its disciplines and fellow 
shooters is unrivalled and the SSAA 
National Board and staff send their grati-
tude to Max for his devoted service and 
offer their best wishes for the future.   .

A benchrest 
diamond

An early photo at the Baulkham 
Hills range. Max enjoys a benchrest 
shoot at Narrabeen.

Max hangs targets after scoring 
the 2010 Pacific Regional Shooting 

Championships in New Zealand.

Max when he was invited 
to score at the 2017 
World Championships in 
New Zealand.

Attention to detail earned Max the respect and 
admiration of target shooters in Australia and 
worldwide.
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AMPLUS 6

• 6x zoom for flexible use in several hunting situation
• 39 m field of view at 100 m
• Large exit pupil up to 12 mm
• High magnification range 3x - 18x
• New L-Ballistic reticle with hold over and windage marks for quick bullet 

drop correction. 2nd focal plane.
• Zero-stop ballistic turret
• Parallax adjustment down to 20 m
• 90 MOA elevation adjustment - 23 mrad total adjustment range

• +90% light transmission. AquaDura hydrophobic lens coating.
• Illuminated with 10 levels of adjustment. LED diode 0.9 mm at 100 m.
• Extremely rugged - all parts from high performance metal, waterproof and 

shock-resistant to 1500 Gs
• Huge 90 mm eye relief
• 30 mm tube
• Extremely compact length of scope: 30 cm/670 g (3-18x44 model)
• Ballistic Turret with Zero Stop Elevation on 3-18, 2.5-15 and 2.5-56 mm 

models (MOA models available on 50 and 56 mm scopes)

The Amplus 6 instils Leica’s proven DNA in a versatile riflescope with 6x zoom for everyday hunting.  Suits all 
hunting conditions and calibres from rabbits up to your largest big game.

RETICLE L-BALLISTIC MoA

SPECIAL OFFER

Terms and conditions apply. Special offer only valid through participating authorised Leica 
Camera Australia Sport Optics Dealers and only applies to new Leica Amplus 6 riflescopes 
listed (Leica Product Codes: 50100, 50211, 50310, 50312, 50410, 50412) that are sold 
prior to 31/12/2023 or until stock sells out - whichever comes first. 
Recommended Retail Price (RRP) is a recommendation only and Dealers are under no 
obligation to sell or have sold at that price previously. Images for illustrative purposes only.

Visit your local participating Leica Sport Optics Dealer

VIC Delta Tactical | Frank O’Reilly’s Sports | Gun Sport Trading | Gunco Sports Superstore | H & S Firearms | In Season Hunting and Fishing Warragul 

Mansfield Hunting and Fishing | Miall’s Gun Shop NSW Abela’s Gun Shop | Elk’s Hunting & Fishing | Horsley Park Gun Shop | Safari Firearms

Tamworth Firearms QLD Hall’s Firearms Townsville | Hall’s Firearms Rockhampton | The Barn Toowoomba WA Downrange Firearms  SA Scoped Out  

TAS Sports Hut  NT Fishing & Outdoor World

1-6 x 24 mm $1,790 SAVE $700 OFF RRP

3-18 x 44 mm $1,990 SAVE $700 OFF RRP

2.5-15 x 50 mm $2,290 SAVE $700 OFF RRP

2.5-15 x 56 mm $2,490 SAVE $700 OFF RRP

RETICLE L-4a
(50 and 56 mm models)
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T he hilly country I hunt and 
advancing years have been nudging 
me towards a lighter rifle for a 
while and now, as the lightest of 

new lightweights are approaching the 2kg 
mark, I’m becoming more interested but 
also a little concerned. Is it possible to 
strike an acceptable compromise between 
the conflicting concepts of weight reduc-
tion and shootability in such a light rifle, 
as shootability or shooter friendliness is a 
‘must-have’ for any hunter’s rifle.

So what is a lightweight rifle and how 
does it differ? A good rifle has an ergo-
nomic relationship with its user which 
enables the best result from that rifle-
shooter combination. This compatibility 
which we may also call shootability, has 
been developed and refined over centuries 
in the form of the standard hunting rifle 

light!
John Rutkay did his homework 
on a weight-saving hunting rifle

for the average hunter. If we make a rifle 
significantly lighter than the established 
standard, the ergonomic harmony of the 
standard rifle won’t apply to the new one, 
as the lightweight version is expected to be 
proportionately more difficult to shoot accu-
rately as well as creating other shootability 
drawbacks.

A lighter rifle is inherently less accurate 
because a steady hold becomes more diffi-
cult, rifle movement due to sharper recoil 
increases and shooter comfort and confi-
dence is reduced. A certain level of accuracy 
is a fundamental requirement for hunting 
and any level of accuracy is more difficult 
to achieve with a light rifle, meaning a light 
rifle is not for the casual shooter. However, 
a hunter with established shooting skills and 
experience is well placed to overcome the 
considerable negative influences a genuine 

lightweight places on its shootability and 
achieve the accuracy and comfort expected 
of a good hunting rifle.

So is a lightweight rifle right for me? I can 
draw on years of broad shooting experience 
from rimfires to magnums, including offhand 
shooting competitions like SSAA Field Rifle 
and Metallic Silhouette. As a result I know 
my recoil tolerance and level of shooting 
skills relevant to hunting, therefore feel 
confident of achieving acceptable accuracy 
and shooting comfort with the lighter rifle. 
Furthermore, my hunting background 
includes habits of passing up most moving 
shots and rarely shooting beyond 200m, 
which will make a sufficient accuracy level 
with the new lightweight more achievable.

I’ll be sticking with the .308 Win calibre 
as it has ample power for my hunting 
needs and if recoil becomes a problem, 

Field evaluation of the Howa produced a fine stag for meat.

See 
the
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See the light!

handloading will allow me a range of projec-
tile weight and velocity options to reduce 
recoil while retaining sufficient power. 
Young and inexperienced shooters are 
generally advised to graduate from rimfire 
to a standard weight centrefire before going 
to a magnum or lightweight rifle and can 
also use research to make up for lack of 
experience. Reading stories such as this, 
shooting different combinations of rifle 
weight and calibre whenever possible and 
competing in offhand shooting disciplines 
will quickly broaden personal knowledge 
and experience to help them make sound 
firearm choices.

Do I really want a lightweight rifle? On 
the plus side, a well-designed lightweight 
will make gains over a standard rifle in 
various ways. Handling improves as the 
rifle is generally shorter, making it quicker 
to point and operate, it’s the preferred 
option for confined spaces such as in a hide 
and on difficult terrain. It’s also easier and 
less tiring to carry, enabling longer and 
more effective hunting.

On the minus side accuracy is reduced, 
particularly for offhand and partially 
supported shots. Rifle weight gener-
ally aids accuracy, hence the reason for 
upper rifle-weight limits in most shooting 
competitions. The usually shorter barrel 
of lightweights produces lower velocity 
and power while felt recoil is increased, 
resulting in loss of accuracy due to more 
rifle movement.

Heavier recoil in conjunction with 
increased muzzle blast from the typically 
short barrels of lightweights heightens the 
risk of developing a flinch, that accuracy 
destroying involuntary muscular move-
ment before trigger release. Flinching is the 
body’s response to anticipated recoil and 
muzzle blast and indicates the rifle (as-is) is 
exceeding the shooter’s tolerance to both. If 
flinching is suspected it’s best checked by an 
observer as the shooter is rarely aware of it.

Main indicators to the shooter are unex-
plained bad shots or total misses. There 
are means of moderating recoil yet the 
most common, the muzzle brake, isn’t the 
answer to flinching as it will reduce recoil 
but increase muzzle blast, creating an 

The Howa ‘ready to go’ with 
scope weighs less than 3kg.

Savage Lightweight Storm 
was also considered as a 
lightweight option.

Howa created a new reduced mid-action length 
with a smaller bolt diameter to maximise weight 
saving.



Enter now
LEUPOLD AND SAVAGE ULTIMATE HUNTER GIVEAWAY
Buy any Leupold or Savage product between 1 July and 30 November 2023 and enter 

for a chance to win 1 of 2 ultimate hunting packages.

+

+

PACKAGE 2
Savage Impulse Mountain 

Hunter rifle in 6.5 Creedmoor 
with a Leupold 3-15x44  

VX-5HD scope

PACKAGE 1
Savage Model 110 Ultralight 
Hunter rifle in 6.5 Creedmoor 

with a Leupold 3-15x44  
VX-5HD scope

FIND OUT MORE

T&Cs apply

BROUGHT TO YOU BY 
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See the light!

overall neutral effect. Muzzle brakes redi-
rect blast back towards the shooter and so 
have low social acceptance, they’re banned 
on some ranges and I don’t recommend 
them for hunting.

Having considered the pros and cons 
and still keen on a lightweight rifle, we 
should choose what level we want based 
on our specific situation. Just how light a 
particular rifle should or can be depends 
on the owner’s calibre requirement, recoil 
tolerance, shooting ability, strength, fitness 
and so on. Ultimately our choice will be 
condensed to the available off-the-shelf 
rifle which best conforms to our individual 
needs and preferred weight. In my case 
the main gain sought is lightness for easier 
traversing of difficult terrain and better 
handling in restricted spaces.

If we accept the oft-quoted standard 
(centrefire) hunting rifle weight of 3.7kg 
bare and 4.4kg ready to hunt, we reach a 
weight reference point and better perspec-
tive of reduction achievable by the avail-
able lightweights. Changing to a true 
lightweight, hopefully below 2.5kg bare, 
could produce a ready-to-hunt combination 
around 3.2kg (or about 27 per cent lighter 

than my standard-weight current outfit) 
which I feel would make a significant differ-
ence when hunting in the hills.

Having finished with the planning and 
theorising I’m now considering real rifles 
and found two likely contenders in my 
price range. One is the Savage Lightweight 
Storm weighing 2.56kg and priced around 
$1700, a compact stainless-synthetic all-
weather option with adjustable length of 
pull and 50cm barrel. The other is the new-
to-Australia Howa Super Lite which lives 
up to its name at 2.01kg for about $1500.

The Howa differs through its carbon steel 
metalwork, threaded muzzle, Limbsaver 
recoil pad,  lighter weight and soft-touch 
stock finish. Its weight and Limbsaver both 
favour the Howa, while other relevant differ-
ences are that soft-touch finish for better 
stock grip and lower price. Stainless steel 
metalwork (not a priority for me) was the 
only noted advantage for the Savage but as 
my goal was a significantly lighter rifle, the 
Howa Super Lite became an obvious choice.

Scope, mounts and sling are indispens-
able and a significant proportion of the 
total weight when fitted to a lightweight 
rifle. I couldn’t find a lightweight scope 
with the attributes I wanted so my choice 
was features or weight. I was reluctant to 
compromise on traits like eye relief, wide 
magnification band starting at 2 or 3x for 
quick target acquisition when stalking and 
over 10x for the range. So for a good illu-
minated reticle which allows me to hunt 
into the evening and night, I opted for the 
features.

Research led me to an Athlon Talos 
3-12x40 /1" BDC IR at ScopeUout.com.au. 

This scope at 460g is not overly light but 
fulfils all my visual requirements and will 
be solidly held in 1" Talley lightweight alloy 
medium-height scope mounts. Fortunately I 
was able to access a Howa Super Lite in .308 
Win thanks to Australian distributor Outdoor 
Sporting Agencies, enabling a thorough 
evaluation of my choice of lightweight rifle.

The first range session showed recoil 
affecting accuracy won’t be a problem. Off 
the benchrest shooting 125gr and 150gr 
loads indicated a tendency of the front to 
jump, though compensating with the hold 
minimised the rise and importantly the 
100-yard accuracy hovered at not much 
more than an inch. Now for the ‘real’ test at 
the field rifle post as I laid the light fore-end 
across the wrist of my left hand which was 
holding the post and, gripping the rifle with 
only the right hand, I sent two Winchester 
150gr Power Points at a 50m target.

The fore-end appeared to stay on the 
wrist much to my relief as the shots landed 
about an inch apart (I repeated this impor-
tant test with similar results a week later). 
The Super Lite was a joy to carry in the 
hills, the stock fitted me well in all positions 
indicating that, given some minor person-
alisation tweaks, it’ll become as shooter-
friendly as I hoped it would.

The choice of a Howa Super Lite has 
more than fulfilled my expectations of a 
lightweight change. The stock fit, accuracy, 
handling and ease of carry afforded by the 
calculated 33 per cent less weight compared 
to my standard weight rifle, has made 
hunting in the hills a far more pleasurable 
experience and I’ve subsequently bought 
the test rifle.   .

Acid test of ‘shooter friendliness’ - will the rifle stay put and on target with only one hand controlling it?

Results of the ‘one hand’ test showed the 
Howa is capable of acceptable hunting 
accuracy.

The Savage had a ‘lightweight look’ with helical 
fluted bolt body and skeletonised receiver bridge 
yet the Howa was lighter.
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NEW: ZEISS DTI thermal imaging cameras.
Hunting in forested areas requires maximum visibility – especially at night. Discovering the game among 
the details and reliably identifying it is a major challenge. With an impressive field of view the ZEISS DTI 
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M any like me are still 
troubled by the problem 
of ‘The Nut on the 
Butt’, an ongoing 

source of amusement and at times 
frustration. The problem was my 
groups at the range weren’t always 
quite right so I went in search of 
an answer by way of a rebuilding 
exercise. I’ve been through parts of 
this story several times as I have 
a .22WMR, .223R, .308W and 6.5 
Creedmoor and almost all the tuning 
has been applied to all firearms, 
though the muzzle brake wasn’t 
needed for the .22WMR or .223R.

My venerable stock-standard Howa 
1500 SA in .308W has been used as 
a development tool for what follows 
and it has been an adventure, starting 
with an old-time easy way to float a 
barrel. Firstly, how much float do you 
need? I found the thickness of a $10 
note slid between the stock and barrel 
is often sufficient but be aware of a very 
hot barrel. I noticed the front mounting 
lug on the Howa allowed the fitting of a 
spacer (very hi-tech) so a washer 1mm 
thick was carefully filed to suit, which 
allowed the stock to be refitted now with 
a tiny gap. This solution may not apply to 
all rifles and the purists will be howling 
for my blood, though I haven’t played with 
bedding the stock as that seems to me to 
be almost a black art.

Recoil is a major factor in perceived 
accuracy of any firearm and fitting a muzzle 
brake will assist in this (YouTube videos for 
bolt-on brakes show results where recoil 
was down 40 per cent). If only it was that 
simple. The two main types available are 
screw-on or bolt-on and remember the 
brake must suit the calibre. Reducing recoil 
will improve accuracy and in my case, with 
an arthritic shoulder, the brake helped 
reduce groups on the .308W from about 
3MOA to single MOA (an add-on cheek 
piece can also help).

Another source of frustration is that of 
a heavy trigger and while many factory 
triggers are pre-set to about 5lb, some can 
be adjusted to a much lighter weight. A 
2lb trigger for benchrest shooting might 
be useless for hunting where 4lb or more 
could be better, and a recent trigger rebuild 

cost me $10 for springs while a replacement 
Timmey trigger will be around $300.

The never-ending riddle of scopes is next 
with numerous options and many possible 
solutions. Ask yourself: What is your target 
and at what range? Many think a hunting 
kill shot at 250m is probably as good as it 
gets, though reading Australian Hunter 
articles tell of some game being taken at 
less than 100m if the wind is favourable. If 
you’re a hunter, a well-made one-inch scope 
that’s 3x9x40 or a variation is probably the 
best solution and second focal plane scopes 
with a wide field of view are generally much 
better for hunting.

A great example of the laws of dimin-
ishing returns relates to the riflescope 
market as costs quickly increase the larger 
the size. You may find it hard to see a differ-
ence in group size by changing from a $500 
scope to one costing $1000 or more but it’s 
your choice so enjoy. First focal plane (FFP) 
scopes generally need a 30mm tube, many 
use a 34mm body, and you can ponder the 
price difference but don’t forget the cost of 
higher mounts. Same goes for the front lens 
and moving up to a 40mm or 50mm one 
could make it hard to find the value.

As a rebuild I settled for a Vortex FFP 
with 34mm tube in 6x24 magnification and 
through it I can’t see the hair on a bunny’s 
ears but can see a .223 hole on a target at 
200m, though you do have a greatly reduced 
field of view which is fine on targets but 
not suited to hunting. And except for my 
.22WMR I feel a scope with parallax adjust-
ment is essential.

After completing the above list on my 
Howa it was where to go next, buy a new 
‘toy’ or continue the refinement process. 
Now you know what you want and realise 
new toys with the options you desire or 
need can be expensive and while my old 
rifle was reliable and accurate, the original 
Hogue stock was undoubtedly a bit tatty.

On the farm my son has a problem with 
various feral animals so we started on build 
No.2. My first experience with a pistol 
grip rifle was the L1A1 SLR with aperture 
sights in the pre-Vietnam era. Oh what a 
change from the SMLE and that seemed to 
be the way to go but there were so many 
alternatives. I find product articles in past 
issues of Australian Shooter to be a valuable 
resource along with the advertisements in 

old 
toys

with

The venerable stock-
standard Howa.

Old 
boys
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Robert D. Moore outlines 
a rebuilding adventure
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Old boys with old toys
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this magazine for information on product 
supply and price.

Memory told me there were several 
articles on the new type of stock in this 
publication and after some digging I found 
them. With an engineering background from 
long ago, I dug up the article on a three-
piece modular unit which suited my situa-
tion, this product having the added feature 
of a folding buttstock to aid transport and 
bolt movement. I chose the Southern Cross 
TSP-X stock which has been a joy though 
there are alternatives and one irritation, 
at least on the model I have, is the need to 
remove the cheekpiece to extract the bolt.

The cheekpiece has a sideways adjust-
ment which has been put to good use as 
my son shoots right-handed and I left-
handed. The flat on the frame behind the 
bolt is great for setting the scope level and 
this unit uses the AICS magazine system 

which accommodates longer rounds than 
the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manufacturers’ Institute (SAAMI) stan-
dard, though you have to buy the maga-
zine separately.

As part of this project while waiting for 
the new barrelled action to arrive, I used 
my development toy for some fun. You don’t 
have to disassemble your rifle except to 
remove the existing stock and you should 
store that old stock, hardware and inbuilt 
magazine for a future project. Following 
the instructions it’s simple to assemble and 
install the new stock with just basic tools 
needed, though make sure you apply the 
recommended torque to the screws. Setting 
length of pull is easy with spacers and the 
cheekpiece adjusts for height.

The new chassis is so precise that after 
removing the Hogue stock I was able to 
install the old rifle with scope into the new 
modular unit and didn’t even have to adjust 
the scope level. The rebuilt ‘toy’ with stock 
was amazing - I was sold. But as with ‘boys 
and their toys’ my son needed more, so 
using the experience gained to date, a new 
Howa barrelled action in .308W with 26" 
varmint barrel was purchased and I fitted a 
screw-on muzzle brake.

This unit came with the trigger factory-
set at 2.5lb. Note the Howa action has 

a 90-degree bolt lift which may require 
higher scope mounts for clearance. Heavy 
duty four-stud scope mounts were added to 
complement the Vortex FFP 6x24x34mm 
and after sighting-in at Eagle Park, the new 
addition to the family was delivered to my 
son with five shots through one hole at 
100m! Happy days, though I’m glad he’s 
carrying it to the hide and not me.

The adventure continued and following 
the ‘devil you know’ principle, another build 
also based on a Howa barrelled action was 
next, this time in 6.5 Creedmoor and with a 
TSP-H stock. The build was simple though 
the cheekpiece is better on the ‘X’ variant 
than the model I have. The fit was perfect, 
the results outstanding and keeping an eye 
on the dollars again, the switch was made 
to a Nikko Stirling scope with the same 
specs as the Vortex. Out to about 300m no 
real difference was noted compared to the 
Vortex and this new toy is also capable of 
five shots in one hole on a good day if the 
wind is favourable.

The original Howa now rebuilt with 
the old Hogue stock looks a bit like the 
proverbial farmer’s friend that lives in the 
ute, and further investigation is now under 
way, this time looking at a stock made from 
laminated engineered timber. My research 
continues.   .The new barrel after floating.
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It’s been four years since I moved to the 
UK from Australia and I’d put the rifle 
down to start helping friends fulfil their 
hunting needs, though after a couple of 

years I had itchy feet and needed to run the 
hills again. My Kiwi friend (also called Matt   
sorry for any confusion) was living there 
too, so along with my friend Rob I teed up a 
hunt and it’s one he’ll never forget.

Matt’s relatively new to hunting and does 
it for all the right reasons of putting fresh 
meat on the table, experiencing the wilder-
ness and a sense of adventure. He told me: 
“If I’m going to hunt I’m going to go all-in 
and be good with a bow.” After a few close 
calls and unlucky outcomes he was in need 
of some success and I was more than happy 
to help out.

Arriving at the property we’d be hunting 
before dawn, it was pitch black but we 
could hear a stag roaring in the distance and 
began closing the gap. A lot of UK scenery 
is so different to Australia, being relatively 
flat with great visibility and cool tempera-
tures. We began our descent through the 
trees when we spotted some hinds feeding 
on the timberline just as the light began 

to rise. The wind was in our favour as we 
scuttled around a fallen stone wall while 
the stag was rutting and rounding up his 
harem. We could see glimpses of movement 
through the long grass and his antlers held 
our attention.

Things didn’t go our way as the stag 
continued to be just out of reach though I 
did manage some decent video footage of 
him, a lovely young 7x6 with small tops and 
nice lower tines. We spent the afternoon 
on the other side of the property, stalking 
through trees in search of fallow and while 
there were plenty of yearlings and does, no 
decent bucks. Rob spotted a cull buck in the 
distance going away from us, so we hatched 
a plan to return the following afternoon and 
wait him out from a nearby tree stand if all 
else failed.

Matt was a proficient bowhunter but 
rifle hunting was new to him. My .308 
shot true as I’d dropped some roe bucks 
with it earlier in the year and anything 
within 200m was toast. Matt knew this 
but nerves and ‘buck fever’ are all too real 
as we’d soon find out. Another early start 
saw us pursuing the same red stag but 

from a different direction as we dropped in 
over the back fence and there he was. The 
scenario was perfect with Matt lying prone 
and taking advantage of our thermal imag-
ining camera as it was still pitch black, the 
stag about 300 yards out and closing.

We held tight as I scanned the coun-
tryside for other animals and could hear 
faint roars coming from thick foliage, so 
if this stag wouldn’t cooperate we’d head 
into the forest. Eventually the stag moved 
out of sight with his does and we’d no 
choice but to chase the distant roars. We 
moved quickly into the thick timber and 
in our rush bumped a buck who arrogantly 
stopped right on the top of the hill, just long 
enough for us to admire his antlers silhou-
etted in the morning light. It seemed our 
luck was turning.

The next hour is one I’ll never forget. 
We snuck into some heavier timber and 
immediately saw antlers belonging to two 
young bucks feeding. This lower part of 
the country had heavy, green foliage with 
small open sunlit pockets which is perfect 
deer habitat. Trying not to spook the bucks 
we doubled back on ourselves and snuck 

BEST OF

Glorious buck a trophy to 
treasure, writes Matt Fox

Reminder of a memorable 
and successful hunt.
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Best of British

around the hillside, so focused on the duo 
we hadn’t noticed a group of red hinds 
watching us. Their movement caught my 
eye but it was too late and they were off and 
running before Matt could take position, 
while the stag of a lifetime reared his head 
and was gone in a flash, at least a 12-pointer 
and possibly more with lovely symmetry 
and length.

Before we knew it a hind stepped into 
a sunlit pocket followed by another, then 
a third, a yearling and a spiker. Rob said: 
“A stag will be following them, get ready.” 
Matt was in the perfect position but no stag 
appeared. I was scouring the hillside for 
anything when a glimpse of white had my 
heart racing. It was a buck and a big one 
looking in our direction and he didn’t seem 
spooked. Matt manoeuvred into position 
against a tree while I was fixed on the big 
guy through the binoculars, a beauty on his 
own, standing over his scrape.

We had the ideal set-up above him with 
an 80-yard shot and the wind perfect. I 
could only imagine how Matt must’ve been 
feeling with his heart pumping and finger 
twitching. Time slows down in these situ-
ations and this felt like forever but as this 
would be Matt’s first deer he wanted the 
shot to be perfect. I was mentally screaming 
at him to take the shot but as smart bucks 
do, they don’t hang around and he was gone 
seconds before the trigger was pulled.

Matt was dejected and rightly so as he 
couldn’t have opened his hunting account 
with a better specimen. I whispered: “Just 
a little bit quicker next time mate.” Matt 
nodded, knowing exactly what had to be 
done. Rob knew the lay of the land which 
dropped away into a valley and had seen 
good bucks there previously. I was bringing 
up the rear with video camera rolling ready 
to capture the shot and we’d walked less 
than 200m before Rob stopped abruptly.

We crouched as I filmed three bucks 
running single file down the hill and out 
of sight, Rob and Matt checking their 
progress through binoculars. I was slightly 
higher up with a wider field of view and 
glanced back at where they’d come from 
when I froze. I picked up a stick, tossed it 
towards Matt and as he and Rob turned, 
I signalled to the right where a mature 
buck was enjoying the morning sun. Matt 
moved behind some shrubs as the buck 
was facing down the hill where the others 
had fled, oblivious to our presence.

Matt was set, squeezed off a round and 
the familiar thud of bullet hitting its mark 
rang out as the buck leapt off the ground, 
took three steps, reared up on his hind 
legs and keeled over. Handshakes and 
hugs all round - this buck was a dandy. A 

perfect 60m heart shot 
had done the trick and I 
kept the camera rolling 
as Rob headed back for 
the vehicle and Matt 
spent some one-on-one 
time with his trophy. This 
meant the world to him 
as he knelt and paid his 
respects in a moment he’d 
been working so hard for.

This buck had some 
serious character, a dual 
brow tine on his left side 
and plenty of length to go with a seemingly 
endless number of tines on his palms. As it 
was early in the rut he was still in superb 
condition, a healthy layer of fat covering his 
body and no visible injuries from fighting. 
We field-dressed him before heading home, 
taking every inch of meat we could.

I returned to the tree stand in early 
afternoon hoping to land the cull buck and, 
after 40 minutes of endless glassing, I 
heard a twig snap. He was only 30m away 
rubbing his antlers on a fallen tree as like a 
ghost he just appeared. I quietly and slowly 

The hide and antlers from Kiwi Matt’s buck. A sizeable serve of venison filled the backpacks.

Matt was all smiles after taking his first trophy buck; Inset - An 
impressive set of antlers.

turned and lifted the rifle, having to shoot 
left-handed as he was in a tricky position. I 
squeezed off a shot and smacked him where 
he stood, an old fella missing most of his 
teeth and in really poor condition.

Our backpacks were heavy as we boarded 
the train home, parting ways with Rob at 
the station. This was as good as it gets 
and Matt’s buck is now on full display at 
his house, hide on the floor and antlers on 
the wall. What a way to remember his first 
successful hunt and one I was proud to be a 
part of.    .
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I was interested in the article by Joe 
Norris in the February 2023 edition of 
Australian Shooter about his experiences 
loading and shooting his Martini-Henry 

carbine, as my journey with this rifle is 
similar but takes a different tack. In truth 
I’ve been interested in Martini-Henrys since 
I was a youngster after watching the Zulu 
movie starring a spritely Michael Caine.

Being part of a shooting family, my father 
had given me a book on old cartridges 
which included the .577-450 and I instantly 
imagined how it would render one hell of 
a kick. Not long after, I bought a .577-450 
cartridge for my collection and, in the years 
that followed, thought it would be fun to 
own a rifle and fire the occasional shot.

Fast-forward a few years and I’m on 
the wrong side of 60, still a shooter and 
SSAA member for more than 30 years 
when COVID-19 lands. I was one of the 
lucky ones who could continue working, 
go running most days and brew beer but 
there was no fishing or sailing and very 
little shooting. I could search online for 
old Hollis shotguns for my collection 
and it was while looking for a sidelock 
that an Isaac Hollis .577 Snider sporting 
rifle came up for sale. I had to buy it 
and after doing so had left a hole in my 
collection that could only be filled by a 

Make mine a

Zulu-inspired Peter Bartlett 
documents a labour of love

Martini-Henry. I know I’d rather go for 
Holland & Holland but former coal miners 
collect what they can!

Not long after a Martini-Henry came up 
in decent condition with a good barrel and, 
like all Martinis, a great trigger, so I closed 
the deal on a Mk4 long-lever rifle with 
32½" barrel made by Enfield in 1887. I was 
told it came from Nepal but the stamps on 
the stock indicate it went to Rawalpindi in 
Pakistan in 1908 so I wondered what it’s 
been doing for more than a century.

I needed some bullets so my friend John 
and I tried making some dies on his lathe 
and forming cases from 24-gauge brass 
shotshells, but after we’d wrecked half a 
box we gave up and used them to make 
brass for the Snider which were easier 
to form. I bought 40 .577-450 cases from 
Bertram Brass which weren’t cheap but 
are excellent quality and I intend to anneal 
them regularly to make them last longer.

Then I needed dies to load with and 
having a 7⁄8" press I found most dies avail-
able for .577-450 are 1¼". I was thinking 
of buying a Master Simplex but after a few 
emails and calls to Bill at Simplex, he made 
me some neck-sizing/seating dies for the 
old 7⁄8" Cartridge Master press I inherited 
from Dad and is probably older than me (I 
also use them to prime my Snider brass).

Like Joe, I bought a mould in .468" and 
480-grain from Cast Bullet Engineering and 
as I hadn't cast before, sought help from 
my friend Bob at the pistol club who casts 
for his .357. His first comment? “They’re 
big!” They came out the mould at about 
493-grains and, like Joe, I put the projectiles 
in a tray and poured lube around them until 
it set then just pulled them out, leaving lube 
in the grooves ready to go.

Unlike Joe I wanted to use black powder 
and after hours of online research I mostly 
followed Rob from British Muzzleloaders 
via his entertaining videos and methods. 
The original service load was 85-grains of 
black so I started with a large pistol primer, 
80-grains of Wano FFG, cotton wool filler, 
a card cut with a 12mm wad punch from 
a milk carton then a lube cookie made by 
pouring 3-4mm of lube into a tray. After 
letting it set I simply pushed the mouth 
of the case into it leaving a wad of lube in 
the case, two more cards then seated the 
projectile. I haven’t felt the need to go to 
the full 85-grain service load as the above 
is just fine.

Shooting
After a few shots I realised it didn’t live up 
to that fearsome reputation I’d imagined in 
my youth, though it lets you know there’s 

Black powder, white smoke - Peter at the silhouette range.

Martini
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2 MONTH LAY-BY WITH A 20% DEPOSIT

Springfield 1911 Ronin Target 
Stainless/Black 9mm Target 
Adjustable Sights Normally $2090 
......................................Just $1595

Massive Clearance - Very Limited Stock
Bushmeister BA-X12

Lever Release 12G Shotguns

Bushmeister BA-X12 Synthetic 20" or 28"  
.........................This month only, just $599

Bushmeister BA-X12 20" Marine Synthetic 
........................ This month only, just $650

Bushmeister BA-X12 20" Tactical 
....................................................Just $699

Bushmeister BA-X12 20" Camo 
..................................................... just $699

MASSIVE LEUPOLD SALE  
ONLY WHILE STOCK LASTS

Leupold Mark 5
Mark 5 5-25x56 35mm  
FFP PR2-MOA or  
PR2-MIL Was $3960 .........now just $3365
TREMOR 3 or H59 Reticle 
Was $4495 .........................now just $3820
Mark 5 7-35x56 35mm FFP PR2-MIL  
Was $4315 .........................now just $3670
TREMOR 3 Was $5035 ......now just $4280

Leupold VX-6HD
VX-6HD 3-18x50 CDS SF Metric Firedot 4 
Fine (No flip covers)  
Was $2865 .........................now just $2380
VX-6HD 3-18x50 CDS SF Firedot 
Duplex with Alumina flip up lens 
covers. Was $3580  
......now just $2980
VX-6HD 4-24x52 CDS ZL2 SF Firedot 
Duplex with Alumina flip up lens covers 
Was $3940 .........................now just $3275

Leupold VX-Freedom
VX-Freedom 1.5-4x24 Scout  
Scope duplex.  
Was $645..now just $570
Pig Plex Was $575...............now just $490
VX-Freedom 2-7x33 Rimfire MOA  
was $575 .............................now just $490
Hunt Plex Was $575 ............now just $490

VX-Freedom 3-9x40 Rimfire MOA Was 
$575.....................................now just $490
Huntplex Was $575 .............now just $490

VX-Freedom 3-9x33 EFR Fine Duplex 
Was $735 .............................now just $650

VX-Freedom 3-9x50 CDS Duplex  
Was $645 .............................now just $570
VX-Freedom 3-9x50 30mm Illuminated 
Firedot Twilight Hunter  
Was $1100 ...........................now just $935

VX-Freedom 4-12x40 CDS Duplex 
Was $645 .............................now just $570

VX-Freedom 4-12x50 CDS Duplex 
Was $735 .............................now just $650

Rangefinder Sale
RX-1400i TBR/W GEN2  
Rangefinder Plus Flightpath  
New model. Will be $385.  
Introductory Price .......................Just $330
Leupold RX-2800TBR/W  
Was $1100.....now just $935

Spotting Scope Sale
Leupold SX-2 Alpine HD 20-60x60.  
Angled Spotting scope with Neoprene 
cover. Was $735.....now just $650

Bino Sale
Leupold BX-1 McKenzie HD 
10x42 Shadow Grey Binos  
Was $385........now just $330

Delta Point Red Dot Sale
Delta Point Micro Reflex Sight 
Glock 3MOA Dot  
Was $730............now just $625

Delta Point Pro  
Reflex Sight  
2.5 MOA Red Dot Black or FDE  
Was $865 .............................now just $735

Leupold VX-3HD

VX-3HD 3.5-10x50 30mm CDS ZL 
Illuminated Firedot Twilight Hunter  
Was $1400 .........................now just $1245
VX-3HD 4.5-14x40 CDS ZL Duplex
Was $1100 ...........................now just $935

VX-3HD 6.5-20x40 EFR CDS-T 
Fine Duplex. Was $1400 
.........now just $1245
VX-3HD 6.5-20x50 30mm CDS-T Fine 
Duplex. Was $1665 ...........now just $1415

VX-3HD 1.5-5x20 CDS ZL Duplex
Was $915 .............................now just $780

VX-3HD 2.5-8x36 CDS ZL Duplex
Was $915 .............................now just $780
VX-3HD 3.5-10x40 CDS ZL Duplex
Was $915 .............................now just $780

VX-3HD 3.5-10x50 CDS ZL Duplex
Was $1100 ...........................now just $935

VX-3HD 4.5-14x50 CDS ZL Duplex
Was $1230 .........................now just $1090

Adler B220 Pistol Grip 7 shot straight pull 
12g ............................................. Just $599

Adler B220 Pistol Grip Straight pull 12g
.................................................... Just $599

ADLER CLEARANCE

VERY LIMITED STOCK  
AVAILABLE NOW

Marlin 1894 Dark 16” 44 magnum 5 shot 
357 magnum 7 shot ......................... $2534

Marlin 1895G Guide Gun .45-70 18.5”  
4 shot ................................................ $1995

Marlin 444 150th Anniversary 444 Marlin 
24” 8 shot Engraved with  
High Grade Walnut ........................... $4395

Marlin 1895BL Dark .45-70 6 shot ... $2295 
444 Marlin 16” 5 shot ....................... $2545

*Not available for firearm  
or ammunition purchases

Leupold VX-3HD Silver Scopes
VX-3HD 3.5-10x40 CDS 
ZL Silver Duplex 
Was $1080 ...........................now just $920

Leupold VX-3HD  
4.5-14x40 CDS-ZL Silver Duplex.  
Was $1245 .........................now just $1060
Leupold VX-3HD 4.5-14x50 CDS-ZL Silver 
Duplex. Was $1375 ...........now just $1220

Leupold VX-5HD
VX-5HD 3-15x44 30mm  
CDS ZL2 Firedot Duplex  
Was $2105 .........................now just $1790

RCBS Chargemaster Link 
Was $700 .............................now just $599

ATA 686 Black Sporter 30” 12g Cased with 
Chokes. Was $1450 .......... 5 only at $1199

Lyman Borecam Pro Wireless Borecam 
Photos and Video. Wifi to your smart phone. 
Fits most calibers ....................... Just $655

Laugo Arms Alien Creator 1/500  
Limited Edition 9mm Cased with 2 
slides, one with red dot................$12620

VX-Freedom 3-9x40 CDS Duplex 
Was $575 .............................now just $490
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E Chimera PB - 223

0428 453 425
huntsshootingsupplies.com.au

Our Push Button 223 Features the ever popular, 
Push Button mechanism, located on the FOREND 
for a complete user friendly experience.
Comes with a 16” barrel, 1:7 twist, synthetic stock, 
and 2 x 5 round magazines.

Push Button Rifle
RRP $1895

Taking Orders NOW
Call for your nearest stockist.

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

something happening when you pull the 
trigger, with lots of white smoke and solid 
big push-style recoil rather than the nasty 
jarring those noisy magnums deliver! I 
don’t know what velocity I’m getting as 
I don’t have a chronograph but it doesn’t 
matter much because, for my first try at 
loading black, they’re surprisingly accurate. 
At 50m off the bench so far, every three-
shot group with my blurry sights on the 
blurry target has been inside 1.5" with one 
going into .6" though a little over 200mm 
high (I’m told they all shoot high). I tried 
dropping the load to 75-grains but it made 
no difference to POI.

To fix the elevation issue without perma-
nently changing the rifle I ground down a 
piece of antler and glued it to the foresight. 
But how high did it need to be? I could 
only guess, draw it to scale on paper but 
couldn’t figure it out so I enlisted the help 
of a surveyor who used the black art of 
trigonometry to come up with a figure of 
2.26mm. I ground it down to 2mm and it 
still shoots a little high but much better. On 
the silhouette range with a 6 o’clock hold it 
knocks down the 100m rams every time if 
I do my part, though those skinny turkeys 
at 75m are harder to hit but that could be 
those blurry sights again.

Cleaning
Initially I shared Joe’s reservations about 
filthy black powder so I did more online 
research. The first few times I shot it, I 
brought it home and poured soapy boiling 
water into the chamber via a funnel and into 
a bucket, scrubbed it, more water, patched it 
out and oiled it. Not too bad. Then someone 
suggested wet wipes so now, after shooting 
at the range and preferably with the barrel 
still warm, I cut up some wet wipes and 
push them through, a few passes with a 
brush then another wipe, a dry patch then 
oil. The fired cases I drop into a container of 
soapy water while still hot then give them 
a scrub when I get home, dry them in the 
oven and put them through the tumbler.

The only negative comments so far 
have been from some fellow competitors 
on the silhouette range when the wind 
is just right, though spectators and the 
Range Officer seem amused by my clouds 
of white smoke. I also enjoy giving anyone 
interested a shot or two. Overall it’s been 
a rewarding project with great results and I 
appreciate the help and advice I was given 
along the way. What’s left to do now? Shoot 
more. I’ll be trying it on the 300m range 
and it might be introduced to a feral pig or 
two. I think it’ll be adequate!    .

Peter’s Enfield Mk4 with its 32½" barrel.

Markings on the Enfield 1887 Mk4.

Make mine a Martini





T he United Nations Open-Ended 
Working Group on Conventional 
Ammunition has culminated in 
an agreement to a new global 

framework for conventional ammunition 
management, with Australia being one of 
the parties.

The voluntary global framework is a 
set of political commitments aiming to 
address gaps in through-life ammunition 
management to reduce firearm crime and 
map ammunition movement.

The Sporting Shooters’ Association 
of Australia (SSAA National) expressed 
opposition to one concept discussed 
during the OEWG’s process, when 
the feasibility of marking individual 
ammunition cases was discussed. The 
reasoning for this concern was the 
impact this measure could have on 
industry having to introduce cumber-
some marking processes to their 
production and how the concept could 
affect the practices of reloading and 
reusing empty cartridges.

On 9 June, the OEWG agreed on 
the new global framework for conven-
tional ammunition management and 
it is expected to be considered and 
adopted in the UN General Assembly 
September meeting. This set of 
political commitments is captured in 
15 objectives covering issues such 
as storage, transfer, marking, tracing, 
disposal, law enforcement and interna-
tional cooperation. 

A spokesperson for Australia’s 
Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade (DFAT) said Australia is fully 
supportive of the recommendations of 
the voluntary framework. They said 
Australian representatives argued for 
maintaining the strength of elements 
of the framework most essential to our 
interests – including small arms ammu-
nition, diversion risk assessments, and 
gender mainstreaming. 

The objectives agreed to under the 
global frameworks apply to national 
stockpiles and conventional ammuni-
tion under national ownership and 
control. DFAT has assured SSAA 
National that there are no specific obli-
gations imposed on civilians who own 

ammunition. 

Media commentary, UN agreements and 
National Firearms Register round-up

National Firearms Registry
National Cabinet met in August and a deci-
sion on the National Firearms Register was 
expected to be made; however, no updates 
have been made available at the time of 
printing the Australian Shooter. 

SSAA National is in regular contact with 
the Attorney-General’s Department on 
the matter and will provide an update to 
members as soon as it becomes available.

Options for the National Firearms 
Register were informed by feedback 
provided by the firearms community and 
SSAA National earlier this year in an open 
consultation process.

The Police Ministers Council agreed 
to these options in early June in prepara-
tion for the National Cabinet to consider 
‘mid-year’. 

Talks of a National Register began in the 
first few months of 2023 in the wake of a 
series of tragic events in rural Queensland 
in December 2022, when an act of domestic 
terrorism involving unlicensed people 
acting illegally with firearms resulted 
in tragic losses of lives. The kneejerk 
commentary that followed these events 
called for firearms law reform. As details 
of law enforcement access to firearms 
licensing details came to light, the tune of 
the conversation changed to a perceived 
need for a National Firearms Register, 
which would allow police from all jurisdic-
tions to access firearms licensee details 
with more ease than they can at present.

Subtle undertone changes Rocky’s 
positive target shooting story
An article using the words ‘violent’, ‘gun 
enthusiast’ and a trigger warning before 
the start of the story says more about the 
authors and the intended audience than 
our segment of the community. What could 
be a positive feature story with SBS about 
responsible firearm owners and the sport of 
target shooting now perpetuates the myths 
that plague us.

The SBS news story put together for 
the SBS Chinese channel in Australia 
introduces shotgunner Rocky Shi as an 
“unapologetic gun enthusiast”, begins with 
a trigger warning and went on to clumsily 
suggest there is a stereotype that “gun 
owners are violent” and entertains the 
musings of ‘experts’ who back this claim.

Rocky is a great example of a target 
shooter sharing his love for his sport, but 
the way the story is edited and the other 
content included paints another picture.

When writing about firearms, main-
taining fairness and balance while putting 
together a good story can be a difficult 
task, particularly when seeking sales or 
ratings. Firearms and the shooting sports 
are a specialised knowledge area and it 
can be easy to get it wrong unless you are 
a sporting shooter or you have personal 
experience with the topic.

These challenges are intensified when 
you bring another country into the mix 
where firearms are subject to some of the 
strictest control measures in the world. 
Painting the picture for the audience of 
SBS Chinese required the journalists 
involved to cover off on Australia’s current 
firearm ownership and legislation, history 
of firearm crime and a final word from anti-
firearm group Gun Control Australia. This 
overview gives the illusion of fairness and 
balance, but the subtle negative messaging 
throughout, whether intentional or other-
wise, tells a different story.

SSAA National actively works with the 
media and contacts journalists and news 
sources to help address inaccuracies and 
educate media professionals. A Journalist’s 
Guide to Firearms and the Shooting Sports 
was produced as an extensive guide to 
assist journalists and media professionals 
when reporting on firearms-related stories.

In response to media coverage such as 
this, we look to make contact and build 
positive relationships with media profes-
sionals to help educate and equip journalists 
to produce educated firearms-related news 
content in the future.   .

SBS Chinese’s feature story angle misrepresented 
our sport and hobby. 
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THE RITON

Our promise to you

enquires@extremeoutdoorsports.com.au
(02) 4256 4200

www.extremeoutdoorsports.com.au
Exclusive Australian Distributor 

3-9x40
RRP $ 379

4-16x44
RRP $ 469

4-12x50 IR
RRP $ 599

1-8x24 IR
RRP $ 869

• HD Glass
• Capped, zero resettable turrets

• Side parallax adjustments

PROMISE

As a part of the Riton Promise, we believe in providing 
you with the best possible service, including the 
industry’s best warranty. The quality of our products 
makes this the industry’s best warranty you’ll likely 
never have to use; however, as hunters and outdoors-
men and women, we know that bad things sometimes 
happen to even the most cautions.

Our warranty is simple:
• No proof of purchase or registration required for your 
Riton products
• Lifetime warranty regardless of original purchaser
• All warranty replacements will receive a brand-new 
product off the shelf. We will never replace the product 
with a repaired or refurbished product.

www.ritonoptics.com
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Long 
shot
Daniel O’Dea sees the bigger 
picture with Zeiss S5

T he ever-growing popularity of 
long-range shooting disciplines has 
brought with it a greater array and 
availability of rifle optics and, at the 

top end of town, Zeiss needs no introduc-
tion as arguably one of the world’s premium 
manufacturers. The Zeiss LRP S5, acronym 
for Long Range Precision, is part of their 
first focal plane (FFP) scope product family, 
FFP referring to the position of the reticle 
in the riflescope’s erector tube assembly.

In brief, if the reticle is located in the 
FFP it’s placed to the front of the magni-
fication lenses, while in the second focal 
plane (SFP) it’s the other side of those 
lenses, the difference being how the reticle 
is viewed as the variable magnification is 
changed. With SFP scopes, as magnification 
increases or decreases the reticle appears 
the same size regardless of power selected. 
With FFP scopes the reticle remains the 
same size relative to the power selected, 
so in practical terms, when viewed through 
an FFP scope the reticle looks smaller 
at low magnification and larger at high 
magnification.

The big difference between the two is 
when you introduce ballistic reticles with 
hash marks. On an FFP scope, as the 
reticle remains the same size relative to 

magnification (smaller or bigger), the value 
of said hash marks also stays the same, 
though not so on an SFP scope where 
these values vary as does the power. This 
is why SFP riflescopes with range-finding 
reticles require the power change ring to 
be registered at a certain power setting for 
values quoted to be valid. As such, gener-
ally speaking FFP scopes are preferred 
for long-range competition and hunting as 
reticle marking values remain constant and 
don’t change as magnification is increased 
or decreased.

The Zeiss LRP S5 comes in either a 
3.6-18x50 or a 5-25x56 with a choice of MOA 
or MRAD illuminated reticles and for review 
purposes, Zeiss agent Outdoor Sporting 

Agencies provided the former in both reticle 
options. Dimensionally the LRP seems to 
follow another emerging trend in long-range 
riflescopes as, once upon a time, it seemed 
long-range scopes were, well, long.

These days it appears short and thick 
does the trick and they’re certainly more 
compact with length giving way to girth 
in both main tube and turret housing. It 
doesn’t seem so long ago that 34mm main 
tubes were rare and almost a novelty, yet 
now they dominate the market in long-
range rifle optics. And for good reason as 
that extra room in the main tube and turret 
housing provides the necessary space for 
the mechanicals to maximise elevation 
adjustment.

To this end the LRP offers a massive 40.7 
MRAD or 140 MOA of vertical adjustment, 
claiming ‘Best in Class’ for total eleva-
tion. For context, 1 Mil being 1m at 1000m 
means you could dial on for 40m of bullet 
drop at that range and for extreme range 
shooting, this means you have plenty of 
adjustment to work with before reverting 
to hold over (lateral adjustment runs out to 
24MRAD or 60MOA left to right).

Dimensionally overall the scope is just 
330mm long and, as mentioned, the main 
tube is 34mm in diameter. The 50mm 

The windage turret features an external locking 
system.

View on the range.
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objective lens housing has an overall 
diameter of 56mm with the ocular housing 
46mm and the whole package weighs just 
under a kilo at 930 grams. Like similar long-
range optic designs in appearance the scope 
is dominated by the turret towers, three in 
total with a conventional layout, top control-
ling elevation, right for windage and left for 
parallax and illumination adjustment.

The turrets sit off a central housing 
that’s spherical in shape about the size of a 
handball with six flat sides, somewhat like 
a round-cornered dice in shape. From the 
base of the housing to the top of the eleva-
tion tower is about 90mm (height) and 
from left turret cap to right about 120mm 
(width). The turrets have clearly audible 
and tactile click adjustments at values 
of 0.1 Mil or 0.25 MOA per click. On the 
turrets, multiple rotation is enhanced by 
large print dual row engraving for the 
values, providing fast reference and rapid 
precise adjustment.

The elevation turret incorporates a zero 
stop feature which is noted as being ‘rock 
solid’ for confident and absolute return 
to zero and there’s an external lock on 
the windage turret to prevent accidental 
adjustment. Basically, the turret needs to 
be pulled out to adjust and pushed back to 
lock in place. Both windage and elevation 
turrets are oversized at about 40mm in 
diameter, heavily ribbed and in use are easy 
to grip and adjust.

The left tower houses a single 2032 
battery to power illumination as well as 
control brightness and parallax adjust-
ments. This turret comprises two adjust-
ment wheels with the outer (and slightly 
smaller diameter) wheel handling illu-
mination, with its endcap unscrewing to 
reveal the battery compartment. In similar 
fashion to the windage adjustment lock, 
this outer ring pushes in and out though 
in this case serves as an on-off switch 
for illumination. The inner (larger) ring 
adjusts parallax from 25m to infinity.

The illumination is digitally controlled 
and features ‘Diffractive Reticle illumina-
tion Technology’ which “allows for far 
greater reticle illumination intensity, there-
fore offers a truly daylight visible reticle 
illumination even in the harshest lighting 
conditions”. The illumination system also 
has ‘auto off’ and ‘motion’ features and if 
left on for four hours will turn itself off. 
Likewise if the scope is tilted greater 
than 45 degrees, like laying the rifle on its 
side on a bench, the illumination’s motion 
sensor switches it off.

As soon at the rifle is righted the illumi-
nation instantly turns back on and the same 
is true for angles plus or minus 70 degrees 
from horizontal. If circumstances dictate 
a need to shoot in excess of these angles, 
from a tree stand for instance, the motion 
sensor can be turned off via a short proce-
dure you’ll find in the manual, something 
I tested with an unmounted scope. With 
illumination on and viewing through the 
eyepiece, presenting these different angles 
produced immediate results with the reticle 
lighting up and falling dark instantaneously 
at angles designated.

Optically the usual Zeiss combination 
of premium Schott glass, fluoride lens 
elements and their proprietary Zeiss T* 
and LotuTec coatings provide a winning 
combination to produce arguably some of 
the best shooting optics on the planet. In 
my experience their optics always appear 
clear and bright for superb light transition 
(quoted at 90 per cent) in pretty much all 
lighting conditions.

I mounted the MRAD LRP S5 on my 
Howa 1500 in 6.5 Creedmoor with OSA 
providing a set of 34mm medium-height 
Tier One Tac-Rings for the job. The scope 

didn’t disappoint with 
tracking and adjustments 
spot-on, clarity and bright-
ness optically as good as 
it gets and mechanically 
everything working as 

advertised. It’s the features and ergonomics 
of the Zeiss LRP S5 which stood out for me.

I liked the compact appearance and 
design. On a competition rifle which may be 
used around barricades and obstacles, you 
really don’t want too much length out front 
where you might go bashing the objective 
lens into things if hastily assuming posi-
tion. It would likewise stand to reason that 
shorter main tube lengths between lens 
housings would offer more rigidity. The dial 
markings are large and easy to read while 
the oversized turrets are simple to grip and 
manipulate in any conditions, adjustments 
clear and precise, audible and tactile.

Changing magnification again is easily 
done via the large ribbed gripping surface 
or with the optional ‘Fast Throw’ lever 
combined with large, engraved power 
setting markings, while at the same time 
diopter and focus adjustment can be quickly 
made at the eyepiece. Eye relief is ample at 
90mm and field of view generous compara-
tive to power setting, aiding swift target 
location when required.

The unit’s not overly heavy for its vari-
able range and features, so could equally 
be at home on a long-range hunting rifle 
as a competition option. Lastly, the scope 
is built as tough as it looks and will with-
stand multiple shock tests at 1500 G-force 
(that’s .460 Weatherby Magnum territory) 
with internals designed in testing to with-
stand more than 800 impact cycles at 1000 
G-force. Water resistance to 400 mbar 
ensures the scope is impervious to mois-
ture in all hunting conditions.

The Zeiss LRP S5 is a great riflescope 
and would be an ideal choice for those 
in the target market if budget extends, 
as it’s a premium product and priced 
appropriately, though that’s not to say it’s 
too expensive compared to some direct 
competitors at around $4500-$5000. It’s 
far from alone dollar-wise in the market 
and could even be considered good value if 
fishing that pond.   .

Zeiss LRP S5 mounted and ready for testing.

Long shot
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W ithout doubt one of the most 
enduring, passionate and 
controversial fireside conver-
sations between hunters is 

that concerning the ‘ideal’ calibre/rifle 
combination for hunting in Australia. 
Everyone has their own opinion as to 
what constitutes the best all-rounder and 
supports their view with a myriad of facts 
and anecdotes, often based on decades of 
field experience.

In general terms my own view is firearms 
are much like golf clubs, specifically tailored 
to a particular usage and so a ‘set’ is really 
required to cover all possible scenarios with 
practical confidence. For just as you wouldn’t 
chip with a driver or drive with a putter, 
nor would you take on an NT buffalo with a 
.22 WMR or rabbits with a .45-70. Yet with 
that said, one option often overlooked in the 
search for an ideal compromise in terms of a 
single firearm able to deliver in the broadest 
range of circumstances, is the modern 
double rifle or combination gun.

Multi-barrelled firearms
The concept of a multi-barrelled firearm 
isn’t new, in fact it’s been around for centu-
ries. As early as the late 17th century, refer-
ences can be found to their existence and 
certainly after the French and Indian War 
of 1760 they were in common use. Indeed 
it was such a firearm (a double-barrelled 
flintlock smoothbore) that Captain Cook 
was using to defend himself in 1779 at the 
moment of his untimely demise in Hawaii. 
In the early years of the Napoleonic Wars 
the Royal Navy adopted the Nock gun, a 

seven-barrelled smoothbore flintlock volley 
affair, and while effective in clearing a ship’s 
deck at close quarters, they were quickly 
discontinued due to their massive recoil.

In the Wars of 1812, double-barrel fire-
arms were issued to Canadian and British 
light infantry officers (for example at the 
Battle of Chateauguay in October 1813), 
for use against US forces. The Americans 
themselves used them at the Battle of 
the Alamo in 1836 and most notably it 
was the weapon of choice for Colonel 
William Travis, the garrison commander. 
Interestingly, modern reproductions of such 
firearms persist including, among others, 
the Pedersoli Kodiak Express double-barrel 
flintlock in .63 calibre.

As arms technology moved forward 
so did the evolution of the multi-barrel 
firearm. Whether in a side-by-side or over-
and-under configuration - as a shotgun, 
combination gun, cape gun, double rifle, 
drilling or Vierling, the reliability and versa-
tility of such guns ensured their enduring 
popularity as evidenced by the plethora 
of manufacturers maintaining offerings 

in the marketplace today. These include 
high-end names like Purdey, Rigby, Holland 
& Holland, Blaser and Merkel to cite but 
a few, to more pedestrian makers like 
Bruno, Tikka, Savage, Baikal and Chiappa. 
Regardless of origin, all share the same 
simple and reliable break-action design and, 
more importantly, the versatility of having 
a multi-calibre capacity on hand to cover 
most hunting situations.

This is particularly true of the combi-
nation gun (rifle/shotgun) version of the 
multi-barrel firearm which, when paired 
with appropriate ammunition choices, 
propels it into all-rounder consideration, 
at least I like to think so. And it was with 
this rationale in mind almost 30 years ago 
I made the decision to buy the nondescript 
yet exceptionally versatile Savage Model 
24F Predator.

Savage Model 24
This has been available in one form or 
another for more than 80 years and appears 
today in the second-hand market from time 
to time. Introduced by Stevens Arms in 
1938 as the Model .22-410, it remained in 
production until 1950 and during World War 

Seeing double
Derek Nugent salutes the Savage Model 24 combination

Savage Model 24F Predator.

Nock gun.

Seeing double
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Two the US Army Air Corps acquired some 
15,000 as aircrew survival guns. In 1950 the 
Model .22-410 was redesignated the Savage 
Model 24, enjoying a production run in 
excess of a million across some dozen vari-
ants until its discontinuation in 2010.

In 2012 the Model 42 was introduced 
as its successor, though available only in 
.22-410 with a takedown version released 
in 2016. Interestingly this latest iteration 
of the Savage combination gun echoes its 
distant Stevens origins. How the wheel has 
turned - or not!

The US-made Savage Model 24 is an 
over-and-under, break-action firearm using 
a traditional standing breech, extractors 
(not ejectors) and a rebounding exposed 
hammer. Initially the barrel selector was a 
button on the right-hand side of the action, 
later replaced by a selector integral to the 
hammer via a small throw lever. A traditional 
top of tang lever breaks the action, though 
some variants feature a side lever or press 
button in front of the triggerguard for this 
purpose. The safety is a simple cross bolt.

Variants of the Model 24 are almost 
boundless and use names like Camper 
Companion, Survival, Predator and Turkey 
Special. Stocks could be had in either 
wood or synthetic (Tenite in WWII era and 
Rynite subsequently) and in an assortment 
of grades, finishes and configurations. For 
example the DL version came with a satin 
chrome finish and gold trigger, some had 
the barrels joined over their whole length, 
others separate. Some stocks were of Monte 
Carlo design, others straight with or without 
a semi-pistol grip. Some featured chequering 
while others were smooth and there were 
models which even had the capacity to carry 
extra rounds in the butt itself.

Iron sights were standard but later 
models had grooved receivers or were 
drilled and tapped for Weaver mounts 
while basic engraving and colour case 
hardening was also available. The calibre 

range was impressive: .22 LR, .22 WMR, 
.22 Hornet, .222 and .223 Rem, .30-30 
Win, .357 Mag and .357 Max over either 
.410, 20 or 12-gauge. It’s the scope of 
these chamberings which foster the versa-
tility and suitability of the Model 24 to a 
wide array of hunting scenarios and conse-
quently help push the case for its consider-
ation as that elusive all-rounder.

Personal experience
My decision to buy a Model 24 was in direct 
response to the tragedy which unfolded at 
Port Arthur in 1996. With the legislative 
situation in flux as then Prime Minister 
John Howard considered the necessary 
changes to firearm ownership laws in 
Australia, I asked myself what would be 
the most versatile firearm to own should 
the decision be ‘one licence, one gun’. 
On consideration of my target species   
red deer, pigs, wild dogs, foxes, hares 
and rabbits - I settled on the Savage in 
.30-30/12g and bought one from Rebel Gun 
Works in Brisbane.

The gun is a Model F with synthetic 
furniture, weighs just over 3kg and is 
100cm long with 60cm barrels. It points 
well, the trigger breaks crisply and cleanly 
and it has operated flawlessly for decades. 
The synthetic stock and metal finish are 
tough and durable, lapping up hard usage. 
Yet being essentially a single-shot firearm 
does bring its own challenges and rewards 
in terms of ensuring that first shot is right 
every time, this being an understanding all 
ethical hunters would have to appreciate 
when using a Model 24 in the field.

It’s easily broken down and is therefore a 
terrific ‘traveller’ (within legal guidelines) 
and a great camp gun. It’s the ‘go-to’ if I’m 
planning an ‘armed walk’ and by this I mean 
when doing work on my property, checking 
hides and trail cameras or any other 
activity where I just might opportunistically 
encounter game and in this capacity it has 

taken deer, boars and dogs with efficient 
ease. I augment its versatility by carrying 
a selection of ammunition on my belt, in 
particular using solids, buckshot and lighter 
field loads for the 12g and 150gr for the 
.30-30. In recent years I’ve modified the gun 
slightly by fitting a Picatinny rail to allow 
for a greater range of sighting options and 
have variously used iron sights, a red dot and 
traditional telescopic sights to good effect.

Final reflection
I’ll be honest and say that over the years 
I’ve had a love-hate relationship with my 
Model 24, primarily due to my preference 
for timber as opposed to ‘plastic fantastic’, 
though at the time I bought what was avail-
able. I often look at it and think “Boy that’s 
ugly, I should sell it,” then common sense 
will prevail and I’ll take it afield and be 
reminded of the versatility and performance 
which drew me to it in the first place.

Although now discontinued, examples 
do come up for sale from time to time 
and while the Model 24, or indeed any 
combination gun, may not be to everyone’s 
taste, they’re certainly a versatile firearm, 
particularly when paired with purposefully 
selected ammunition options.

Modern combination guns and double 
rifles represent the end point of an evolu-
tion in firearms technology and design 
which has progressed over many centuries. 
But are they truly that elusive all-rounder 
we all talk about? Maybe or maybe not 
and I’m not going to kick the hornet’s nest 
with a definitive yes or no. But I honestly 
believe this category of firearm is much 
underrated, has a lot to offer and as such 
warrants consideration, though ultimately 
the final decision is for every individual 
hunter to make.   .

Seeing double

Detail of extractors.

Features of the action include 
safety cross bolt, break lever 

and barrel selection throw lever 
integral to hammer.
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I t was great to receive the brand-new, 
cutting-edge thermal scope from 
HIKMICRO for review. The Thunder 
2.0 TQ50 has been recently released 

in Australia and it is a quality product that 
will find a place in the Australian market. 
It ticks all the boxes in respect to the 
key elements you should consider when 
choosing a thermal device. It has powerful 
sensor resolution, excellent display quality, 
Ultra-high thermal sensitivity and a well-
sized front lens.

It felt like Christmas as I unpacked 
the box. Inside the carboard box was a 
HIKMICRO labelled carry case. The carry 
case, which included a handy shoulder 
strap, unzipped to reveal the Thunder 2.0 
TQ50 snug inside. It was securely held 
in place with Velcro strapping that was 
surrounded by ample padding to protect the 
valuable equipment. Also, inside was the 
USB-C Type charger and not one but two 
high-capacity battery packs. These new 
battery packs have a claimed operating time 
of approximately 6.5 hours (with hotspot 
off) and you can charge the packs by 
either using the battery charger provided 
or leaving them inside the device. Both 
methods having a charging time of approxi-
mately four hours. 

The first thing I noticed was that the 
Thunder 2.0 TQ50 felt quite compact and 
light. This is thanks to its magnesium alloy 
design. It was reported to weigh a mere 530 

grams and when loaded with a battery pack 
I found that only increased to 644 grams. 
There is a lot to like about the new look 
exterior design of the Thunder 2.0 series. 
A focus knob on top of the device replaces 
the frontal focus ring found on the previous 
model and on many other scope brands. This 
simple feature makes activating the device 
so much more user friendly. It enables a 
more convenient and natural hand posture to 
make smooth and precise lens focus adjust-
ments using only small finger movements.

The next thing to like about the Thunder 
2.0 series is that the five well-sized buttons 
on top of the device access the functions that 
you use the most. The size of these control 
buttons, even with gloves on, make them 
easy to find and operate. A short press of 
the Power button activates standby mode or 
wakes up the device, holding it will turn the 
device on or off. A short press of the Mode 
button switches palettes, holding will correct 
non-uniformity of the display (refresh the 
screen). A short press of the Capture button 
will take photos, holding it will start/stop 
video recording. A short press of the Menu 

button will take you to a quick menu where 
you can make swift adjustments to bright-
ness or contrast only, whereas holding it 
will take you to the main menu for access to 
more functions. A short press of the Zoom 
button allows you to switch digital zoom 
levels and holding it down will enable/disable 
picture-in-picture mode.

Diving into the technical specifications of 
the Thunder 2.0 TQ50, it features a powerful 
640x512 12 microns (µm) resolution thermal 
detector, an impressive 1024x768 OLED 
display, and a large 50mm F1.0 lens. Its 
heat sensor has a NETD value below 20 
milliKelvins (mK), which certainly will 
capture the smallest details in objects and 
surroundings. This high-thermal sensitivity 
combined with an ultra-powerful camera 
will ensure outstanding detail recognition in 
different weather and light conditions. It has 
a base magnification of 2.6x, which provides 
a handy Field of View of 15.36mx12.29m 
at 100m. The digital zoom can be cycled 
through 1x, 2x, 4x or 8x settings. The 50 
Hertz (Hz) frame rate ensures that the 
refresh rate of the screen (=50 times per 

Matthew Godson

HIKMICRO’s Thunder 
2.0 TQ50 Thermal 
scope on review

Thunder

After the quick zeroing process 
the scope is ready to go.

Down Under 
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second) is fast enough to minimise blur or 
lag in images while scanning the landscape 
or quickly changing views. It has a detection 
distance up to 2600m.

Taking the Thunder 2.0 TQ50 out for 
a test run, my first impression looking 
through the eyepiece was - wow! After 
scoping an area for rabbits with a thermal 
monocular that had a more than satisfac-
tory ≤30mK NETD sensor, the ultra-high 
thermal sensitivity of the Thunder 2.0 
TQ50 produced enhanced detailed images 
at a new level. The ≤20mK NETD sensor, 
in combination with the unit’s powerful 
640x512 12µm thermal camera, provided 
impressive detail even on small targets 
such as rabbits. It has certainly set a new 
standard for me in comparing other thermal 
optics. Even when using the scope to scan 
areas, I found no lag or blur in the images I 
saw through the eyepiece. It undoubtedly 
lives up to its marketing slogan: ‘Game in 
sight, like never before’.

Attached to my Ruger American .22LR 
rifle, the two coupled up to provide a light-
weight and compact combination. Although 
sitting higher than a traditional scope, I 
found the Thunder 2.0 TQ50 still comfort-
able to shoulder and easy to view the 
OLED display through the eyepiece.

On observing my first rabbit for the 
night, I decided to do a run through the four 
palette choices available with the Thunder 
2.0 series and play around with some of 
the functions. All palettes provided a high-
quality thermal image. It will come down to 
personal choice when deciding which one is 
for you. For me, I like to use either Black or 
White-Hot palettes when I employ thermal 
devices to minimise eye fatigue. 

As mentioned earlier I liked the place-
ment of the focus knob on top of the device. 
Out in the field it was just so easy to switch 
from close to far targets and re-focus with 
just a little finger movement. The control 
buttons on top were simple to find and cycle 

through while looking through the eyepiece. 
This made zooming in and out, contrast and 
brightness adjustments, turning on and off 
picture-in-picture mode, and taking pictures 
very effortless tasks indeed.

While shooting, the Thunder 2.0 TQ50 
automatically recorded 14 seconds of video 
with sound: seven seconds before and then 
seven after the shot had been taken. These 
clips provided evidence of my success, which 
was shared with friends. It was good to know 
that even the slight recoil of .22LR subsonic 
ammunition was enough to trigger the recoil 
activation function. Activating the WIFI func-
tion, I connected to the HIKMICRO Sight 
App on my phone to take still photos and 
videos while the rifle was securely held in 
a tripod. The app also allowed me to make 
easy adjustments to the palette, zoom, 
contrast and brightness settings. 

The Thunder 2.0 TQ50 was attached to 
my Ruger American rifle using a genuine 
HIKMICRO Picatinny rail mount. I found 
that it maintained reasonable ‘zero’ after 
taking it off and reattaching it following 
an initial zeroing process. I did make sure 
that when reattaching the mount, it was 
placed in the exact position and screws 
were tightened to the same torque setting 
both times. It pays to always check zero if 
you take a scope on and off your firearm 
before hunting unless you have tested the 
mounting system to be truly return-to-zero.

All up I found the Thunder 2.0 TQ50 to 
be easy to use and provided functionality 
and high-end specifications of a very high-
quality product. The HIKMICRO Thunder 
2.0 series has a range of models, which 
includes three sensor variations (256x192, 
384x288, 640x512) offering four fixed lens 
configurations (19mm, 25mm, 35mm, 
50mm). The TQ50 is the top of the range, 
with the most powerful sensor and largest 
lens. It certainly has the specifications to be 
considered an advanced high-end product 
that delivers a level of ultra-sensitivity that 
many in the Australian market seek. The 
Thunder 2.0 series range is backed by a 
three-year warranty on the full product, one 
year for the battery and 10 years for the 
detector. The Thunder 2.0 TQ50 model has 
a RRP of $5999.   .

Ready to find some rabbits.

Black Hot. Fushion. Red Hot. White Hot.

The function buttons on top of the 
scope are easy to find and use
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A few years back I committed to 
the purchase of a .338 WM as my 
firearm of choice for the large-
bodied sambar deer and water 

buffaloes of the Northern Territory, using 
Woodleigh’s 300gr RNSN and solid projec-
tiles. A trip to Arnhem Land and the 
ensuing hunt with an accredited outfitter 
resulted in my first trophy buffalo. While I 
was happy enough with the calibre, I also 
favoured the .375 H&H Magnum (Mag) 
with a little more knock-down power and 
ability to better handle a 300gr projectile, 
compared to the much longer 300gr .338 
WM which on occasions has been known 
to tumble and hit the target side-on. The 
.375 H&H Mag also has more of a pushback 
recoil compared to that sharp kick the .300 
WM and .338 WM are noted for. 

Brno ZKK 602 .375 H&H
My quest to find a .375 H&H Mag I’d be 
finally comfortable with took me on a rather 
roundabout and regrettable journey in some 
respects and, with hindsight, I wish I’d 
stuck to the initial choice I’d researched. 
It was at a military and collectables show 
I bumped into a gun dealer walking the 
isles who happened to stock the very rifle 

I was after, a used but in good condition 
1979 Brno ZKK 602 .375 H&H Mag for 
$17,000 and previously owned by the son of 
the owner of Evans & Balfour, a prominent 
Melbourne gunshop at the time.

I considered myself lucky to find one so 
easily, as such a firearm in its condition is 
snapped up as soon as advertised. Made by 
Brno Arms of Czechoslovakia, the reliable 
and reputable Mauser 98-style full commer-
cial magnum action has preferred Monte 

Carlo walnut stock and a square bridge 
receiver. Add to that a curved standard-
type trigger, ramp front sight and express 
rear sights (one fixed and two folding-leaf 
for 100, 200 and 300 yards), five-round 
capacity and control round-feed action. 
This suited me for hunting dangerous game 
from thickly padded wild boars and heavily 
built sambar deer to scrub bulls, bantengs 
and buffaloes along with other big game if I 
went abroad.    

Grass not 
always greener

Sam Garro’s highs and lows in quest 
for a .375 H&H Magnum rifle

Brno ZKK 602 with bullet comparison. 
From left a .338WM long 300gr solid, 
.375 H&H 235gr, 270gr, 300gr RNSN 

and 300gr Hydrostat.

Latest Brno ZKK 602 (1987) 
in component form.

Square bridge 
receiver and 
rear sight.
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Swayed by a Custom M98 
Barely a month had passed when a stunning 
looking Custom Mauser 98 .375 H&H Mag 
rifle built by a gunsmith in South Africa and 
advertised on a gun-sales website for $3250 
caught my eye. It was built on a Colombian 
1930 FN Mauser 98 medium action with 
lustrous blued barrel and metalwork and 
featured a walnut stock. While I’d just 
acquired the Brno and had no intension of 
buying the Custom Mauser, I figured there 
was no harm in taking a look. Big mistake! 
Handling this fine piece in the gunshop and 
admiring its features, my mind was over-
taken by an urge to somehow own it even 
though it was way outside my budget.

Where there’s a will
I’d no problem with the Brno as it was well 
balanced and performed accurately at the 
range using various ammunition. Yet over 
the coming days that custom rifle played 
on my mind until I decided I must have it, 
though I still had to work out how. In the 
end an initial deposit followed the balance 
in three weeks, allowing me time to sell 
the Brno and some of my well-kept Puma 
knives and European trophy mounts to 
secure it. I also bought a Leupold VX-R 
2-7x33mm #4 German Fire Dot scope for 
mounting on the rifle.

Unforeseen problems
It was a couple of months later when trial-
ling the rifle at the range I encountered my 
first unexpected problem. In all my careful 
checking and scrutiny of the firearm, the 
magazine box meant to hold three rounds 
could only comfortably take two without 
the bolt jamming when trying to chamber 
the third.

With custom-built rifles using old Mauser 
actions, original accompanying components 
like a one-piece triggerguard, magazine 
box and floorplate assembly are difficult 
to source, so gunsmiths often resort to 
making the parts themselves. But then it 
depends on the expertise and capability of 
the gunsmith to make it properly and how 
much the owner’s prepared to spend. 

In this case while everything appeared 
satisfactory, the fabricated magazine box 
wasn’t quite right and had some play in the 
stock. Furthermore, the medium actions 
on which so many custom rifles are built 
are a little restrictive for the bullet length 
of larger calibers like the .375 H&H Mag 
compared to a magnum action which allows 
for greater clearance.

The fix
To cut a long story short I gave the 
rectification work to Bob De Vries, a 

highly-skilled gunsmith at Kudu Services, 
at the same time requesting he install 
crossbolts to strengthen the stock and for 
the rear of the action to be honed back 
within parameters to improve top feeding. 
Bob did a fine job in all that was requested. 
He hand-made and shaped a new metal box 
and floorplate from quality steel for a tight 
fit in the stock and action, so all rounds 
chambered and extracted flawlessly.

While the rifle with added improvements 
was working properly the overall cost of 
the firearm, quality scope and expensive 
fix was far greater than anticipated and 
almost twice the price of the gun. In the 
end after enjoying it for a brief time I 

reluctantly sold it, albeit at a bit of a loss 
as is often the case in such scenarios. I 
could’ve traded it before the fix but that 
would be handing the problem to some 
else, so a costly lesson learned.

Another .375 H&H Magnum
Now I was back to square one with no 
.375 H&H Mag and having gone through 
the mill with the custom rifle, I looked for 
a quality factory-built one in the calibre. 
The Winchester Model 70 .375 H&H Mag 
made in the US at around $2200 was the 
preferred option, though a few months 
passed before one eventually came up 
in good condition. Again it was a quality 

Grass not always greener

Sam sights-in the ZKK 602 
.375 H&H Magnum rifle.  

Gunsmith Bob De Vries 
inspects the Custom M98 
before going to work.
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AVAILABLE ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST
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FIREARMS
ANSCHUTZ 1761 DHB CLASSIC 17HMR RIFLE............................. $2295.00
SAVAGE 110 ELITE PRECISION 338  
LAPUA 30” BBL,5 SHOT RIFLE ........................................................ $4550.00
SAVAGE 110 PRECISION 338 LAPUA 24” BBL,5 SHOT RIFLE ...... $3195.00

SYNTHETIC 243, 308 ......................................................................... $820.00
WALNUT 6.5CM .................................................................................. $870.00

ATA PRO12 12GA 30” U/O SPORTING SHOTGUN – $1695
3 x colour coded extended chokes, grade 2 turkish walnut  
timber, Adjustable comb, selective trigger, ejectors, cased                                                                           

BIG GAME 308,6.5CM ...................................................................... $2650.00
HOG HUNTER 308 ........................................................................... $2295.00
HOG HUNTER 3006 ......................................................................... $2450.00
PREDATOR 308 20” BBL .................................................................. $2275.00
PREDATOR 6.5CM 20” BBL ............................................................. $2275.00

RUGER PRECISION RIMFIRE RIFLE 22LR 18”BBL  
10 SHOT RIFLE FIXED STOCK .............................................................. $850
RUGER AMERICAN RIMEFIRE RIFLE 
SYNTHETIC BLUE 22MAGNUM ............................................................. $595
RUGER 77 HAWKEYE LONG RANGE TARGET 6.5CM 26” BBL 
10 SHOT RIFLE – 1 ONLY AT THIS PRICE .......................................... $2095

RELOADING KITS
LY-BSVK LYMAN BRASS SMITH VICTORY RELOADING KIT – ONLY $595
Includes – single stage press, powder measure, handbook
Pocket touch 1500 electronic scale, case prep multi tool, primer tray
Magnum bullet puller, e-eze powder funnel, case lube kit, Powder dribbler
R87472- RCBS PARTNER PRESS 2 RELOADING KIT – ONLY $450
Includes-partner press, 1500gn pocket digital scale, powder funnel
Universal reloading block, deburring tool, case neck brushes, primer tray
Accessory handle, speer manuel, primer pocket brushes, hex key set
R9367- RCBS ROCK CHUCKER RELOADING KIT – ONLY $635
Includes-rock chucker supreme press, universal loading block
Deburring tool,1500 pocket digital scale, hand prime tool
Hex key set, case lube kit, powder funnel, speer manuel

OTHER ITEMS
FA-CARP Frankford arsenal mpress coaxial reloading press ............. $470.00
TAES10X42 Tasco 10x42 roof prism binoculars ................................. $120.00
TATWC61850 Tasco world class 6-18x50 scope with mounts ............ $175.00
SIMSPH750 Simmons venture prohunter  
6x20 750 yard rangefinder................................................................... $195.00
SIMWTC41240 Simmons whitetail classic 4-12x40 truplex scope ...... $195.00
AL5500 Allen scale 550 pound .............................................................. $70.00

5 shot capacity, 5 chokes,  
3 year warranty and cased
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LEVER RELEASE SHOTGUNS

BUSHMEISTER BA-X12 12GA 
TACTICAL 20” ........................................................ $860.00

BUSHMEISTER BA-X12 12GA  
SYNTHETIC COMBO 20” and 28” barrels ....................................... $970.00

BUSHMEISTER BA-X12 12GA  
SYNTHETIC 20” or 28” barrel ............................... $760.00

BUSHMEISTER BA-X12 12GA 
WALNUT 20” or 28” barrel .................................... $785.00

BUSHMEISTER BA-X12 12GA 
CAMO 20” or 28” barrel ........................................ $880.00

BUSHMEISTER BA-X12 12GA 
MARINE SYNTHETIC 20” barrel ........................... $785.00

BUSHMEISTER BA-X12 12GA  
MARINE WALNUT 20” barrel ................................ $820.00

MADE EXCLUSIVELY FOR 
AUSTRALIAN HUNTERS

TURQUA RIFLES
2 stage trigger, 60 deg bolt lift, free floating 
barrel, sub moa guaranteed

SAVAGE IMPULSE
Straight pull rifles with AccuTrigger

5 
YEAR 

WARRANTY
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firearm that performed accurately and I 
couldn’t fault it, though the overall feel 
and balance wasn’t the same as the Brno. I 
persisted with it for a couple of years before 
finally moving it on and thereafter put the 
calibre out of my mind for a time, knowing I 
should’ve stuck with the first Brno.

Brno ZKK 602 .375 H&H Magnum: Part 2
Mates returning from successful Top 
End wild boar and buffalo hunts and the 
thought of revisiting there myself at some 
point rekindled a dwindling flame, hence a 
renewed quest to find a similar Brno ZKK 
602 Mag of the era. Over the following 
months a couple in good condition were 
passed up as they either had the less-
preferred Bavarian stock or the stock or 
other parts modified and I was after an 
all-original.

Then an earlier one made in 1987 with 
25mm CZ gloss blued steel rings was 
advertised for $2200. Always sceptical of 
buying sight unseen I contacted the dealer 
in Queensland to ascertain its condition 
and ownership history. I found the dealer 
genuine, stating it was previously owned 
by a serious collector who, due to illness, 
wasn’t able to enjoy it and it sat in his safe 
for several years.

The metal blueing, action, rifling and 
walnut stock (except for some cosmetic 
marks) were all in good condition and if I 
wasn’t satisfied I could return it. The action 
had also been bedded and barrel floated, as 
well as crossbolts fitted with buffalo end-
caps by noted Queensland gunstock maker 
Gabe Gatti. On that basis I went ahead 
with the purchase and wasn’t disappointed, 
though to improve aesthetic appearance I 
decided to refurbish the 36-year-old stock 
using Tru-Oil finish.

 

Performance
The Brno ZKK 602 .375 H&H Magnum 
noted for its accuracy, ruggedness and 
six-cartridge capacity (one in the chamber 
and five in the magazine) has been used 
extensively in Africa by professional 
hunters and together with the .338 WM, is 
their preferred minimum dangerous game 
calibre in the Top End. Once the rifle was 
sighted-in using handloaded Woodleigh 
270gr RNSN bullets, tight groupings were 
achieved at 25m and 50m and satisfactory at 
100m, though the target at that range was 
so small and it was a blustery day. For more 
accurate shot placement and effect, most 
dangerous big game is often taken within 
the 100m range.

Conclusion
The .375 H&H Mag rifle journey was 
interesting at best, in that it inadvertently 
enabled me to derive greater appreciation 
and understanding of what’s involved in 
building a properly functioning Custom 
Mauser 98 H&H Mag rifle. How things 
at times are not what they seem despite 
appearance and close scrutiny and how 
sometimes it’s better to stick to what you 
set your mind on and worked for you. Yet 
all is not lost as a well-kept quality firearm 
will normally attract interested buyers and 
sell within a reasonable time to recoup 
your money. Or you could consider another 
firearm or project build as there’s nothing 
wrong with trying to own a prestigious and 
finely crafted memento.   .

Grass not always greener

Sam’s final choice - a Brno ZKK 602 .375 H&H Magnum 
rifle fitted with Leupold VX-3 1.5-5x20mm after the 

stock was fully refurbished. 

Sam sanded back the stock and 
treated it with Tru-Oil.
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N ot so many years ago it was 
commonplace to put firearms 
on the back seat of a vehicle or 
perhaps wrapped in a blanket or 

in vinyl bags in the boot when going to and 
from the range or hunting area. These days 
this is actually illegal in some states and is 
certainly not the best way to transport our 
valuable firearms anyway. They should be 
securely stored in containers which mini-
mise impact damage and reduce the risk 
of theft, preferably under lock and key and 
definitely out of sight.

The X-Hunter online retail store sent 
Australian Shooter several examples of high 
impact polymer cases they’re currently 
offering and which appear to meet modern 
requirements. The cases, made by Tough 
Move, include a large 53" (135cm) long-
arm case in olive green, capable of holding 
two rifles or shotguns and a smaller sand-
coloured version designed for handguns.

The larger case has external dimensions 
of 1360mm long, 370mm wide and 140mm 
deep and when empty weighs 8.9kg. 
Internally, the storage area is 335mm wide 
x 1300mm long, so will accommodate two 
of virtually any modern long-arms we’d 
encounter in Australia. It features latches at 
each end as well as five along the opening 
edge, with four substantial hinges on the 
opposite side.

A pair of good-sized padlocks can be 
fitted through 9.5mm holes on either side 
of the horizontal carry handle, while at one 
end is a vertical carrying handle. Each of 
these folds back into the case profile so 
they won’t snag on nearby objects and at 
the end opposite to the vertical handle are 
a pair of wheels which enable the case to 
be transported effortlessly. The top has 
grooves which are matched with tongues on 
the base, enabling the cases to be stacked 
securely when there are more than one.

Shooters who travel by air will find these 
cases ideal as they’re tough, easily handled 

and should be able to have labels attached 
with minimal fuss. Once closed the foam 
lining is both dense and secure enough that 
even when being bounced around in-flight, 
guns inside should remain in position 
without shifting appreciably. The external 
structure ensures good protection against 
being damaged.

The smaller tan-coloured version 
is designed for up to two handguns. 
Externally it measures 300mm x 250mm, 
is 85mm deep and weighs 452g empty. It 
also has a pair of the tongue and groove 
stackable features similar to those on 
its bigger sibling. Internally it measures 
280mm x 200mm and allowing for 
compression of the ‘egg crate’ foam lining, 
would hold handguns up to about 80mm 
in depth. This model comfortably held my 
6"-barrelled Colt Diamondback or a 1911-
style self-loader, though longer-barrelled 
guns like the 8" revolvers often used in 
metallic silhouette would need a larger 
version. Two of the above smaller hand-
guns can be fitted into a single case by 
arranging them accordingly.

They appear both neat and robust and are 
claimed to be crush-proof, IP67 waterproof 
and weatherproof. The polyurethane lining 
foam is hydrophobic (water repellent) and 
the larger case has a threaded cap labelled 
an ‘air valve’, which could be advantageous 
during air travel where temperatures 
and atmospheric pressures can fluctuate 
substantially as altitude changes. For trans-
port in vehicles, especially those with no 
enclosed boot such as 4WDs and station 
wagons, a steel lanyard cable would enable 
one or more of these cases to be locked in.

The larger case has an RRP of $295 
while the smaller pistol case is listed at 
$60. Visit the website at x-hunter.com.au 
for more details of these and a wide range 
of other shooting and hunting-related 
equipment.   .

Geoff Smith enjoys peace 
of mind gun transport

Case for the defence

Selected features
• Stackable storage
• Airline approved
• Easy-glide wheels
• Crushproof, dustproof, IP67 waterproof and 
weather resistant
• Carry two scoped rifles with confidence
• High-impact polymer protection
• Heavy duty handles
• Six push-button secure latches
• Four stainless steel lock hasps

The tough polymer latch and handle 
both have hardened steel pins.

Both large and small cases are 
lockable with one or two padlocks.

The long arm case will hold two rifles comfortably.



Selected features
• Stackable storage
• Airline approved
• Easy-glide wheels
• Crushproof, dustproof, IP67 waterproof and 
weather resistant
• Carry two scoped rifles with confidence
• High-impact polymer protection
• Heavy duty handles
• Six push-button secure latches
• Four stainless steel lock hasps

Requires 3 “AAA”  
batteries and 1 “AA” 
battery, not included. 

Sound may be turned off. 
Image subject to change.

Holden Commodore Garage Clock
Rev up each hour with the Commodore!

™ General Motors LLC

It’s time to rev up your day with the exclusive  
“Holden Commodore Garage Clock” only  
from The Bradford Exchange! This officially  
licensed, quartz accurate timepiece is  
customised from top to bottom with  
authentic Holden Commodore-inspired  
details including fully sculpted mechanic  
figures, graphics, pictures and a  
scale-accurate Commodore which pulls out  
of the garage as the hour strikes! Widespread  
demand is expected, so act now to acquire yours in  
5 instalments of $69.99 or $349.95, plus $24.99  
postage and handling, backed by our 365-day money-back  
guarantee. Reply today, but send no money now. Simply  
complete and return the coupon or go online today at  
www.bradford.com.au/holden

On the hour, 
the garage 

lights up

SEE the 
Commodore 

pull out of the 
garage. HEAR 

its engine roar!

SOUND & 
MOTION!

©2023 The Bradford Exchange Ltd.     A.B.N. 13 003 159 617    403-JIN50.01     Promotion code: 133091

YES. Please accept my order for the Daughter, Wherever Life Takes 
You Musical Egg. I need send no money now. I will be billed with shipment.  
Need more than one? Please indicate quantity:             

PAY NOTHING NOW

Please allow between 2-10 business days for delivery. All sales subject to product availability 
and reservation acceptance. Credit criteria may apply. Our privacy policy is available online at 
www.bradford.com.au. You must be over 18 years old to apply. From time to time, we may allow 
carefully screened companies to contact you. If you would prefer not to receive such offers, 
please tick this box. q

YES! Please reserve the “Holden Commodore  
Garage Clock” for me as described in this advertisement.  
I understand I need pay nothing now.  

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ____  First Name: ____________________________

Surname: _______________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________

____________________________________ Postcode: __________

Email:  _________________________________________________

Phone: _______________________ Signature: __________________

PLEASE RESPOND PROMPTLY

RESERVE YOURS TODAY – 3 WAYS TO SECURE YOUR ORDER

1.  MAIL: The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 3344 
Parramatta NSW 2124 (no stamp required)

2.  PHONE: (02) 9841 3311 Lines open 8am – 5pm AEST Mon to Fri

3.  ONLINE: www.bradford.com.au/holden 
quoting promotion code: 133091
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REAPER RAIL PICATINNY
WITH TRIPOD KITS

MODELS | EU-KJ85003K | EU-KJ85004K 

For those wanting the benefits of a ballhead without all 
the drawbacks, the Reaper Rail offers both vertical and 
horizontal travel along with cant adjustment. Available 
with Picatinny or Arca Swiss mounting options, Reaper 
Rails donʼt sacrifice an ounce of stability and maintain 
KJIʼs signature heavy-duty construction designed to tackle 
any type of environment.

www.kjiprecision.com

DEALER ENQUIRIES
e: contact@huntthenight.com.au      w: huntthenight.com.au

ph: 1300 486 444     a: 2/27 Bate Close Pakenham Victoria 3810

A ll shooters know that moisture 
and firearms don’t mix. The 
people at Allstate Health know 
it too. They sell a dehumidifier 

that doesn’t require batteries, electricity, 
chloride, refills or set up. All you need 
is a microwave. As soon as you remove 
the bag from the box, your Pingi is ready 
to use anywhere moisture is a problem: 
homes, cars, boats, caravans and gun 
safes! The ‘penguin’ indicator on the bag 
lets you roughly know when it is time to 
recharge, as when it is full of moisture, it 
turns from blue to light pink. Depending 
on the size, recharging takes anywhere 
from three to 12 minutes. As the indi-
cator is really a guide, the instructions 
suggest weighing the Pingi to determine 
if a recharge is needed. When the bag is 

40 per cent of its original weight, 
that’s when you remove the string 
bow and toss it in the microwave 
(at 600w), indicator down on a 
piece of kitchen paper. Ensure 
that the microwave is fat and 
grease free first. 

Tested and approved in 
Germany, Pingi won’t leak, as 
the moisture is held in by silica 
gel pellets. It is available in 
three sizes: 

150g (ideal for 3m³) - $15.95
250g (6m³) - $19.95
450g (6m³) - $29.95.
Visit allstatehealthcare.com.

au to get your Pingi and to 
browse their many other nifty 
products.   .

Moisture mover
Pingi Dehumidifier

PRODUCT FEATURE



onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
Shop now for exclusive SSAA 
products, including clothing, camping, 
accessories, knives, books and more.

SHOP NOW 
IT’S EASY! 

$39.95

SSAA Sports 
Umbrella
The automatic opening SSAA Sports Umbrella has 
eight strong 190T showerproof polyester panels and 
eight windproof 76cm ribs. It has a fibreglass shaft 
with a soft EVA hand grip. 

$34.95

Snake Bite Kit
In the SSAA Snake Bite Kit are two snake bite indicator bandages and 
an easy to follow first-aid guide specific to snake bites. Along with other 
necessary bandages, the kit is compact and packaged in a durable, soft 
canvass bag that can be worn on a belt, making is easy to take it with 
you wherever you go.

See the complete range of products in our Online Shop

$53.95

SSAA Hoodie
You can never have enough hoodies! Why not add our SSAA Navy Hoodie to your 
collection? With the traditional ‘kangaroo pouch’ and hood, it is sure to keep you 
warm as you show off the cool SSAA logo.

The SSAA Navy Hoodie is a Gildan heavy blend top made from 50% cotton and 
50% polyester preshrunk yarn. 

Available in sizes S to 5XL. 

Please visit our website for 
measurements for correct sizing

The SSAA Renegade Jacket is made from wind and water-resistant 
breathable material and lined with cosy microfleece to keep you warm.
The clamshell jacket comes with a structured hood to keep the rain off and has 
a multitude of zippered pockets to keep your belongings secure in the field, on 
the range, while hiking, hunting or just out and about.

SSAA Renegade Jacket

$94.95

$49.95

Welcome to our latest showcase of Australia’s 
diverse, sustainable and environmentally friendly 
offerings in Field to Fork – Second Helpings. 

Field to Fork - 
Second Helpings

Keep your head and ears warm with SSAA Beanies!

$16.95

SSAA Beanies

Pink
Navy 

 Black

onlineshop.ssaa.org.au
or call 02 8805 3900 for phone orders

$189.95

SSAA Range Mat and Rifle Carry Case

The SSAA Range Mat and Rifle Carry Case offers two fantastic 
products in the one item. It is a safe and protective way to transport 
your firearms and then, once you have reached your destination, 
you can use it as a comfortable shooting mat. Simply unzip, unfold 
and focus on your target.  Please visit our website for more details.

$32.95

Outback Survival 
by Bob Cooper

Outback Survival covers what you need to do, and 
how, to survive in the great Australian outdoors. 
The 230-pages take you through every aspect of a 
survival situation from bush tucker and bushcraft to 
off-road driving and survival kits. 

Pin $29.95
Cloth badge $19.95

To celebrate the SSAA’s 75th anniversary we 
have a special production run of 75-year 
anniversary pins and cloth badges.

The 75-year anniversary pins are uniquely 
numbered and measure 25mm x 30mm 
(approximately). The 75-year cloth badges 
measure 75mm x 60mm (approximately).

SSAA turns 75 this year!

$49.95

The Essentials 
Crib Bag 
Whether slinging it over your head in the city 
or in the Outback, the SSAA Essentials Crib 
Bag manages to be all things to all people. 
Built to last, this 13-litre multi-purpose bag is 
made from durable canvas with an adjustable 
shoulder strap and an oversized storm flat, 
secured with a zip and two press studs.
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Competition News  SSAA.ORG.AU/DISCIPLINES
FOR FULL EVENT DETAILS GO TO

National 

Rifle Metallic Silhouette 
National Rimfire Postal Shoot
June 1-November 30, 2023
All SSAA Rifle Metallic Silhouette clubs
Program: 40-shot match in accordance with SSAA Rifle 
Metallic Silhouette rule book. Contact: Kathy Tobler 
email toblerkathy@gmail.com

National Muzzle Loading Postal Shooter
July 1–December 31, 2023
Program: 1 x Military 50m offhand Class 1; 1 x 
Traditional 50m offhand Class 2; 1 x Flintlock 50m 
offhand; 1 x 100m bench rest Class 1 & 2; 1 x 100m 
bench rest Class 3; 1 x 25m Precision revolver Class 
1& 3; 1 x 25m Precision pistol Class 2; 1 x 25m 
Snap pistol Class 1 & 2; 1 x Percussion shotgun; 1 
x 100m bench rest BP Cartridge. Matches to be 
shot during programmed matches at your range 
and scores witnessed by range officer. Rule Book 
Number 8 applies. All scores to the Muzzle Loading 
Chairman by end of December; results announced 
January. Medals sent by end of February. All targets 
signed by Range Officer; include name/address of 
competitors and the event entering. Send scores 
to Steve Nicholas National Discipline Chairman; 
GPO Box 2013, Adelaide South Australia 5001 or 
muzzleloading@disciplines.ssaa.org.au, secretary@
ssaapara.org.au

International Handgun Metallic 
Silhouette National Championships
September 28-October 6, 2023
Wanneroo Shooting Complex, WA
Program: September 28-October 1: Small Bore, 
Field Pistol. October 2-6: Big Bore. See National 
website for full line-up. Facilities: Camping available, 
canteen. Contact: Russell Mowles via email at 
handgunsilhouette@disciplines.ssaa.org.au

SSAA Combined Services National 
Championships
September 29-October 1, 2023
Eagle Park Range, Little River, Vic.
Program: See National website for full details. Facilities: 
Camping at range with showers and toilets, powered 
sites, canteen on range open for breakfast and lunch, 
dinner on Saturday at 6pm. Contact: Jim Oden 
secretary@vmrc.com

Air Rifle Field Target National 
Championships
September 29-October 1, 2023
SSAA Range, Majura, ACT
Program: September 29: Practice. September 30: 
Open Air Rifle FT. October 1: Open Springer Air Rifle 
FT. Facilities: On-site camping $10 daily per adult, 
juniors $5. No fires. Catering and supermarkets nearby. 
Contact: Chris Dale 0418 255 874 or Darius Krivanek 
0418 103 360. 

BPCR Silhouette Nationals
September 29–October 1, 2023
Rankins Springs Target Shooting Complex, Lake 
Cargelligo Rd, Rankin Springs, NSW
Rifle Metallic Silhouette Program: Fri 29 Sept Range 
set up/practice. Sat AM .22BPCR 40-Shot Match 
followed by 40-Shot BPCR ‘Any Sight’. Sun AM 40-
Shot .22BPCR Match followed by 40-Shot BPCR 
National Championship. Nomination fee $20/event 
or $70/four events. Pre-nominations essential. Email 
nominations to: danmac4070@gmail.com Rules: SSAA 
RMS Rulebook. Prizes: National medals and prize table. 
Facilities: Canteen for breakfast and lunch. Pub in town. 
Caravan park and camping in town. Primitive camping 
on the range. Contact: Dan Mac 0408 480 105, 
danmac4070@gmail.com

weekend. Event Contact: Dale Foggo dalepest@msn.
com or 0408361638.

National 5 Stand Clay Target 
Championships
February 10-11, 2024
SSAA Tasmania (T42) Riddell Range, 770 Woodsdale 
Rd, Runnymede, Tasmania.
Program: Saturday and Sunday 100 targets each. 
Nominations by post with cheque or via MCMS after 
November. Nominations on the day will incur a late 
fee. Rule book 4.3 to apply. There are modified rules 
so please read up on them. Sashes, medallions and 
prizes with lucky entry raffle. Range has camping, 
with toilets/laundry, hot water but no showers. No 
campfires allowed. Contact Dale Foggo on dalepest@
msn.com or 0408 361 638.

SSAA National Lever Action Silhouette 
Title
March 23-25, 2024
Westbury Shooting Club (T05), 1053 Birralee Road, 
Westbury, TAS
Program: Friday practice after I2pm. Saturday Match 
1 Big Bore Lever Action Silhouette 80 shots. Sunday 
Match 2 Pistol Cartridge Lever Action Silhouette 80 
shots. Monday Match 3 Rimfire Lever Action Silhouette 
80 shots. Presentations to follow. Matches follow 
current SSAA Lever Action Official National Rules. Fees 
include breakfast and lunch each day for competitors. 
Small fee for non-competitors. Camping with toilets, 
tank water, no electricity or fires. Entry form from 
admin@westburyshooting.club
Fees direct deposit or cash/cheque. Contact Steve 
Collins 0459 834 885 or via above email address. Fees: 
Adults $30/match or $80 all. Juniors $10/match or $25 
all. Full details on SSAA National website. 

NSW 
 

SSAA NSW Muzzleloading Shotgun and 
Cannon Titles
October 14-15, 2023
SSAA Bathurst, NSW
Program: Saturday, 14th October – 9am start. BP 
Cannon 25m (7 shots, 5 to count); BP Cannon 50m 
(7 shots, 5 to count); BP Cannon 100m (7 shots, 5 to 
count). Lunch break. Caplock Muzzleloading Shotgun 
- MLAIC Trap – 25 Clays; Flintlock Muzzleloading 
Shotgun - MLAIC Trap – 25 Clays. Sunday, 15th 
October – 9am start. Flintlock Muzzleloading Shotgun 
- Field Shotgun – 25 Clays; Caplock Muzzleloading 
Shotgun - Field Shotgun – 50 Clays. Presentations. 
Nominations (see website for form): $50 max (Ladies 
and Juniors $25) $10/Shotgun round, $10/Cannon 
event. Rules: SSAA Muzzleloading Rule Book No. 8. 
Prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd. Facilities: Rifle Range, 100m 
(Cannon). Shotgun Range, with Trap and Field/5-Stand 
layouts (Shotgun). Camping, toilet block, shower, 
kitchen. BBQ breakfast, lunch and drinks for purchase 
(advise for catering). Contact: Shayne Barnsley - 
0418302062 or darth_royce@hotmail.com

SSAA NSW Muzzleloading Rifle & Pistol 
Championships
October 21–22, 2023
Mid-Western Pistol Club Inc.; Windamere Regional 
Shooting Complex, 8863 Castlereagh Hwy, 
Cudgegong NSW 2850. Program: 20 Friday – Noon 
to 5pm Practice; 21 Saturday – 8am registration/bench 
allocation. 9am start. 22 Sunday – 8am start. See 
SSAA National website for full program. Nominations: 
See National website. Rule Book 8 to apply, available 
to download from National ML website. Prizes: 
Medal presentation on Sunday afternoon. Facilities: 
Free camping for tents/caravans, with toilets and hot 
showers. BBQ lunches and cold drinks for purchase 
Sat/Sun. Range dinner for purchase Saturday night 

National Lever Action Championships
Dates: September 30 - October 2. 2023
Host Branch/Club: Alice Springs SSAA
Rules: As per National Lever Action Rule Book
Facilities: See information nomination form online.
Contact: Jim Ellis 0418 675 526 or leveraction@
disciplines.ssaa.org.au

SSAA Practical Shooting Handgun 
National Championships 
October 14-15, 2023 
Host: West Coast Pistol & Revolver Club, Wanneroo 
Shooting Complex, Pinjar, Perth, WA 
Program: 12 Practical Handgun Stages over two days. 
Full details and nominations on National website. 
Nominations to Paul Fitzgerald: practicalshooting@
ssaawa.org.au. Rules: SSAA Practical Shooting Rule 
Book No.6 2019. Huge prize table. Camping on site. 
Full canteen Saturday and Sunday; Sunday presentation 
dinner included with entry fee. Contact Paul Fitzgerald 
on practicalshooting@ssaawa.org.au or 0407 773 826.

Australian Single Action Shooting 
National Championships
October 16–22, 2023
Frontier Shooting Club, State Shooting Park, Virginia, 
South Australia.
Program: Monday 16th gates open; Tuesday 17th Long 
Range Rifle & Side Events; Wednesday 18th Mexican 
Standoff & Warm up Stages; Thursday 19th 4 Main 
Stages & Side Events; Friday 20th 4 Stages and Side 
Events; Saturday 21st 4 Main Stages & Side Events, Main 
Dinner; Sunday 22nd Master Gunfighter & Awards 
Presentation. Nominations Close October 1, 2023. 
SASS rules apply. Shooters must be SSAA members. 
Facilities: Camping with showers and toilets; no power 
available. Contact: Violet Rose 0407 182 249.

Long Range Precision National Match
October 20–22, 2023
T42 SSAA Tasmania State Range, 770 Woodsdale Rd, 
Runnmede, TAS 7190
Program: Friday 20th 2pm range open for 
zero checking; Saturday 21st 8am sign-on and 
scrutineering, 9am start with Match 1: 500m and 
Match 2: 600m. Sunday 22nd 8am sign-on, 
9am start with Match 3: 700m and Match 4: 800m. 
Nominations close September 30, 2023. Nomination 
form can be found on SSAA National website. Send 
to: secretary@ssaatas.com.au; Rules: SSAA Long 
Range Precision Shooting Official Rule Book No. 1. 
Prizes TBA. Facilities: Camping available at the state 
range (toilets, fire places and limited water).

SSAA Steel Challenge National 
Championships 
October 20-22, 2023 
Discipline: Action Match 
Host: Kukerin Practical Pistol Club, Kukerin, WA 
Program: Range open for practice Thursday, October 
19; Rimfire Friday, October 20. Centrefire Saturday 
21 and Sunday October 22. Nominations: See 
National website. Rules: Steel Challenge International 
Rule Book. Camping and canteen on site. Limited 
local accommodation. Contact: Steve Marris - 
ssmarris@westnet.com.au

2024 Australian Sporting Clays National 
Championship
February 3-4, 2024
T42 Riddell Range, 770 Woodsdale Rd Runnymede, 
Tasmania. Program: Saturday 3rd - 100 targets; Sunday 
4th - 100 targets. Nominations open via postage. 
MCMS opening soon. Rules: Current version of 
National shotgun rules. Be aware of rule changes. 
Prizes: Medallions, sashes and raffles open over the 
weekend. You must be present to win raffle prizes. 
Facilities: Unpowered campsites with toilets/laundry. 
No showers or campfires. Fully catered canteen all 

mailto:practicalshooting@ssaawa.org.au
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FIREARMS 
LAWYER

Get help from 4-time Olympic shooter  
and lawyer, Glenn Kable

Get the right legal advice!
Available Australia-wide.

Having spent a lifetime around the sport, I have an intimate 
knowledge of the workings of all the bodies affecting the 
decision-making process, whether it is police or courts, 

local councils or governments, clubs or associations.
For a no-obligation assessment, phone 0407 962 200  

or email glenn@hartmann.net.au
mail@hartmann.net.au

SSAA National Event  
Cancellation/Postponement 
Policy
An event may be postponed or 
cancelled at any time by SSAA 
National, SSAA State Office or club 
directive.
SSAA National will not be liable for 
reimbursement to competitors for any 
costs associated with a postponed or 
cancelled SSAA National championship 
event for any reason. Competitors 
planning to attend an event should 
consider options for free cancellation 
or refund of travel and accommodation 
costs where available.

(nominate beforehand). Contact: Shayne Barnsley 
on 0418 302 062 or darth_royce@hotmail.com; 
Alison Hughes on 0407 853 393 or secretary@mid-
westernpistolclub.org.au

NSW 5-Stand State Titles
November 24-25, 2023
SSAA Griffith, Dave Wallace Range Simms Rd. 
Program: 100 targets over two ranges. Nominations: 
$75. Rules are 2019 Rule book 4.2. Prizes: 
Ammunition. Facilities include multi-purpose shotgun 
range, clubhouse, showers and toilets. Contact: Guy 
Pitchford 0409 555 244.

Tas 
 

SSAA Tasmania 5-Stand State 
Championships
November 10-12, 2023
State Complex, Woodsdale, Tas.
Program: Friday: Side x Side 50 targets HCP; Sub-gauge 
50 targets HCP. Saturday: 100 targets 5-Stand; Sunday: 
100 targets 5-Stand. Facilities: Camping on-site, limited 
facilities, full canteen Saturday and Sunday. Contact: 
Dale Foggo 0408 361 638 or dalepest@msn.com

SSAA (Tas) Single Action State 
Championships
November 25-26, 2023
Glenorchy Mitchell Range, Tas
Program: Saturday: 8.30 briefing, 6+ stages. Sunday: 
9.30 briefing, 4+ stages, Master Gunfighter stage and 
presentation. Contact: Ray Vallerine 0487 334 714.

SSAA Tasmania STATE Lever Action 
Silhouette Title
March 9-11, 2024
Westbury Shooting Club (T05), 1053 Birralee Road, 
Westbury, TAS
Program: Friday practice after I2pm. Saturday Match 
1 Big Bore Lever Action Silhouette 80 shots. Sunday 
Match 2 Pistol Cartridge Lever Action Silhouette 
80 shots. Monday Match 3 Rimfire Lever Action 
Silhouette 80 shots. Presentations to follow. Matches 
follow current SSAA Lever Action Official National 
Rules. Entrance fees include breakfast and lunch each 
day for competitors. Small fee for non-competitors. 
Basic camping with toilets only. Tank water, no 
electricity and no fires. Entries available from admin@
westburyshooting.club
Fees direct deposit or cash/cheque on the day. Contact 
Steve Collins on 0459 834 885 or the above email. 
Fees: Adults $30/match or $80 total. Juniors $10/match 
or $25 total. Full details on SSAA National website.

Qld 
 

Queensland NRA Pistol Metallic 
Silhouette Postal Shoots
All (SSAA) Qld branches with approval to shoot Postal 
Metallic Silhouette Program: Shoot 1: February 1-May 
31; Shoot 2: April 1-July 31; Shoot 3: May 1-August 
31; Shoot 4: August 1-November 30. See National 
website for full event details. Contact: Hazel Bozic 
(07)4128 0467 or pms@ssaaqld.org.au

SA 
 

SSAA SA Rifle Metallic Silhouette State 
Titles 
October 7-8, 2023 
Monarto Metallic Silhouette Rifle Club, Monarto 
Shooting Complex. Program: Saturday 40 shots 
Centrefire Hunter and 40 shots Rimfire. Sunday: 
80 shots Centrefire. State Titles Centrefire Match 
preceded by a Hunter Centrefire Match and an 
invitational Rimfire Metallic Silhouette Match (40 

shot) on Saturday. Range open at 8:30am both days 
for practice/weigh in; first match 10am; afternoon 
match 2pm. State Discipline Meeting on Saturday and 
presentations Sunday evening. Nomination forms on 
National website. Adults: Centrefire $25, Centrefire 
Hunter $15, Rimfire $10. Juniors/Pensioners: 
Centrefire $15, Centrefire Hunter $10, Rimfire $5. 
Forms to Mark West: markwest@kentcivil.com.au; 
0421 775 101. Event is catered with onsite camping. 
Contact: mmsrcsecretary@gmail.com for information.

SA BPCR Silhouette State Championships
November 25-26, 2023
Hosted by Para at Monarto Silhouette Range. Saturday 
9am–12 practice. 12.30 40 shot BPCR Iron sight 
match. Evening BBQ. Sunday 8.30-9 practice. 9.30am 
40 shot Scoped match. Nominations $25/day or $45 
for both. Current RMS rule book applies. Prize table on 
Saturday night. Contact John Visnyai johnviz@hotmail.
com or 0421117391.

Vic 
SSAA (Vic) Field Rifle, 3P, Scoped Air Rifle 
and NRA State Championships
October 22, 2023
Eagle Park Range, Vic
Program: Centrefire competition followed by Rimfire. 
Contact: Mark Butler 0409 135 740.

Victorian Muzzle Loading Club State 
Championships
November 18–19, 2023
Victorian Muzzle Loading Club, SSAA Eagle Park Range, 
Gifkins Road, Little River, VIC
Program: See website for full program. Rules: Firearm 
and competition information
from the VMLC Member Book 2021. Prizes: Trophy 
for first, second and third. Facilities: on-site camping 
(fees may apply) and café. Fire Ban for the Central Area 
will result in cancellation of black powder competitions 
for that day. Free BBQ lunch on Saturday. Possible free 
BBQ breakfast on Saturday and Sunday and free lunch 
BBQ on Sunday (subject to availability). Contact Craig 
Kinder on craigk@jeatech.com.au or 0409 707 157.

NATIONAL

/ssaanational

/ssaanational

/AWSMag

/australianwomensshooter_mag

/GreatAustralianOutdoors

/great_australian_outdoors

Great Australian

OUTDOORS

/SSAAFarmerAssist

/AustralianHunterMagazine

stay in touch!

youtube.com/ssaatvBUY... TRADE... SELL!

Sat 7 October 
9am - 3pm

Sun 8 October
9am - 1pm

OVER 200 TABLES. NEW, USED & ANTIQUE.

+

queenslandarmsfair.com | 0412 562 252

DISTILLERY ROAD MARKET 
124 Distillery Rd, Eagleby QLD 4207

SE QUEENSLAND ARMS, 
COLLECTABLES & MILITARIA SHOW

ADULTS $10 - 16 AND UNDER FREE

Modern, Sporting, Military Guns, Militaria, 

Edged Weapons And Collectables

mailto:markwest@kentcivil.com.au
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First name  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Middle name I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Last name  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I
Residential address I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Town/suburb I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  State I  I  I  I  Postcode   I  I  I  I  I           

Postal address I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Town/suburb I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  State I  I  I  I Postcode   I  I  I  I  I 

Phone (Mobile) I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I    (Home)  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 

Email   I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   I  I   I          
        
  

Enclosed is payment for the amount of $................ 

 Cheque   Money order    MasterCard   Visa

Card number       

Expiry date    Signature..............................................
Cheques payable to the Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia Inc.

Membership No.

     

ABN 95 050 209 688
           MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

 (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE)

August 2023

Date of birth             I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   Male      Female       Other  

Tick to subscribe to the FREE SSAA National E-newsletter via email

SIGNATURE:........................... 
 
DATE:.....................................

PLEASE
READ AND SIGN

Refund Policy: Subject to Australian 
law, membership fees are not 
refundable, nor can they be 
transferred.

Members join a SSAA state or 
territory branch. The information 
you provide on this form will be 
disclosed to the state or territory 
branch of the SSAA to which your 
membership application relates. A 
copy of SSAA Inc’s privacy policy can 
be found at ssaa.org.au/privacy. You 
can obtain access to your personal 
information by writing to: SSAA, PO 
Box 2520, Unley SA 5061.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Choose the firearms 
protection offer

 

  

02 8805 3900

Want to know more?
Call us at SSAA

Each category has access to the digital version of the  
Australian Shooter magazine -11 issues per year.

Parent’s or guardian’s signature

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES AND SPECIAL OFFERS

$115 $100 Adult (over 18 years) 

$150 $135              Includes $35 for SSAA MUTUAL Member Firearms  
                     Protection for 12 months, or until next membership renewal.

 $75 Additional Family Member (No magazine) Applies to each additional person  
  over 18 residing at the same address as a full-subscription Adult member.              

 
$110

              Includes $35 for SSAA MUTUAL Member Firearms  
                    Protection for 12 months, or until next membership renewal.

$90 $75 Pensioner Available on production or photocopy of  
  both sides of your Australian Concession Card.

$125 $110                   Includes $35 for SSAA MUTUAL Member Firearms  

                    Protection for 12 months, or until next membership renewal.

$575 $500 5-year Adult Contact SSAA for SSAA MUTUAL firearms protection information.

$2300 $2000 Member for Life Contact SSAA for SSAA MUTUAL firearms protection information.

$195 $110 Overseas Available to members living overseas.

$27  Junior (under 18 years)                                                     ..............................................................

     
Supporting 

Adult member No.

SIGN UP ONLINE 

ssaa.org.au

Complete this section ONLY 
if you wish to use your 
membership of the SSAA to 
support your Genuine Reason 
for having a firearms licence.
Register your SSAA activities by 
marking one or more of the 
following boxes:

TARGET SHOOTING 
(longarms only)

HUNTING 
(club membership)  

COLLECTING

HUNTING OTHER
(R licence, property  
owner/permission)

ATTENTION 
NSW & ACT 
MEMBERS

Member referral number if applicable

I also wish to donate the following 

amount to the SSAA  $...................

TICK IF TAKING OUT SSAA MUTUAL MEMBER FIREARMS PROTECTION. I understand that the Firearms  
Statement of Protection for SSAA MUTUAL Members Firearms Protection is on ssaamutual.com.au for my reference.

MEMBERS FIREARMS PROTECTION

and for just $35 you 
get $25,000 worth 

of firearms and fixed 
accessories cover. 

This application is made in full 
recognition of the Associations’ 
requirement for responsible and 
ethical behaviour. I undertake to 
do all in my power to preserve the 
good image of the sport and the 
Associations. I understand that 
members breaking the Code of 
Conduct and/or Social Media  
Policies may be subject to  
suspension or expulsion. Both can 
be found at ssaa.org.au/code

Print & Digital 
Australian 
Shooter

Digital only 
Australian 
Shooter

 Add the Australian Hunter 
to your membership  
annually for only

$34

$64 overseas

Tick the box to get four 
issues of Australia’s 
best hunting magazine 
delivered to your door

ADD THE HUNTER
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AUSTRALIAN SHOOTER is published monthly and is printed by IVE, 
83 Derby St, Silverwater, NSW 2128.

The Sporting Shooters’ Association of Australia Inc (SSAA Inc) is 
subject to the provisions of the National Privacy Act. We collect 
personal information from members of the Sporting Shooters’ 
Association of Australia in the various states and territories. Should 
you want a copy of the SSAA Inc Privacy Statement or seek further 
information please write to PO Box 2520, Unley, SA 5061.

Freelance contributions are welcome. We do, however, recommend 
that potential authors contact the office prior to story drafting. 
Manuscripts and digital files may be sent to the address shown above. 
No responsibility is taken for the loss or damage of manuscripts or 
photographic material. 

While the publishers exercise due care with regard to handloading 
data, no responsibility can be accepted for errors and/or omissions, 
or any damage suffered as a consequence.

Please note that certain firearm types and accessories advertised in 
the Australian Shooter may not be legally available in all states and 
territories. Please check with your local authorities before ordering. 
Neither the AS nor any of its advertisers accept responsibility in 
this matter. No text or photographs within the magazine may be 
republished, either electronically or in print, without the express 
written permission of the Editor.  
Copyright 2023.

1 of 4 SSAA Ties

Manfred + Cracco Watch 'Jackie'
- Ladies Watch

Juniors

RRP $49.95

RRP $395

Simply write your full name, address and 
contact number on a piece of paper and 
place it inside an envelope and send to:
 
(Name of competition)
SSAA National
PO Box 2520, Unley, SA 5061 

Enter to win
Member-only competitions

Competitions close October 31, 2023

Winners!

Or enter online
at ssaa.org.au

Kindly donated by SSAA National
ssaa.org.au

Kindly donated by SSAA National
ssaa.org.au

Top Shots Mug

Invaluable – money can’t buy this! 
Kindly donated by SSAA National
ssaa.org.au

Kindly donated by Winchester Australia
winchesteraustralia.com.au

Winchester Prize Pack

RRP $259.75

Hoodie is size S

Australian Shooter August, 2023 
Traser P66 Green Spirit Watch 

David MacDonald, QLD

Winchester Prize Pack
Adam Bettridge, TAS

Top Shots Mug 
Rachard Haigh, NSW

Juniors – Mitchell Expedition Single Swag 
Lachlan Campbell, VIC

Australian Hunter 85
Winchester Prize Pack 

Robert Cook, QLD

Traser Red Combat Watch 
Francis Lewis, QLD 

Beretta Prize Pack 
Joanna McDonald, NSW
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An Outdoor Life
WITH MARK VAN DEN BOOGAART

Home on the range

L ooking back over the year, I 
haven’t said a whole lot about the 
range, so it’s time to do something 
about that. To start where you 

should, that is the beginning - since the 
mid-80s my range has been SSAA Belmont 
in Brisbane. 

Why haven’t I said much about it? Well, 
two reasons. Firstly, over time the range 
has taken a back seat to my hunting. Sec-
ondly, rifle reviewing has turned range 
visits into a workplace of sorts and I have a 
certain medical intolerance for workplaces.

Nowadays when I do go to the range, if 
I’m sighting in a hunting rifle, I’ll grab any 
available bench. If I’m reviewing a rifle, 
I’ll try and land bench #1. It has the most 
space and allows me to set up a camera 
while not bothering anyone else. It might 
sound like a clinical approach, but it hasn’t 
always been that way. 

In the early 2000s, the noughties as they 
call them, thoughts turned to returning 
to the range after an enforced break post-
1996. I was a fan of ex-military autoloaders 
and pump-action shotguns and a few years 
beforehand through the stroke of a politi-
cally motivated, bureaucratic pen I went 
from cool stuff to no stuff.

At the time I was unattached, working 
in the city and earning sound money. Good 
friend Tim and I started talking about guns 
and ammo over Friday night drinks. These 
conversations eventually led us to pre-gen-
trified Fortitude Valley and Queensland Gun 
Exchange, right there on busy Ann Street. 

Tim’s living situation wasn’t exactly the 
same, but as Meatloaf once sang: ‘Two out 
of three ain’t bad’. It wasn’t long before we 
both found ourselves recommitting to fire-
arm ownership. We had hunted previously, 
but had lost contact to properties, so it was 
off to the range we go.

After a couple of false starts we found 
ourselves spending Saturdays at Belmont. 
Armed with left-hand Tikkas and lever-
action rifles we killed plenty of paper pigs 
and returned a lot of lead to the ground. 

For us, the range was our local. Sure, we 
might belly up to a bench, but for the most 
part it was talking, chatting and generally 
having a load of fun.

It was the old hands who really made 
it special. For some years Belmont had a 
renowned Range Officer. He spoke with a 
strong European growl, which reminded 
me of my father’s voice. But I got on like a 
house on fire with him. He respected and 
responded best to those willing to give him 
a little of what he gave out. 

Another was Geoff. I heard he passed 
away some years ago, but when we knew 
him, he was an avid reloader. His prefer-
ence was a Tikka T3 Super Varmint in .223 
Rem and he was deadly off the bench. He 
thought Tim and I were hilarious in our 
approach to shooting and life in general and 
over time we’d make sure to share cor-
responding benches. He even put together 
some handloads for me which I used to take 
a pig in a New South Wales State Forest. 

As the years ticked by my rifle collection 
grew through a constant process of renewal. 
Along the way I began to write, and be pub-
lished, and consequently met people at the 
range who would recognise me from either 
Australian Shooter or Australian Hunter 

magazines. I was even asked to join the 
Pistol Club after some work appeared in 
Australian and New Zealand Handgun, but 
for the time being I’ve decided to stick with 
writing about antique flintlocks.

Recently I managed to help a father and 
son obtain a newly acquired rifle firstly on 
paper, and then zeroed in for 100. 

The Range Officers have changed over 
time, but they all still seem to respond 
favourably to friendly conversation. While 
we might not like to admit it, rules exist for 
largely sensible reasons. 

So, to all the range shoot-
ers, ROs and those working 
before the scenes, this one 
is for you.

Ready to go at the range.



Australian Distributor

PO BOX 4212
Dandenong South, Vic 3464

RAYTRADE

SPZ ME SPECIAL 
– 12g / 20g / 28g - .410

From 
$2100

From 
$1050

From 
$1050

From 
$1150

SPZ ME 
– 12g / 20g / 28g / .410

ELEGANT 
– 12g / 20g / .410

ELEGANT 
COACH GUN 
– 12g

THE BEST VALUE UNDER 
AND OVER AND SIDE BY SIDE 

SHOTGUNS AVAILABLE IN 
AUSTRALIA TODAY.



‘GREAT
  PROTECTION’

Spiro, Melbourne
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Today more than 80,000 SSAA members have their firearms and fixed accessories 
covered against loss, theft and damage. They are covered at home, at the range, while 
hunting and overseas for up to 28 days. Claims are settled for replacement value (up to 
5 years), assessed by an approved firearms dealer and settled promptly. Compare it to 
your Home and Contents Policy, which may have an excess greater than $100 and may 
only cover your firearms at home. Don’t risk another year without cover - Trust SSAA 
Mutual to safeguard your firearms and fixed accessories. 

HERE’S WHAT SSAA MEMBERS FIREARMS PROTECTION CAN COVER:

Firearms &  
Accessories.

All privately owned 
firearms registered 
to the member and 
fixed accessories.

Coverage.

•  Accidental loss and damage of    
   the equipment (including whilst  
   in use, excluding chipping and  
   scratching of stock). 
•  Malicious damage. 

•  Collision or overturning  
    of the vehicle. 
•  Fire & extraneous perils.
•  Flood
•  Theft.

Not Covered.

Theft where the equipment was not stored in an approved gun safe as required by 
State or Territory authority, other than when the equipment is in use or away from 
the member’s premises. Where the member or any person or entity to whom the 
equipment has been entrusted to fails to comply with any law relating to storage, 
use or handling of the equipment.

Claims 
Settled  
Promptly

MEMBERS FIREARMS PROTECTION

www.ssaaib.com.au

For only $35 get $25,000 worth of  
SSAA Members Firearms Protection.

Are you covered?Take up this 
offer with your 
next renewal  

or new 
membership.

Call (02) 8805 3900
Email: megan@ssaains.com.au 

Any commentary provided in the advertisement is general information which does not take into account your individual situation and you should consider SSAA Mutual’s Financial Services Guide 
and Statement of Protection (www.ssaaib.com.au) before deciding to become a member and to purchase and hold discretionary protection issued by SSAA Mutual Limited. ACN 655 675 862 S
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